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         1                  ALJ WAXMAN:  We're on the record in the matter 

 

         2     of the accusation against David Keith Cundiff, 

 

         3     C-u-n-d-i-f-f.  Case Number 11-1998-91964.  Office of 

 

         4     Administrative Hearing's Number L19999090392. 

 

         5                  This is our third day of hearing.  The date is 

 

         6     May 10th, 2000.  Time is approximately 9:05 a.m.  Let the 

 

         7     record reflect both counsel are present as is Dr. Cundiff. 

 

         8                  My understanding is that today we're going to 

 

         9     be beginning with the Respondent's Case in Chief.  Before 

 

        10     we commence with that, I want to mention something. 

 

        11     Yesterday there was a lengthy off-the-record conversation 

 

        12     between the two attorneys, Dr. Cundiff, and myself 

 

        13     concerning the anticipated testimony of both Dr. Cundiff 

 

        14     and Dr. Cundiff's expert witness.  During the course of 

 

        15     that conversation, Mr. Bell made what the Court considered 

 

        16     to be a negative comment concerning the impartiality of the 

 

        17     Court. 

 

        18                  In response to that comment, I said that I 

 

        19     assumed that Mr. Bell was not casting aspersions on the 

 

        20     Court's fairness, and he indicated he was not. 

 

        21                  After court was over and I was reflecting on 

 

        22     the day's events, I realized that maybe my assumption may 

 

        23     not have been justified.  With that in mind, I am going to 

 

        24     issue the following order.  For the rest of this trial, in 

 

        25     order to protect all -- protect parties and counsel, there 

 

        26     will be no more off-the-record conversations concerning any 

 

        27     matter having to do with this trial.  Everything will be on 

 

        28     the record. 
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         1                  Mr. Bell, if you have something to say about 

 

         2     the Court's impartiality, now is the time to do it. 

 

         3                  MR. BELL:  I would like to. 

 

         4                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Go ahead. 

 

         5                  MR. BELL:  I would like to express my 

 

         6     personal, public, and on-the-record regret of anything I 

 

         7     may have said in the heated argument that may have 

 

         8     reflected anything other than a highly complimentary view 

 

         9     towards your Honor as an individual and as justice of this 

 

        10     bench.  I have tried numerous cases with you, and I have 

 

        11     found you to be impeccably fair. 

 

        12                  I must confess that at the very end of an 

 

        13     extremely long day, a complex legal matter came up which 

 

        14     presented me with a change of circumstances and very little 

 

        15     ability to react to them.  In reaction to the stress 

 

        16     provoked by that, based upon many days of intense 

 

        17     preparation in a highly complex piece of litigation 

 

        18     involving medicine and science, I think I may have said 

 

        19     something that I would regret, and I want to assure the 

 

        20     Court that I have the highest confidence in its 

 

        21     impartiality based on experience and based on reputation 

 

        22     and based on everything I see. 

 

        23                  I deeply regret anything that may have 

 

        24     reflected anything to the contrary about that.  I think 

 

        25     perhaps more properly, what was on my mind is in my 

 

        26     supervisory role of other attorneys, in my mind we have a 

 

        27     rather scrupulous standards, advance notification of issues 

 

        28     and things to other parties, and that I would always strive 
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         1     to bend over backwards to make sure people working under my 

 

         2     supervision provided the maximum amount of information 

 

         3     leading into litigation.  And I felt that -- I wish I had 

 

         4     had the maximum of information leading into this issue. 

 

         5                  But as I say, I want to mince no words.  I 

 

         6     want to apologize to the Court and thank the Court for its 

 

         7     consideration of what I have said. 

 

         8                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you, Mr. Bell.  And your 

 

         9     apology is accepted.  You may proceed. 

 

        10                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Thank you, your Honor. 

 

        11                  Call Dr. Matthew Conolly. 

 

        12                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Dr. Conolly, please step up 

 

        13     forward. 

 

        14 

 

        15                        MATTHEW ELLIS CONOLLY, 

 

        16     called as a witness by the Medical Board of California, 

 

        17     having been duly sworn, was examined and testified as 

 

        18     follows: 

 

        19 

 

        20                  ALJ WAXMAN:  You may be seated. 

 

        21                  Would you state and spell your full name, 

 

        22     please. 

 

        23                  THE WITNESS:  My full name is Matthew 

 

        24     M-a-t-t-h-e-w, Ellis, E-l-l-i-s, Conolly, C-o-n-o-l-l-y. 

 

        25                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you. 

 

        26                  (Continued on following page.) 

 

        27 

 

        28 
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         1                         DIRECT EXAMINATION 

 

         2 

 

         3            Q.    BY MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Dr. Conolly, where are you 

 

         4     presently employed? 

 

         5            A.    I'm employed at UCLA. 

 

         6            Q.    And are you a physician, licensed to practice 

 

         7     in the state of California? 

 

         8            A.    Yes, I am. 

 

         9     ^            MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, I have a 

 

        10     multipage document entitled, "Matthew Ellis Conolly, M.D. 

 

        11     Curriculum Vitae."  I'd like to have it marked as next in 

 

        12     order.  I have an extra copy for the witness. 

 

        13                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I received the document referred 

 

        14     to by Mr. Rosenzweig, which I have marked as Respondent's 

 

        15     Exhibit B for identification. 

 

        16            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Dr. Conolly, do you recognize 

 

        17     this document? 

 

        18            A.    I think so. 

 

        19            Q.    What is it? 

 

        20            A.    It's my curriculum vitae. 

 

        21            Q.    Did you prepare this document? 

 

        22            A.    Yes, I did. 

 

        23            Q.    Where did you receive your medical education? 

 

        24            A.    I trained in London, and I did my postdoctoral 

 

        25     fellowship in Nashville, Tennessee. 

 

        26            Q.    Okay.  Does the British have a system of 

 

        27     interns and residents as we do here? 

 

        28            A.    It is not as structured.  We certainly -- 
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         1     after you get your medical degree, you do at least two 

 

         2     internships.  And then after that, depending upon what your 

 

         3     career goals are, you may do residencies and you may do a 

 

         4     training post for general -- what practice -- in the 

 

         5     discipline that you want to do.  But we don't have the 

 

         6     rigidly structured programs such as exist in this country. 

 

         7            Q.    All right.  When did you come to the United 

 

         8     States? 

 

         9            A.    For my postdoctorate fellowship, I came in 

 

        10     1971, and I came to take up my postdoctorate at UCLA in 

 

        11     1977. 

 

        12            Q.    All right.  What are your duties at UCLA? 

 

        13            A.    Well, primarily, I treat patients and I spend 

 

        14     the bulk of time doing that. 

 

        15                  Secondarily, I teach, and that's a variable 

 

        16     load.  I have administrative duties.  For instance, I'm on 

 

        17     the ethics committee on the human subject protection 

 

        18     committee.  Those are workloads that change from time to 

 

        19     time, but that's what I'm currently engaged in. 

 

        20            Q.    Are you on the faculty of the medical staff? 

 

        21            A.    Yes.  I am a full professor. 

 

        22            Q.    In addition to the fact that you're a member, 

 

        23     you practice medicine as well? 

 

        24            A.    Absolutely. 

 

        25            Q.    Where do you do that? 

 

        26            A.    UCLA. 

 

        27            Q.    What does your practice consist of? 

 

        28            A.    These days, it's general.  Internal medicine 
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         1     with special pain management, but less pain management than 

 

         2     I did formerly. 

 

         3            Q.    And how many patients do you see in a month? 

 

         4            A.    Well, I see 17 or 18 a day.  I'm not very good 

 

         5     at mental arithmetic, but if you can work that out, that's 

 

         6     how many I see a month. 

 

         7            Q.    Returning to your C.V., does this C.V. 

 

         8     Accurately reflect your activities since the time period 

 

         9     that it relates to? 

 

        10            A.    Yes.  The only thing I would change on page 3, 

 

        11     down at the bottom, where it says, "Professor of 

 

        12     Antesthesiology," I do have a faculty appointment in that 

 

        13     department.  I see I omitted to add professor of medicine. 

 

        14     I am not a very good secretary. 

 

        15            Q.    Is there anything that should be added to this 

 

        16     C.V.? 

 

        17            A.    I think since I prepared this, I published one 

 

        18     more chapter, but otherwise, this C.V. is correct as it 

 

        19     stands. 

 

        20            Q.    Beginning on page 5, there is a list of papers 

 

        21     that you wrote; is that correct? 

 

        22            A.    That is correct. 

 

        23            Q.    You were the author or co-author of some 

 

        24     papers? 

 

        25            A.    Correct. 

 

        26            Q.    And on page 11 there's a list of abstracts and 

 

        27     continuing for a few pages? 

 

        28            A.    Yes, also correct. 
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         1            Q.    Were you the author or coauthor of those 

 

         2     abstracts? 

 

         3            A.    Yes. 

 

         4            Q.    Beginning on page 15, there's a list of 

 

         5     editorials and letters.  Did you also author those? 

 

         6            A.    Yes. 

 

         7            Q.    And on page 16 through 18, there's a list of 

 

         8     books and chapters.  Did you author those at well? 

 

         9            A.    Yes, I did. 

 

        10            Q.    Looking at page 20, there's a list of invited 

 

        11     lectures.  What is an invited lecture? 

 

        12            A.    Well, when somebody asks you to come and talk 

 

        13     to them on a specific topic. 

 

        14            Q.    All right.  And does this list accurately 

 

        15     reflect your invited lectures? 

 

        16            A.    Yes.  I think I've given one or two more since 

 

        17     this thing was prepared, but there's no substantial 

 

        18     difference. 

 

        19                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  All right.  Your Honor, I'd 

 

        20     like to move this Exhibit B into evidence. 

 

        21                  MR. BELL:  No objection. 

 

        22                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Exhibit B is admitted. 

 

        23            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Dr. Conolly, do you have 

 

        24     experience with anticoagulants? 

 

        25            A.    Yes, I do. 

 

        26            Q.    What is that experience? 

 

        27            A.    As a general physician, from time to time I 

 

        28     see patients who have conditions which require the use of 
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         1     anticoagulants.  And so my experience is in the use of 

 

         2     those medications in those kind of patients. 

 

         3            Q.    Do you have any general training in 

 

         4     pharmacology? 

 

         5            A.    Yes, I do. 

 

         6            Q.    What is that training? 

 

         7            A.    Well, as one goes through medical school, 

 

         8     everybody gets a certain amount of pharmacology, which is 

 

         9     all about the mechanism of the action of drugs in man, the 

 

        10     way we use them, problems with them, side effects, 

 

        11     interactions, and so forth. 

 

        12                  And in addition to that, I have postgraduate 

 

        13     training in clinical pharmacology embracing the same 

 

        14     materials described to you but also of the basis for my 

 

        15     earlier research work. 

 

        16            Q.    Do you have experience with deep venous 

 

        17     thrombosis or DVT? 

 

        18            A.    I think as a general physician, I see such 

 

        19     patients from time to time. 

 

        20            Q.    What is DVT? 

 

        21            A.    I understand those letters to mean deep venous 

 

        22     thrombosis. 

 

        23            Q.    What does that mean? 

 

        24            A.    Well, clotting in the deep veins, typically of 

 

        25     the leg, most often in the thigh, but it can affect the 

 

        26     calf muscles. 

 

        27                  Sometimes it occurs in the veins of the 

 

        28     pelvis, but really people talk about deep venous thrombosis 
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         1     primarily of the lower limbs. 

 

         2            Q.    Dr. Conolly, did you testify in April of 1999 

 

         3     at a hearing before the County of Los Angeles Civil Service 

 

         4     Commission? 

 

         5            A.    Yes, I did. 

 

         6            Q.    Okay.  Were you called as an expert witness by 

 

         7     Dr. Cundiff in that area? 

 

         8            A.    Yes, I was. 

 

         9            Q.    Did you offer an opinion that, in your 

 

        10     opinion, Dr. Cundiff's patient B.R. was within the standard 

 

        11     of care? 

 

        12            A.    Yes, I did. 

 

        13            Q.    When you testified at that Civil Service 

 

        14     Commission hearing, what materials did you review in order 

 

        15     to prepare for your testimony? 

 

        16            A.    I reviewed the patient's chart.  That was 

 

        17     really my main source of material at that time. 

 

        18            Q.    All right.  Since that time, did I send you a 

 

        19     subpoena copy of transcript of your testimony of that 

 

        20     hearing? 

 

        21            A.    Yes, I have seen it since that hearing. 

 

        22            Q.    And have you reviewed it prior to this 

 

        23     hearing? 

 

        24            A.    Yes, I have. 

 

        25            Q.    Did I also send you a copy of the medical 

 

        26     chart for patient B.R. that was supplied by the medical 

 

        27     board to me? 

 

        28            A.    Yes, you did. 
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         1            Q.    How would you compare that medical record to 

 

         2     the medical procedure you reviewed last year for the Civil 

 

         3     Service Commission? 

 

         4            A.    If I could read it, it's a much better copy 

 

         5     than the one I had before. 

 

         6                  I see Mr. Bell has some special information 

 

         7     the people who prepared it.  It was neatly organized and 

 

         8     tabulated.  Obviously, there was no material that wasn't 

 

         9     there before, but I didn't have it in this form. 

 

        10            Q.    Was this medical chart that you reviewed for 

 

        11     this hearing easier to read than the previous one? 

 

        12            A.    Oh, infinitely. 

 

        13            Q.    Now, in addition to reviewing the medical 

 

        14     chart and the transcript of your previous testimony, did 

 

        15     you review anything else for this hearing in preparation? 

 

        16            A.    Yes, I did. 

 

        17                  I've had occasion to review the literature 

 

        18     pertaining to the use of anticoagulant in a patient who has 

 

        19     deep venous thrombosis. 

 

        20            Q.    Without reviewing any contents, did you review 

 

        21     materials related to the affects of the drug itself or 

 

        22     properties of the drug? 

 

        23                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Anticoagulant in general, or a 

 

        24     specific drug? 

 

        25            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Well, Coumadin, for example. 

 

        26            A.    I did review, again, the PDR in the patient 

 

        27     package insert just to ensure that my understanding of the 

 

        28     drug and what's in those publications was the same, and it 
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         1     is. 

 

         2            Q.    What is a package insert? 

 

         3            A.    Well, everything -- every time you give a 

 

         4     patient a drug, the manufacturer attaches a piece of paper 

 

         5     to the bottle that, in fact, exactly reintroduces what's in 

 

         6     the PDR -- the Physician's Desk Reference -- and if 

 

         7     patients have the eyesight good enough to read the small 

 

         8     print, it tells them more than they'll ever want to know 

 

         9     about the drug. 

 

        10            Q.    What is DPKDR? 

 

        11            A.    Large compendium of monographs of individual 

 

        12     drugs produced by the manufacturer and the contents of 

 

        13     the -- specifically approved by the FDA are also.  Although 

 

        14     it is not technically a government publication, it has the 

 

        15     government stamp of approval on it.  They are not allowed 

 

        16     to put anything in here or the PDR that the FDA does not 

 

        17     approve of.  And if FDA doesn't like the way they've 

 

        18     described things, the warning put with them, they can 

 

        19     compel drug companies to make changes. 

 

        20            Q.    Who actually writes the package insert?  Where 

 

        21     does that come from? 

 

        22            A.    Well, it comes from the manufacturer.  But 

 

        23     they have a team of people, I'm sure, who draft these 

 

        24     things.  And then it has to be submitted to the FDA for 

 

        25     approval. 

 

        26            Q.    Okay.  Now, in forming your opinions with 

 

        27     respect to this case, in your review of literature, did you 

 

        28     review particular articles? 
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         1            A.    Yes, I did. 

 

         2            Q.    Without revealing the contents of the article, 

 

         3     are there specific articles that you relied on in forming 

 

         4     your opinion? 

 

         5            A.    Yes. 

 

         6            Q.    Could you list those articles, please? 

 

         7            A.    Yes, I can. 

 

         8                  There are three major articles which have 

 

         9     appeared at different times in the journal entitled, "The 

 

        10     Chest," of which Thomas Hyers, H-y-e-r-s, is the first 

 

        11     author. 

 

        12                  There is a paper dated 1960, of which the 

 

        13     authors of Barritt, B-a-r-r-i-t-t, and Jordan, appeared in 

 

        14     The Lancet.  There is a view of that paper by Paul 

 

        15     Egermayer -- 

 

        16            Q.    Spell that. 

 

        17            A.    E-g-e-r-m-a-y-e-r. 

 

        18                  -- that appeared in the Journal of the Royal 

 

        19     Society of Medicine.  There was some papers from the New 

 

        20     England Journal of Medicine.  One was the First Order of 

 

        21     Hull, and another was the First Order of Simonneau, 

 

        22     S-i-m-o-n-n-e-a-u.  There was another one by a group of 

 

        23     investigators, the Columbus Investigators, without a 

 

        24     specific name. 

 

        25            Q.    Where was that published? 

 

        26            A.    Also in the New England Journal of Medicine. 

 

        27     Another paper in the New England Journal, first author Mark 

 

        28     Levine.  There was another paper -- again, in the New 
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         1     England Journal of Medicine -- first author Koopman, 

 

         2     K-o-o-p-m-a-n.  And another article in the New England 

 

         3     Journal of Medicine whose first author -- or I presume it's 

 

         4     pronounced Brandjes, B-r-a-n-d-j-e-s.  Those would be the 

 

         5     main ones. 

 

         6            Q.    Now, Dr. Conolly, prior to reading any of 

 

         7     these articles, you had already formed an opinion with 

 

         8     respect to this case; isn't that right? 

 

         9            A.    That is correct. 

 

        10            Q.    And so what role did those articles play for 

 

        11     you in forming your opinion? 

 

        12            A.    They didn't change my opinion about this case 

 

        13     in the treatment he was given at all.  I found the reading 

 

        14     disquieting in some ways, because we have some very 

 

        15     argumentative people writing articles that many people will 

 

        16     look to for guidance. 

 

        17                  And, in fact, if you examine critically the 

 

        18     basis on which they make their statements, it seems that 

 

        19     the bulk of it, frankly, lacks scientific foundation. 

 

        20            Q.    Now, are anticoagulants used as treatment for 

 

        21     DVT? 

 

        22            A.    They can be. 

 

        23            Q.    What is the purpose of using an anticoagulant 

 

        24     in that situation? 

 

        25            A.    The purpose is to prevent further blood 

 

        26     clotting.  They have no affect on the clots that are 

 

        27     already formed, but they will tend to discourage the blood 

 

        28     clot from increasing and propagating along the vein. 
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         1            Q.    What is pulmonary embolus? 

 

         2            A.    Pulmonary embolus in this context is when a 

 

         3     blood clot in a vein breaks loose and travels up the main 

 

         4     conduit to the heart through the inferior vena cava and 

 

         5     passes through the right side of heart and lodged in the 

 

         6     pulmonary arteries, the valves that convey blood from the 

 

         7     heart to the lungs, and thereby causing damage. 

 

         8            Q.    Now, if there is a DVT in a particular 

 

         9     patient, what is the role of anticoagulants with respect to 

 

        10     preventing pulmonary embolism? 

 

        11            A.    Well, as I say, the role would be to prevent 

 

        12     or to diminish at any rate the ability of the blood to clot 

 

        13     to add more clot onto that which is already formed. 

 

        14            Q.    Are there risks associated with 

 

        15     anticoagulants? 

 

        16            A.    Absolutely. 

 

        17            Q.    What are those risks? 

 

        18            A.    Well, the main risk comes from the 

 

        19     pharmacological function.  They are, as you say yourself, 

 

        20     anticoagulants.  They discourage blood from clotting. 

 

        21                  And we have a very sophisticated biochemical 

 

        22     mechanism in bodies which provide us with what we call 

 

        23     homeostasis.  If we cut ourselves, the bleeding soon stops. 

 

        24     We all know that.  And in people who that cannot happen 

 

        25     to -- like hemophiliacs, they have a very serious 

 

        26     life-threatening disease, and in that sense, by giving 

 

        27     anticoagulants, although different blood factors are 

 

        28     involved, we create just that sort of situation.  And so 
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         1     patients become at risk for bleeding. 

 

         2                  And this bleeding may be outside of the body 

 

         3     if they cut themselves.  It may be in the intestine from an 

 

         4     intestinal problem, that could cause bleeding.  It can 

 

         5     involve bleeding into the lungs and can involve bleeding 

 

         6     into the brain. 

 

         7                  These drugs in other contexts are used as rat 

 

         8     poison because they are, by virtue few of this 

 

         9     anticoagulant mechanism, potentially so harmful. 

 

        10            Q.    And we talked about the aspect of an 

 

        11     anticoagulant. 

 

        12                  What particular drugs are you talking about? 

 

        13            A.    Here, we're specifically thinking more of 

 

        14     trade names, Warfarin, W-a-r-f-a-r-i-n.  Coumadin is 

 

        15     C-o-u-m-a-d-i-n. 

 

        16            Q.    What is heparin? 

 

        17            A.    Heparin is a different kind of anticoagulant 

 

        18     material.  It has to be given by injection.  It works on 

 

        19     different clotting factors, but -- unlike Warfarin, which 

 

        20     works by preventing the production of clotting factors, and 

 

        21     so over few days it produces an anticoagulant state. 

 

        22     Heparin has an immediate affect. 

 

        23            Q.    Doctor, what does the word "contraindication" 

 

        24     mean? 

 

        25            A.    Contraindication means reasons why you 

 

        26     shouldn't embark on a particular course of action. 

 

        27            Q.    Does that mean that in each case there may be 

 

        28     a reason for giving a particular drug; if a 
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         1     contraindication exists, you do not use that particular 

 

         2     drug? 

 

         3            A.    That's correct. 

 

         4            Q.    Are there contraindications for Coumadin, for 

 

         5     example? 

 

         6            A.    Yes, there are. 

 

         7            Q.    What are those? 

 

         8            A.    The contraindications would be that, first of 

 

         9     all, you have to have a patient who can fully cooperate 

 

        10     with the treatment, because you don't just put something -- 

 

        11     Warfarin, and send them on their merry way.  They have to 

 

        12     come back and have blood checks regularly, and not too 

 

        13     little or too much. 

 

        14                  Another contraindication would be the presence 

 

        15     of any potential source of bleeding.  For instance, if I 

 

        16     am -- your patient had a peptic ulcer or if I knew they 

 

        17     have a condition called an esophageal varices in the lower 

 

        18     end of esophagus -- can sometimes bleed torrentially -- I 

 

        19     would not give an anticoagulant like Warfarin to them. 

 

        20                  If a patient were anemic, I would not want to 

 

        21     give patients anticoagulants if I could avoid it, because 

 

        22     I've already indicated that anticoagulants can cause people 

 

        23     to bleed.  If you start with normal blood count, you have a 

 

        24     cushion that you can bleed down and not get into trouble. 

 

        25     But if you are already anemic to begin with, then you have 

 

        26     no reserve to draw on, so that could be a problem. 

 

        27            Q.    What does it mean to be anemic? 

 

        28            A.    Well, we have in our blood a red substance 
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         1     called hemoglobin which carries oxygen to tissues.  And 

 

         2     there is a normal level -- roughly speaking, in an adult 

 

         3     male this be would be 15 grams per deciliter, and you are 

 

         4     due to be anemic if that level falls below a certain 

 

         5     amount. 

 

         6                  I would accept a hemoglobin of 12 or 13 in a 

 

         7     man.  I would not consider a hemoglobin of 10 or 8 to be 

 

         8     normal.  I would classify that as anemic. 

 

         9            Q.    All right.  Are there any contraindications 

 

        10     that you haven't listed -- I interrupted you. 

 

        11            A.    I have to know what the patient is taking or 

 

        12     their social status.  If I have a patient who drinks a lot 

 

        13     of alcohol, I would feel uncomfortable using Warfarin 

 

        14     because alcohol can be a gastric irritant; the patient 

 

        15     could bleed from that.  Alcohol makes them fall and injure 

 

        16     themselves.  And with an anticoagulant, they could have 

 

        17     more consequences. 

 

        18                  If the patient were taking other drugs which 

 

        19     cause peptic -- aspirin is a classic example -- then I 

 

        20     would not want a patient on Warfarin at the same time. 

 

        21                  If a patient is taking a drug which might 

 

        22     interfere with the way the body handles Warfarin in such a 

 

        23     manner as to produce a very unstable anticoagulated state, 

 

        24     then I would not want to use Warfarin in such a patient. 

 

        25                  If I knew the patient had any other condition 

 

        26     in the body where bleeding might be serious, if a patient 

 

        27     had a brain tumor, something like that, I would, again, be 

 

        28     very weary about using the drug Warfarin. 
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         1            Q.    Okay.  Doctor, if I understand your testimony, 

 

         2     monitoring of drugs is necessary; is that correct? 

 

         3            A.    That's absolutely crucial. 

 

         4            Q.    How often is an anticoagulated patient 

 

         5     monitored? 

 

         6            A.    It depends.  If the patient is very stable and 

 

         7     their prothrombin time, or some derivative of that use to 

 

         8     measure anticoagulation doesn't alter from week to week, 

 

         9     then I might be willing to say, "Well, come back next month 

 

        10     and we'll do blood test again."  I wouldn't extend it out 

 

        11     any longer than that. 

 

        12                  But if a patient had a prothrombin time that's 

 

        13     very erratic for whatever reason, then I might want to be 

 

        14     checking that patient every week, even more frequently than 

 

        15     that. 

 

        16            Q.    Generally, what is the procedure for 

 

        17     managing -- 

 

        18            A.    The patient comes in, blood is drawn from a 

 

        19     vein in the arm, the blood is then sent off to a lab where 

 

        20     they measure the impact of Warfarin, the time it takes for 

 

        21     the blood to clot. 

 

        22            Q.    All right.  Are there any other 

 

        23     contraindications that you haven't mentioned yet, or have 

 

        24     you covered all the territory? 

 

        25            A.    Well, I've never seen a history of a patient 

 

        26     being allergic to a medication, Warfarin, or any other 

 

        27     matter.  I would not want to use it if the patient had any 

 

        28     history of developing adverse side effects to this drug 
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         1     when they have been exposed to it on other occasions.  Very 

 

         2     rarely Warfarin can produce what we call necrosis or death 

 

         3     of subcutaneous fat.  With a history like that, I would not 

 

         4     want to use it. 

 

         5            Q.    Do any anticoagulants affect the liver? 

 

         6            A.    They work by inhibiting the ability of the 

 

         7     liver to make certain clotting factors. 

 

         8            Q.    If a patient had an impaired liver, would that 

 

         9     affect your decision on whether to anticoagulate? 

 

        10            A.    Yes.  What -- It certainly would make it a 

 

        11     more difficult situation to deploy the drug because of the 

 

        12     possibility the patient being excessively anticoagulated 

 

        13     with a small dose of the drug, so that could be a problem. 

 

        14            Q.    Do patients sometimes die of pulmonary embolus 

 

        15     while treating for DVT? 

 

        16            A.    Yes. 

 

        17            Q.    How? 

 

        18            A.    Well, I've explained that when I give 

 

        19     Warfarin, I hope to prevent more clots from forming, but 

 

        20     you do not do anything to the clots that are formed.  And 

 

        21     if you have a clot in your venous system and put in 

 

        22     Warfarin but the clot that's there breaks loose and floats 

 

        23     up to the heart, you will get a pulmonary embolus. 

 

        24            Q.    All right.  Dr. Conolly, there's been 

 

        25     testimony yesterday that Dr. Conolly's treatment of this 

 

        26     particular patient, B.R., was an extreme departure from 

 

        27     treatment. 

 

        28                  MR. BELL:  Cundiff.  You said Dr. Conolly's 
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         1     treatment of the patient. 

 

         2            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I'm sorry.  Both you and 

 

         3     Dr. Cundiff, you both started with a C. 

 

         4            Let me ask the question correctly.  There was 

 

         5     testimony yesterday that Dr. Cundiff's treatment of Patient 

 

         6     B.R. constituted extreme departure from the standard of 

 

         7     care. 

 

         8            Do you agree with that statement? 

 

         9            A.    No, I do not. 

 

        10            Q.    Why not? 

 

        11            A.    Because what Dr. Cundiff did was he -- after a 

 

        12     period of time, he discontinued the Warfarin.  And I 

 

        13     acknowledged there are some people who you cannot 

 

        14     anticoagulate with this drug.  And if in the clinician's 

 

        15     opinion of the patient, having taken the whole situation 

 

        16     into account, that the risk of anticoagulation exceeds 

 

        17     benefit, then you are obligated to stop it. 

 

        18                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Can we go off record for a 

 

        19     minute? 

 

        20                  ALJ WAXMAN:  What is the purpose? 

 

        21                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I think the doctor's pager 

 

        22     just went off. 

 

        23            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Do you need to -- 

 

        24            A.    No, no. 

 

        25            Q.    In the review of medical records, what did you 

 

        26     see that led you to your conclusions? 

 

        27            A.    Well, there were a number of issues here.  And 

 

        28     I, of course, never knew the patient, so I draw upon what I 
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         1     see in the record. 

 

         2                  First of all, he was seriously ill.  He had 

 

         3     advanced open pulmonary tuberculosis.  And on top of that, 

 

         4     there was a report in the literature of the fact that he 

 

         5     lost a lot of weight.  50 pounds were mentioned.  In an 

 

         6     emergency room record, officers described him as 

 

         7     homeless -- he was described as homeless, having had a 

 

         8     substantial alcohol consumption in the past. 

 

         9                  Now, all of those things would worry me in 

 

        10     terms of whether the patient was going to cooperate with 

 

        11     therapy or whether the patient would return routinely 

 

        12     for -- for evaluation of the prothrombin time. 

 

        13                  He was showing signs of impaired liver 

 

        14     function and, in particular, two things:  His prothrombin 

 

        15     time reported as INR.  The international normalized ratio 

 

        16     was all right.  Significant abnormal figures of 1.3 to 1.5 

 

        17     are recorded in the serum albumin in the liver was low. 

 

        18     The figure was around 2, 2.5 -- I forget exactly -- but 

 

        19     certainly lower than this, it should have been, so there 

 

        20     were issues there which concerned me. 

 

        21                  He was anemic.  His hemoglobin was around 10. 

 

        22     Another thing was that as part of his treatment for 

 

        23     tuberculosis, he was placed on Rifampin, R-i-f-a-m-p-i-n. 

 

        24     And this drug, more profoundly than any other, alters the 

 

        25     way in which the liver was metabolizing certain drugs. 

 

        26     This, even in somebody who you knew would be fully 

 

        27     compliant, would make the treatment of venous thrombosis 

 

        28     with an agent like Warfarin very difficult. 
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         1                  If there is any question that the patient 

 

         2     might sometimes be taking the medication, might sometimes 

 

         3     not, might be doing the same thing with Warfarin. 

 

         4                  You have a situation that is so potentially 

 

         5     unstable and dangerous, they would almost say it would be 

 

         6     foolhardy, so neither of those conditions are satisfied. 

 

         7                  So I don't think are -- It was a difficult 

 

         8     decision, and they are compounded by cutbacks in the 

 

         9     medical scene in this state.  The clinics, things of this 

 

        10     nature, have just disappeared, and they have made looking 

 

        11     after people, particularly in difficult situations like 

 

        12     this, extremely fraught.  So, you know, I support what 

 

        13     Dr. Cundiff did. 

 

        14            Q.    Dr. Conolly, what do you believe the standard 

 

        15     of care is as it applies to this particular case? 

 

        16            A.    The standard of care is really what was 

 

        17     obtained here.  The patient was admitted.  His primary case 

 

        18     being treated.  His venous thrombosis was addressed with 

 

        19     anticoagulation initially, but as the time drew near for 

 

        20     the patient to leave this supervised environment, it was 

 

        21     necessary to discontinue the anticoagulation.  Because you 

 

        22     can't suddenly change the patient's treatment and send them 

 

        23     out the front door at the same time. 

 

        24                  You have to -- You know, the venous thrombosis 

 

        25     appeared to be stable.  It was appropriate to discontinue 

 

        26     the anticoagulation and observe the patient.  And that, as 

 

        27     far as I can see from the record, was what was done. 

 

        28            Q.    Do you believe that a patient who is 
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         1     anticoagulated for DVT should always be kept on 

 

         2     anticoagulant for six weeks or any other particular amount 

 

         3     of time? 

 

         4            A.    Well, it depends.  Nothing in medicine is that 

 

         5     cut and dry.  All other things being equal, I might ascent 

 

         6     to what you say.  But all other things are not equal. 

 

         7                  And if you have situations where 

 

         8     anticoagulants are dangerous, then no, I don't think you 

 

         9     would say absolutely that's what you do.  Because, you 

 

        10     know, medicine isn't like that.  Everything has to be 

 

        11     tailored to the individual and the individual's 

 

        12     circumstances. 

 

        13            Q.    Dr. Conolly, in your review of literature, did 

 

        14     you find any studies which indicated that anticoagulation 

 

        15     therapy for DVTs reduces the likelihood of dying? 

 

        16            A.    Well, this is the problem, because in order to 

 

        17     do that -- in order to prove that scientifically, you have 

 

        18     to have studies which are double blinded, if possible, and 

 

        19     certainly ones which have a placebo control where a patient 

 

        20     received no active treatment, if you don't have comparison 

 

        21     like that -- 

 

        22            Q.    Excuse me.  What does "double blinded" mean? 

 

        23            A.    Double blinded means that neither the 

 

        24     observer, the physician, the distributor, nor the patient 

 

        25     knows what medicine is being given. 

 

        26                  I sort of retreated from that in my second 

 

        27     sentence.  Before measuring -- When you are measuring 

 

        28     clotting times and everything, it's -- adjusting dose 
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         1     according to what you found the clotting times to be, the 

 

         2     physician or a physician in this loop is going to know 

 

         3     about what the patient takes.  The patient may not know, 

 

         4     but certainly you have to have a placebo.  You know, no 

 

         5     active treatment.  We don't have that, except for one paper 

 

         6     which showed that there was no difference. 

 

         7            Q.    Dr. Conolly, do you know what a Greenfield 

 

         8     filter or vena cava filter is? 

 

         9            A.    Yes. 

 

        10            Q.    What is it? 

 

        11            A.    Well, I've already described to you pulmonary 

 

        12     embolus occurs when a blood clot floats up the -- 

 

        13                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Excuse me, Doctor. 

 

        14                  Folks, I really don't have rules for the 

 

        15     courtroom.  One thing I do request is that anything that 

 

        16     makes noise, such as pagers, cell phones, be turn off while 

 

        17     court is in session. 

 

        18                  THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.  I don't know why 

 

        19     this thing is beeping at me, because I thought I had 

 

        20     thought I silenced it, but I will do that. 

 

        21                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you. 

 

        22                  THE WITNESS:  You asked me about a Greenfield 

 

        23     filter? 

 

        24            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Right. 

 

        25            A.    A Greenfield filter is one of several devices 

 

        26     inserted into the vena cava in order to try and trap blood 

 

        27     clots as they float up the vena cava to prevent them 

 

        28     getting to the lungs. 
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         1            Q.    Okay.  And under what circumstances are vena 

 

         2     cava filters used? 

 

         3            A.    People insert those primarily in patients in 

 

         4     whom it is difficult, for one reason or another, to 

 

         5     anticoagulate, or in whom it is difficult to get adequate 

 

         6     control of the clotting factors even though such medication 

 

         7     has been given. 

 

         8            Q.    And do you recall that a vena cava filter 

 

         9     should have been used for patient B.R.? 

 

        10            A.    Not really.  I think these things -- they 

 

        11     sound as though they have been made just for the job, seems 

 

        12     such a logical thing to do.  But, if fact, when you put 

 

        13     these things in -- there are a lot of potential 

 

        14     complications.  Sometimes they break; sometimes they tear 

 

        15     holes in the vena cava.  They sometimes cause clotting in 

 

        16     the region where they are -- or in the veins along which 

 

        17     they have been threaded.  And worst of all, that they 

 

        18     will -- they don't guarantee that the patient is not going 

 

        19     to get a pulmonary embolus anyway. 

 

        20                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I don't have any other 

 

        21     questions, your Honor. 

 

        22                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you. 

 

        23                  You may cross-examine, Mr. Bell. 

 

        24                  MR. BELL:  Thank you. 

 

        25 

 

        26                         CROSS-EXAMINATION 

 

        27 

 

        28            Q.    BY MR. BELL:  How old of a gentlemen are you? 
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         1            A.    How old am I? 

 

         2            Q.    Yes. 

 

         3            A.    59. 

 

         4            Q.    Are you essentially close in terms of age -- 

 

         5            A.    To be honest with you, I have no idea how old 

 

         6     he is. 

 

         7            Q.    You've known Dr. Cundiff for some while? 

 

         8            A.    I've known of him for some while, because 

 

         9     we've had an interest in terms of pain management, terminal 

 

        10     illness, and so forth.  But we are not -- We don't 

 

        11     socialize. 

 

        12            Q.    How long have you known Dr. Cundiff? 

 

        13            A.    Well, I became in pain management in the late 

 

        14     '80s, early '90s, so I suppose that I have known about his 

 

        15     work from 1991 or so. 

 

        16            Q.    When did you first meet him face to face? 

 

        17            A.    I think in the mid '90s.  I went down to 

 

        18     County USC to observe his clinical practice there.  The 

 

        19     only time I ever went down there. 

 

        20            Q.    At that time, Dr. Cundiff was specializing in 

 

        21     pain medicine; is that right? 

 

        22            A.    That was my understanding.  That was certainly 

 

        23     one of the things he did. 

 

        24            I don't want to be asked to testify as to the scope 

 

        25     of his practice at this time, because I don't know. 

 

        26            Q.    But he was involved in that? 

 

        27            A.    Yes. 

 

        28            Q.    And that was an interest of this because that 
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         1     was of the focus of your work too? 

 

         2            A.    Yes. 

 

         3            Q.    And I gather you, at one point, did the 

 

         4     advanced rotation in the anesthesiology department on pain 

 

         5     medicine, as your name appeared in the World Wide Web in 

 

         6     the anesthesiology spot? 

 

         7            A.    I have never looked at the website.  I don't 

 

         8     know what it says. 

 

         9            Q.    Well, it says you are a professor among 

 

        10     several others who -- who ran what is referred to as the 

 

        11     pain medicine center or PMC advance rotation.  Is that so? 

 

        12            A.    I certainly was one of the faculty members in 

 

        13     the pain management center.  I don't know what the advanced 

 

        14     rotation refers to.  I suppose that has to do with either 

 

        15     student or resident training. 

 

        16            Q.    Yes, it does. 

 

        17            It says it's a program in which you are working with 

 

        18     S.R. and Anthony Nyergs, N-y-e-r-g-s -- 

 

        19            A.    That's correct. 

 

        20            Q.    -- three of you -- three of you, and that was 

 

        21     essentially the focus of your activity up until recently, 

 

        22     was in pain management; right? 

 

        23            A.    I was involved with that clinic from 1992 

 

        24     until a couple years ago. 

 

        25            Q.    And it was that encompassed -- or was that 

 

        26     putting you in contact with David Cundiff, because that 

 

        27     was -- you were doing similar things in two institutions 

 

        28     across town? 
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         1            A.    That's correct. 

 

         2            Q.    And in addition, both of you are strong 

 

         3     advocates against the -- you've written and spoken to the 

 

         4     subject; is that correct? 

 

         5            A.    That's correct. 

 

         6            Q.    That's the Point of drawing you together? 

 

         7            A.    Well, we haven't shared a platform.  We talked 

 

         8     to -- written to different groups of people. 

 

         9            Q.    In looking at your resume, I perhaps missed 

 

        10     wherever it is that you have written or lectured to the 

 

        11     subject on pulmonary embolus or deep venous thrombosis. 

 

        12            A.    No.  I never said that I had. 

 

        13            Q.    Have you published anything on that topic? 

 

        14            A.    No, I have not. 

 

        15            Q.    Have you lectured on that topic to physicians 

 

        16     or laypersons? 

 

        17            A.    Not that I can remember. 

 

        18            Q.    And what is the extent of your clinical 

 

        19     experience as a physician to patients undergoing such 

 

        20     therapy? 

 

        21            A.    As I indicated earlier, every physician from 

 

        22     time to time encounters patients with venous thrombosis. 

 

        23            Q.    Tell us about your own experience. 

 

        24            A.    Well, I don't keep a tally of the number of 

 

        25     patients that I've seen who have this problem.  One, two, 

 

        26     three a year.  I don't know exactly. 

 

        27                  But when you have been in medicine for as long 

 

        28     as I have, in the end that comes to quite a lot of 
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         1     patients. 

 

         2            Q.    So it may be one, two, or three a year? 

 

         3            A.    Yes. 

 

         4            Q.    Now, with respect to anticoagulation therapy, 

 

         5     are you -- insofar as you view yourself, within the 

 

         6     bandwidth or standard with respect to physicians' views 

 

         7     about the appropriateness of the treatment or partisan of 

 

         8     one side or the other? 

 

         9            A.    No.  I believe I view anticoagulation in the 

 

        10     same way as pretty much everybody does. 

 

        11            Q.    Then you agree that's an enormous life-saving 

 

        12     possibility for people who have deep venous thrombosis? 

 

        13            A.    I agree that it is something we commonly do 

 

        14     for patients who have venous thrombosis. 

 

        15                  Whether I could characterize it as enormously 

 

        16     life-saving, I can't -- I don't know, because 

 

        17     unfortunately, inside we do things without always having 

 

        18     the basis for it being well established, and this is a case 

 

        19     in point. 

 

        20            Q.    But this isn't voodoo, Doctor.  This medicine 

 

        21     works. 

 

        22            A.    I'm not saying it is voodoo.  But I am saying 

 

        23     that, you know, sometimes we feel the need to do things, 

 

        24     and we are not always critical.  We may be about the merits 

 

        25     of what we do. 

 

        26            Q.    Are you attempting to imply that there is a 

 

        27     lack of evidence supporting the effectiveness of 

 

        28     anticoagulation of and the treatment of deep venous 
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         1     thrombosis? 

 

         2            A.    Well, there is, in fact, a lack of what we 

 

         3     would regard as valid scientific evidence. 

 

         4                  Anticoagulants appeared 50 years ago, and 

 

         5     everybody said, "This is how we got to treat these people." 

 

         6                  There was one paper that came out in the 

 

         7     Lancet in 1960 which purported to show this was a 

 

         8     beneficial thing to do.  And every paper -- Everybody since 

 

         9     this, written on the subject has quoted that paper, even 

 

        10     though, in fact, when you go back and look at it, it is 

 

        11     full of flaws, because this thing -- because it became 

 

        12     exploited in the medical mind-set as the thing to do. 

 

        13     Nobody sought to challenge it. 

 

        14            Q.    I suppose rather than -- you mentioned to test 

 

        15     things because few patients would put up with the placebo, 

 

        16     that is, no treatment; right? 

 

        17            A.    That is how you have to validate treatments as 

 

        18     they come along.  If you read the medical literature, that 

 

        19     is what is done. 

 

        20            Q.    I gather it was your statement regard -- 

 

        21     towards the end of your testimony that valid trials would 

 

        22     not conceivably be designed because to do so would require 

 

        23     a placebo.  And I guess the inference -- right? -- is no 

 

        24     person would conceivably consent to allow patients to be 

 

        25     treated by placebo? 

 

        26            A.    No.  You misrepresented what I said. 

 

        27                  What I said was it would be difficult to 

 

        28     construct a true double blind trial, because the 
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         1     participating physician says -- or at least one of them 

 

         2     would know which patients were getting the Warfarin, 

 

         3     because you got the prothrombin times from them.  It could 

 

         4     double blind in the sense -- excuse me -- the word look -- 

 

         5     for example, if randomized -- patients can be randomized to 

 

         6     a placebo or active treatment, you can still do that. 

 

         7     There is only one study that did that. 

 

         8            Q.    Are you acquainted with the fact that the 

 

         9     leading cardiovascular society of the United States has 

 

        10     published on the subject and have declared quite 

 

        11     emphatically that anticoagulation medicine, unless 

 

        12     positively that is the standard of care for deep venous 

 

        13     thrombosis, that the literature is not there.  You've seen 

 

        14     it. 

 

        15            A.    Yes, yes.  But just to pick you up on the 

 

        16     standard of care. 

 

        17            Q.    So you wouldn't read that, that is, what the 

 

        18     published literature indicates? 

 

        19            A.    Yeah.  But you can't look at what statements; 

 

        20     you have to also look at what they cite as the basis for 

 

        21     what they say.  This is where the trouble arises.  When you 

 

        22     go back and look at the literature citing in order to 

 

        23     justify the standard, it isn't in there. 

 

        24            Q.    Have you ever addressed a professional forum 

 

        25     of physicians -- of pharmacologists with these views of 

 

        26     yours? 

 

        27            A.    No. 

 

        28            Q.    Do you ever attempt to recalling, apparently, 
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         1     The Emporer Without Clothes, which you describe as a 

 

         2     therapy widely carried out prophylactic, and otherwise 

 

         3     American physicians that you feel has not been founded in 

 

         4     fact or in evidence?  Have you ever exposed this view to 

 

         5     professional critique, collegeal commentary? 

 

         6            A.    No. 

 

         7            Q.    Do you believe it is widely shared, Doctor, of 

 

         8     this -- the view of yourself. 

 

         9            A.    I can't answer to how widely shared it is.  I 

 

        10     am not saying that anticoagulants should never be used. 

 

        11     Anticoagulants have a lot of different uses other than in 

 

        12     treatment of deep venous thrombosis. 

 

        13                  All I'm saying is that when you actually look 

 

        14     hard at the basis of which the -- which we're referring to 

 

        15     standards, to justify the use of anticoagulants in this 

 

        16     particular situation, the scientific undermining that 

 

        17     should be there isn't there. 

 

        18            Q.    In your view, could a valid study ever be 

 

        19     designed to provide such evidence? 

 

        20            A.    It could. 

 

        21            Q.    How? 

 

        22            A.    The same way as you would design any other 

 

        23     study.  You have your hypothesis, use of anticoagulants 

 

        24     does or does not make a difference in pulmonary emboli. 

 

        25     You have a patient whose review -- patients who have the 

 

        26     condition you want to treat, deep venous thrombosis in the 

 

        27     leg, and then randomize them to placebo or anticoagulant 

 

        28     therapy and see what happens. 
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         1            Q.    In view of the overwhelming balance of opinion 

 

         2     for DVTs without a positive or definitive contraindication 

 

         3     that anticoagulation should be performed, can you imagine a 

 

         4     control group that would consist of any human ethical 

 

         5     standards with the use of placebo? 

 

         6            A.    Well, I sit on the human subject protection 

 

         7     committee at UCLA, so I know how these things work.  And I 

 

         8     think if a project is put before the committee with a 

 

         9     reasonable scientific basis for doing what is proposed, 

 

        10     then I think that such a study would be approvable by them 

 

        11     as the patients take part in it and being part of a placebo 

 

        12     group. 

 

        13                  One of the hallmarks of medical research is 

 

        14     that everything is done strictly on the basis of informed 

 

        15     consent.  And if you want to do such a study, then you 

 

        16     would have to explain to the patients exactly what it is 

 

        17     that you were looking at, why you were doing it, what you 

 

        18     were proposing to do to the patients in terms of 

 

        19     randomizing them to one arm or another of the study.  And 

 

        20     then if a patient consents to take part in that study, you 

 

        21     can do it. 

 

        22                  Now, if patients say -- 

 

        23            Q.    Well, Doctor, you can imagine a valid study, 

 

        24     and you don't think you would have ethical problems with 

 

        25     respect to the protection of human subjects arising from 

 

        26     such design; is that right? 

 

        27            A.    Could you state that again, because I thought 

 

        28     I was going in one direction then you ended somewhere else? 
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         1            Q.    To create a control group, you would have to 

 

         2     create a group of patients with DVT who were going to 

 

         3     receive an ineffective drug, actually a placebo, which is 

 

         4     no drug at all, consistent as to the protection of human 

 

         5     subjects. 

 

         6                  Could you create such a control group of 

 

         7     people, essentially DVTs, who ordinarily would receive 

 

         8     anticoagulation therapy but who for the purpose of the 

 

         9     experiment would forego and run the risks attended upon 

 

        10     such foregoing? 

 

        11            A.    Well, see, I think your presumption has a 

 

        12     flaw, because what you are coming to me saying is, "Look, 

 

        13     we got treatment that really works, and you want to compare 

 

        14     this with a placebo that doesn't work.  Is that a valid 

 

        15     thing to do?" 

 

        16                  And I'm saying that we don't actually know 

 

        17     whether the treatment works in the way that people have 

 

        18     assumed it does on the basis of now rather old and rather 

 

        19     flawed studies that have never been repeated. 

 

        20                  And one of the reasons -- 

 

        21            Q.    Well, why don't we change to perhaps an area 

 

        22     where we understand -- find a common ground in view of the 

 

        23     fact you believe this study proving or disproving the 

 

        24     effectiveness of the aspect that DVT could be treated, what 

 

        25     do you -- what you attribute the absence of any such 

 

        26     studies over the many years, ostrich-like behavior of the 

 

        27     medical community? 

 

        28            A.    No.  That's a silly thing to say. 
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         1                  I think that things get researched according 

 

         2     to the resources that are available to study these things. 

 

         3     You know, if you want to do research in AIDS these days, 

 

         4     there is a lot of money.  You can get funds, and then you 

 

         5     can do the work. 

 

         6                  If you come along with something like this 

 

         7     that doesn't have that much interest attached to it, I 

 

         8     think it would be very difficult to get it funded.  So I 

 

         9     think that's primarily the reason why it doesn't get done. 

 

        10            Q.    Do you anticoagulate your patients who have 

 

        11     deep venous embolus who don't have positive indications 

 

        12     against? 

 

        13            A.    If I think it's not going to do them harm, 

 

        14     yes, I will do it. 

 

        15            Q.    Well, could you perhaps more directly address 

 

        16     my question? 

 

        17                  There are certain -- When you speak of 

 

        18     contraindications, there are contraindications and there 

 

        19     are positive.  Do you take my meaning?  And then there are 

 

        20     positive? 

 

        21            A.    Right, I'm sure. 

 

        22            Q.    What positive/contraindications would be a 

 

        23     condition or thing which could essentially rule out or 

 

        24     positively negate the use of a particular modality of 

 

        25     treatment? 

 

        26            A.    Okay.  Well, how is that different from just a 

 

        27     regular contraindication? 

 

        28            Q.    Well, I presume there are various degrees of 
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         1     bearings on things.  For example, this patient was managed 

 

         2     quite adequately for a period of time, according to 

 

         3     witnesses who have testified in this case, despite the fact 

 

         4     it was known he was on the drug that you mentioned as 

 

         5     possibly having contraindications in this case, because 

 

         6     they knew the drug and were following it closely, they 

 

         7     reached therapeutic levels.  Everything was hunky dory for 

 

         8     a period of time. 

 

         9                  Now, I gather there are contraindications 

 

        10     which are simply flogs that a clinician should be aware of 

 

        11     but do not absolutely bar the use of therapy; is that true? 

 

        12            A.    Yes.  We call that absolute contraindication. 

 

        13            Q.    For example, if somebody were allergic to 

 

        14     heparin or Warfarin and went into shock upon use of the 

 

        15     drug, we'd consider that to be an absolute 

 

        16     contraindication, would we not? 

 

        17            A.    Yes. 

 

        18            Q.    And a patient on the other hand receiving the 

 

        19     drug that you referred to -- What is that drug? 

 

        20            A.    Rifampin? 

 

        21            Q.    Yes, Rifampin. 

 

        22                  -- that wouldn't necessarily be an absolute 

 

        23     contraindication, would it? 

 

        24            A.    That's correct. 

 

        25            Q.    So contraindications -- and there are 

 

        26     contraindications, but why don't we refer to those that 

 

        27     just make it impossible to use the drug as absolute 

 

        28     contraindications. 
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         1                  Would that be an adequate phrase for this 

 

         2     purpose? 

 

         3            A.    I would be more comfortable with that. 

 

         4            Q.    All right.  Now, if you have a patient with 

 

         5     DVT who has no absolute contraindications on it, would you 

 

         6     seriously consider the use of anticoagulation medicine 

 

         7     including intravenous and/or oral Coumadin? 

 

         8            A.    Yes, I would. 

 

         9            Q.    And that would be your behavior in the 

 

        10     treatment of your own patients? 

 

        11            A.    Yes, it is. 

 

        12            Q.    And does your care apply any different from 

 

        13     that of your colleagues, so far as you are aware? 

 

        14            A.    So far as I am aware, no. 

 

        15            Q.    Now, let's go back to what you are applying -- 

 

        16     or basing your opinion on. 

 

        17                  You have now seen the full patient chart 

 

        18     and -- which is legible and intelligible to you; is that 

 

        19     correct? 

 

        20            A.    Correct. 

 

        21            Q.    And you presumably have been through the whole 

 

        22     chart carefully in anticipation of your testimony, have you 

 

        23     not? 

 

        24            A.    Correct. 

 

        25            Q.    You've read it all; is that correct? 

 

        26            A.    That's correct. 

 

        27            Q.    And did you see in the nursing notes that this 

 

        28     patient was completely compliant with medication orders? 
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         1            A.    No, I don't remember seeing that comment.  It 

 

         2     may be so, but that's -- 

 

         3            Q.    I put to you that it is so. 

 

         4            A.    Okay. 

 

         5            Q.    Do you know anything to the contrary? 

 

         6            A.    Not while he was in the hospital. 

 

         7            Q.    Well, that's all we can judge by, isn't it? 

 

         8            A.    No.  I mean, when a patient comes to you, you 

 

         9     take a history, illness, social circumstances, their past 

 

        10     track record, and all of those things have to be taken into 

 

        11     account.  Because when you are setting up somebody's 

 

        12     therapy, you are not planning for what you are going to do 

 

        13     while they are under the nurse's eagle eye.  You have to be 

 

        14     asking yourself, "Is this going to work in the outside 

 

        15     world?" 

 

        16            Q.    Yes.  We'll come to that. 

 

        17                  But insofar as you can discern from the 

 

        18     medical records, this patient never once declined to take 

 

        19     medicine or take medicine as ordered or when ordered; is 

 

        20     that correct? 

 

        21            A.    I presume that is the case. 

 

        22            Q.    And if one further peruses the record, one 

 

        23     will find every day, except for the day of his death -- or 

 

        24     when he obviously, through the PE the day before his death, 

 

        25     that this patient was calm, alert, and cooperative. 

 

        26            A.    All right. 

 

        27            Q.    Are there any commentaries with respect to 

 

        28     this medication in the record? 
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         1            A.    I don't recall reading anything that implied 

 

         2     his medication was impaired. 

 

         3            Q.    Is there anything in the medical record that 

 

         4     indicated he had any difficulty understanding or expressing 

 

         5     himself in the English language? 

 

         6            A.    So far as I know, there were none. 

 

         7            Q.    Was there anything in the medical record 

 

         8     indicating this patient had self-destructive feelings about 

 

         9     himself such that he would intentionally decline to take 

 

        10     life-saving medication? 

 

        11            A.    You put two things together in one sentence. 

 

        12            Q.    Was he suicidal, Doctor? 

 

        13            A.    You could be self destructive without being 

 

        14     overtly suicidal. 

 

        15            Q.    Well, is there anything in the record that 

 

        16     reflects that? 

 

        17            A.    Yes. 

 

        18            Q.    What is that? 

 

        19            A.    The question of, for instance, how much 

 

        20     alcohol he took at any time in his life, there was -- at 

 

        21     least the documentation in the chart suggested this -- had 

 

        22     been quite heavy, and that can be as self destructive as 

 

        23     heavy smoking. 

 

        24                  There was a question as to whether or not he 

 

        25     was adequately housed.  This certainly was evidence that he 

 

        26     was not looking after himself because he came to the 

 

        27     hospital with very extensive open pulmonary tuberculosis 

 

        28     and a 50-pound weight loss. 
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         1                  And if that doesn't speak for lack of self 

 

         2     care to the point of being self destructive, then I don't 

 

         3     know what else it signifies. 

 

         4            Q.    Why don't we discuss that just for a moment. 

 

         5                  We've heard from family members that he was 

 

         6     not homeless.  Are you aware of that? 

 

         7            A.    I have got the chart.  I have not talked to 

 

         8     family members.  I only know what it is in the chart. 

 

         9            Q.    I presume you have been briefed on the 

 

        10     progress of the trial to date, have you not? 

 

        11            A.    Yes. 

 

        12            Q.    And have you heard that testimony under oath 

 

        13     has been taken by family members to the effect that this 

 

        14     man had steady employment for some period of 19 years 

 

        15     before his admission into the hospital and then a steady 

 

        16     place of residence for 12 years preceding his entry into 

 

        17     the hospital, his own apartment?  Have you heard that? 

 

        18            A.    No, I was not aware of testimony under oath 

 

        19     had been given that -- I know these facts have been 

 

        20     disputed by his family, but I didn't know the circumstances 

 

        21     of the disputation, and the details you mentioned to me, I 

 

        22     was not aware of. 

 

        23            Q.    Do you have a mother or father still living? 

 

        24            A.    Unfortunately, my mother died on Christmas 

 

        25     day; my father died ten years before that. 

 

        26            Q.    Wife perhaps? 

 

        27            A.    I do. 

 

        28            Q.    You have a loved one. 
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         1                  Now, you know if you had to choose between 

 

         2     what your family members told you and what somebody wrote 

 

         3     down in medical chart, who would you believe? 

 

         4            A.    I would find that a very helpful question. 

 

         5     You haven't defined what my spouse is like.  You haven't 

 

         6     defined what my parents are like.  You can't just sort of 

 

         7     pick my family situation and plunk it on somebody else and 

 

         8     then ask me how I'm going react to -- 

 

         9            Q.    I can't imagine who better to know whether 

 

        10     somebody's homeless than one's own family member, or 

 

        11     whether somebody's an alcoholic. 

 

        12                  But apparently views still exist -- I wish you 

 

        13     to accept as the testimony has indicated that B.R. was not 

 

        14     homeless, and that B.R. was not unemployed. 

 

        15                  You've perhaps heard testimony also comes from 

 

        16     his daughter who is a substance abuse counselor.  She is 

 

        17     employed as a substance abuse counselor.  And her father 

 

        18     was not an alcoholic and did not consume alcohol 

 

        19     excessively. 

 

        20            A.    Well, I still have the open pulmonary 

 

        21     thrombosis and he lost 50 pounds of weight before he sought 

 

        22     medical attention. 

 

        23            Q.    How do you get tuberculosis, Dr. Conolly? 

 

        24            A.    It's an infection.  It's usually spread by 

 

        25     people coughing on you, the bugs, they get into your lungs, 

 

        26     set up home there, and it's a slow-moving disease. 

 

        27            Q.    If an infected person coughed on you and you 

 

        28     inhaled droplets, is it possible you could get the disease, 
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         1     Doctor? 

 

         2            A.    There is a possibility. 

 

         3            Q.    Do you think B.R. chose whether he had 

 

         4     tuberculosis? 

 

         5            A.    Well, that's not the point.  The point is -- 

 

         6            Q.    Well, you said he spoke of lack of personal 

 

         7     care. 

 

         8            A.    Well, you cut me off in mid-sentence.  The 

 

         9     point is that we may not choose whether we get a disease or 

 

        10     not.  I accept that. 

 

        11                  But we can choose what we do about it, and 50 

 

        12     pounds is egregious by anybody's standards. 

 

        13            Q.    But there is controverted evidence in the 

 

        14     record about that. 

 

        15            A.    You keep coming back to that. 

 

        16                  It was in the emergency room record that he 

 

        17     lost 50 pounds in weight. 

 

        18            Q.    Yes. 

 

        19            A.    I never saw him.  I never weighed him.  I just 

 

        20     know what was in the report. 

 

        21            Q.    You've looked through the record, the part 

 

        22     from his autopsy.  Can you find a single reference to his 

 

        23     weight being taken down? 

 

        24            A.    I can't speak to that. 

 

        25            Q.    Well, you reviewed it.  If you know where it's 

 

        26     written down, please do tell us.  If you know where his 

 

        27     height is recorded, please do tell us. 

 

        28            A.    Look, I have the emergency room record here. 
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         1     You know this, I'm sure, as well as I do. 

 

         2            Q.    I put it to you that it is not there, Doctor. 

 

         3     And if you can contradict that, I welcome you to do that. 

 

         4            A.    Why don't you come look at this (indicating). 

 

         5            Q.    Referring to what page? 

 

         6            A.    50-pound -- 

 

         7            Q.    Oh, yes.  I've seen that notation. 

 

         8            It is not also -- 

 

         9                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I'm sorry.  Can I inquire 

 

        10     what page you're looking at? 

 

        11                  THE WITNESS:  This is on page 10. 

 

        12            Q.    MR. BELL:  It is written there, Doctor, I 

 

        13     don't dispute that. 

 

        14                  What I do ask you to acknowledge is other 

 

        15     weights that were recorded in the medical record.  I 

 

        16     believe it's recorded from some 10 pounds to 50 pounds. 

 

        17                  Now, the one which you've chosen to accept is 

 

        18     the 50-pound because it is dramatic; right? 

 

        19            A.    No.  I chose to accept it because I saw it. 

 

        20     It was taken from the patient.  It was history.  I assume 

 

        21     he knows how much weight he lost.  It is certainly 

 

        22     commensurate with advanced pulmonary tuberculosis, such as 

 

        23     he had. 

 

        24            Q.    So he could have lost weight because he had 

 

        25     TB; is that right? 

 

        26            A.    Of course. 

 

        27            Q.    And that would speak of lack of personal care? 

 

        28            A.    Yes. 
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         1            Q.    Or would it be speak of the natural history of 

 

         2     an illness? 

 

         3            A.    Yes.  If you have an illness, of course, you 

 

         4     are going to lose weight. 

 

         5                  But normally, people say, "Golly, I'm losing 

 

         6     weight.  I need to see a doctor."  Apparently he didn't. 

 

         7            Q.    He presented, actually, not with complaints of 

 

         8     pulmonary distress -- and, in fact, you will notice, the 

 

         9     many notations on the absence of shortness of breath in the 

 

        10     record; is that correct? 

 

        11            A.    Yes. 

 

        12            Q.    What you will notice is that the reason for 

 

        13     admission to Pomona Valley Hospital on the 6th of November 

 

        14     was numbness and lack of feeling, pain in his legs; is that 

 

        15     correct? 

 

        16            A.    That was his complaint. 

 

        17            Q.    What was the cause of that complaint?  It was 

 

        18     the partial obstruction of one of his veins in his right 

 

        19     leg; isn't that correct? 

 

        20            A.    No.  Because you don't get loss of feeling in 

 

        21     the leg because of venous thrombosis.  And in any case, the 

 

        22     complaint, as I recall, was a loss of sensation of both 

 

        23     legs.  He only had a venous thrombosis in one. 

 

        24            Q.    Good.  So what did the clinicians under the 

 

        25     care and supervision of Dr. Cundiff's conclusions say was 

 

        26     causing his presenting complaints? 

 

        27            A.    I don't recall if a conclusion was reached. 

 

        28            Q.    In fact, they never did reach a conclusion, 
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         1     did they? 

 

         2            A.    I don't recall seeing that. 

 

         3            Q.    If he was substantially malnourished and had 

 

         4     lost 50 pounds, that would be a matter worth medical 

 

         5     attention and correction? 

 

         6            A.    Well, arguably he was receiving just that, 

 

         7     because he was found to be open tuberculosis, and that was 

 

         8     being treated. 

 

         9            Q.    Well, can you tell us whether a weight loss of 

 

        10     50 pounds within two months would be a matter worthy of 

 

        11     medical attention in a patient setting? 

 

        12            A.    Of course. 

 

        13            Q.    What was being done to address it? 

 

        14            A.    His pulmonary tuberculosis was being treated. 

 

        15            Q.    All right.  So taking care of the tuberculosis 

 

        16     would cake care of his malnutrition; is that right? 

 

        17            A.    Well, you have to begin with what you find. 

 

        18     And if you find somebody's got open tuberculosis and a 

 

        19     weight loss, it is reasonable to assume that the one is 

 

        20     related to the other. 

 

        21                  Now, if you treat the tuberculosis, as they 

 

        22     did, and the weight situation doesn't improve or goes on, 

 

        23     you may have to ask yourself, "Is there some other disease 

 

        24     here?"  But you always begin with what's the most obvious, 

 

        25     what comes to hand. 

 

        26            Q.    While for months was he eating normally? 

 

        27            A.    As far as I am aware, he had normal eating 

 

        28     habits. 
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         1            Q.    What specifically were the orders with respect 

 

         2     to nutrition? 

 

         3            A.    I don't recall. 

 

         4            Q.    Was anything ordered that was -- directly 

 

         5     addressed any nutritional defenses in this gentlemen to 

 

         6     help him gain weight or otherwise? 

 

         7            A.    I believe he just had a normal diet.  I'm not 

 

         8     saying the word "diet," because of you lost -- I'm saying 

 

         9     that I think he lost weight because he has an advanced 

 

        10     untreated, potentially lethal infection. 

 

        11            Q.    Did you review -- Besides the patient chart, 

 

        12     did you review the x-rays or Doppler ultrasounds taken of 

 

        13     this patient? 

 

        14            A.    No. 

 

        15            Q.    Did you review the autopsy report? 

 

        16            A.    Yes, I believe I did. 

 

        17            Q.    An investigation report was prepared by the 

 

        18     Medical Board of California drawing together interviews of 

 

        19     the medical records, documents, and other things in the 

 

        20     case. 

 

        21                  I'm holding a copy of that in my hand.  It is 

 

        22     about four inches thick and weighs about ten pounds. 

 

        23                  Were you given a copy of that, Doctor, to 

 

        24     review? 

 

        25            A.    No. 

 

        26            Q.    Did you -- Were you exposed to anybody else's 

 

        27     statements or testimony, the other clinicians' interviews 

 

        28     that testified? 
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         1            A.    No. 

 

         2            Q.    Did Dr. Cundiff tell you anything about how 

 

         3     and why he handled this case the way he did? 

 

         4            A.    I'm sorry, I'm just pausing because I am 

 

         5     trying to dissect out in my mind what I may have learned 

 

         6     from the chart and what he actually told me.  And at this 

 

         7     stage, going on so long, I am not sure I can tear it apart. 

 

         8                  I think I have an understanding of what he did 

 

         9     and why he did it.  Exactly how that information came to 

 

        10     me, I can't recall. 

 

        11            Q.    Did Dr. Cundiff take the opportunity to tell 

 

        12     you what his impressions were of this case? 

 

        13            A.    I'm sure he must have. 

 

        14            Q.    Did he tell you what it was -- why it was that 

 

        15     he discontinued anticoagulation therapy? 

 

        16            A.    Yes. 

 

        17            Q.    Did you accept it as true what he told you? 

 

        18            A.    Yes. 

 

        19            Q.    And that was the multifaceted complex of 

 

        20     things that you just testified to on direct examination; is 

 

        21     that right? 

 

        22            A.    Correct. 

 

        23            Q.    And did you find any explicit statements in 

 

        24     the medical chart that you reviewed indicating that that 

 

        25     was Dr. Cundiff's thinking, that is -- I want to be quite 

 

        26     precise about this question -- apart from scattered 

 

        27     reference here and there and -- to the use of alcohol, did 

 

        28     you find anywhere in the record an explicit statement of 
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         1     why this patient was taken off of anticoagulation? 

 

         2            A.    Excuse me?  Do you mean paragraph listing one, 

 

         3     two, three, four, five, six, seven why this course of 

 

         4     action was taken? 

 

         5            Q.    Well, actually, I don't dare to phrase it and 

 

         6     say, is there any place in which it is written by a doctor 

 

         7     or a nurse why a patient was taken off anticoagulation, 

 

         8     decision, references, you know? 

 

         9            A.    No, I don't think I ever saw it set out like 

 

        10     that.  I'm not sure that I would necessarily expect to see 

 

        11     it set out like that. 

 

        12            Q.    You would not necessarily expect it? 

 

        13            A.    Well, when we look after patients in a 

 

        14     hospital setting, a lot of things go on that aren't always 

 

        15     transcribed verbatim into the notes.  There may be a 

 

        16     discussion about the case prognosis, complaints, and so 

 

        17     forth, and then therapeutic decisions may be reached. 

 

        18                  And as I say, it isn't always then set out in 

 

        19     black and white in the chart. 

 

        20            Q.    Can you think of any reasonable explanation of 

 

        21     why a clinician would not seek to record the reasons for a 

 

        22     decision having the potential of life and death situations 

 

        23     of a patient? 

 

        24            A.    Well, I just think that sometimes things work 

 

        25     a little differently in trenches from the way a lawyer 

 

        26     might argue them in the courtroom. 

 

        27            Q.    Oh, please, let's not bring lawyers into the 

 

        28     subject. 
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         1                  Doctor, would this pass muster at your 

 

         2     hospital over in Westwood? 

 

         3                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Object to the question as 

 

         4     being vague as to "this." 

 

         5            Q.    MR. BELL:  Would making a decision of this 

 

         6     nature without documenting the reason in the medical chart 

 

         7     pass muster at Westwood Community Hospital at UCLA? 

 

         8            A.    I just know that happens sometimes. 

 

         9            Q.    Is it good it happens, or are you just telling 

 

        10     us it happens? 

 

        11            A.    I'm just telling you it happens. 

 

        12            Q.    When it happens, is it in accordance with good 

 

        13     medical practice, or is it a deviation from good medical 

 

        14     practice? 

 

        15                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I'm going object on this 

 

        16     question because, again, there suggests an action about 

 

        17     deviation from standard of care or from medical practice or 

 

        18     respect to recordkeeping. 

 

        19                  I understand he's explored the record, but 

 

        20     this particular question seems to be a problem. 

 

        21                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Read the question back. 

 

        22                  Well, take off everything from the -- 

 

        23     beginning with the word "or." 

 

        24                  (The record is read by the reporter.) 

 

        25                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Is it good medical practice? 

 

        26                  THE WITNESS:  Well, I think the best medical 

 

        27     practice is to record everything.  But the most important 

 

        28     thing is that you do the right thing, not that you write 
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         1     the write notes. 

 

         2            Q.    MR. BELL:  Could you get a little closer to my 

 

         3     question? 

 

         4                  Doctor, you say certain things happened, okay. 

 

         5     I just -- You know, this cross-examination is for where I 

 

         6     try to make things precise. 

 

         7                  You say it happens sometimes that, for 

 

         8     reasons, clinician's decisions are not recorded. 

 

         9                  That's basically your testimony; is that 

 

        10     right? 

 

        11            A.    Well, they are not -- Let me just get things 

 

        12     straight here, because in the chart, things are recorded. 

 

        13     And in this guy's chart, things are recorded, all of which 

 

        14     will lead to making certain decisions, but people are not 

 

        15     necessarily going to go back and, in effect, rewrite notes 

 

        16     to justify the certain decision that happens. 

 

        17                  Do you understand what I am saying? 

 

        18            Q.    Well, what I'm trying to get, Doctor, is I -- 

 

        19     bad things happen to good people, and abnormal things occur 

 

        20     all over the world. 

 

        21                  But is it within the standard of care, insofar 

 

        22     as you understand it, for a clinician's duties to be made 

 

        23     out explicit justification in medical procedures over a 

 

        24     period of a week? 

 

        25            A.    If the material forms the basis -- If the 

 

        26     material is recorded somewhere in the chart, not 

 

        27     necessarily in the form of a formal paragraph of kind, I 

 

        28     think you are advising, then I don't have a problem with 
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         1     it. 

 

         2                  If there are no notes and things happen, 

 

         3     that's another matter.  But that's not really where we are 

 

         4     here. 

 

         5            Q.    Right.  So you don't feel that explicit 

 

         6     statements are required by the standard of care of hospital 

 

         7     charts for patients in this context? 

 

         8            A.    No. 

 

         9            Q.    Doctor, in a hospital setting patients are 

 

        10     going to be treated by different clinicians and different 

 

        11     services at different times of the day; isn't that true? 

 

        12            A.    Not in isolation from one another. 

 

        13            Q.    Well, how in the world is somebody going to 

 

        14     institute from a chart the basis for a clinical decision to 

 

        15     suspend anticoagulation if it's not there to be read? 

 

        16            A.    When one team hands a patient on to another, 

 

        17     there's also a sort of transfer process where people give 

 

        18     an outline of the patient's condition, of treatments, and 

 

        19     what decisions have been made.  Our residents do that every 

 

        20     night when they sign off to somebody else. 

 

        21            Q.    In fact, that was done in this case, but the 

 

        22     single facts attributed -- but he saw a popliteal vein.  It 

 

        23     was done by an intern named Harake, a transfer note, the 

 

        24     day this patient went up to medical intensive care. 

 

        25                  Now, what you're telling me is that what young 

 

        26     Harake wrote there wasn't altogether explanatory or true 

 

        27     because nothing's -- the process was done, you say, in a 

 

        28     more multifaceted -- you say --, now what I'm asking you is 
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         1     that this process, as acted out here in these records, are 

 

         2     inappropriate, medically speaking? 

 

         3            A.    I'm sorry, there was such a lot of statement 

 

         4     in that question. 

 

         5            Q.    Well, Doctor, I think it's clear to everybody 

 

         6     else what's going on here, but let me ask you this:  When a 

 

         7     guy went to ICU, then had a pulmonary angiogram, and -- did 

 

         8     you see in the records where he received a 5,000 unit bolus 

 

         9     of heparin on the day of his death by the team performing 

 

        10     this procedure? 

 

        11            A.    I think I did see that. 

 

        12            Q.    All right.  And we have taken testimony in 

 

        13     this hearing that the doctor concerned with that made an 

 

        14     attempt to contact the anticoagulation service of the 

 

        15     pharmacy department in an effort to find out why the 

 

        16     patient had been taken off of anticoagulation. 

 

        17            A.    I'm not aware of that. 

 

        18            Q.    Right.  And a stranger reviewing this record 

 

        19     would look in vane for an narration of that justification, 

 

        20     would he not? 

 

        21            A.    Yes. 

 

        22            Q.    So the only way to find out about this patient 

 

        23     is to crawl back through the chain of people who have been 

 

        24     treating him and ask him questions, for example, that he 

 

        25     had been allergic to heparin, and that giving him a bolus 

 

        26     dose would knock him down; right?  Then there isn't a very 

 

        27     good reason to write down justifications in the medical 

 

        28     records? 
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         1            A.    Well, I'm not arguing with that, but it's very 

 

         2     common for us to contact people who have been involved with 

 

         3     the patient before if we can't see what we need in the 

 

         4     chart to get that information. 

 

         5            Q.    In your earlier testimony you made some 

 

         6     reference to the possibility of having esophageal varices 

 

         7     varicose veins in which were produced. 

 

         8                  Are you aware this patient had neither varices 

 

         9     or esophageal varices? 

 

        10            A.    I wasn't saying that in my point -- in my 

 

        11     testimony.  I -- I think I was talking in general about 

 

        12     reasons why I would not want to use any anticoagulants. 

 

        13            Q.    Can you tell us why it was that this 

 

        14     anticoagulation regime was suspended on the day it was 

 

        15     suspended instead of any other day? 

 

        16            A.    I think by the time it was suspended, the 

 

        17     patient had been on Warfarin for five days, I believe, and 

 

        18     it appeared that the condition in the leg had stabilized. 

 

        19     And I think that was why the decision was made at that 

 

        20     point in time to discontinue it. 

 

        21            Q.    Because it had become stable; is that right? 

 

        22            A.    Seemed to be getting no worse. 

 

        23            Q.    Here is a calendar that shows his treatment on 

 

        24     Friday, the 6th of February.  He was admitted at Pomona 

 

        25     Valley Hospital.  He was transferred overnight Friday -- 

 

        26     Saturday arriving at County USC, arriving 4:15 in the 

 

        27     morning, seen at 8:00 o'clock that evening by a member of 

 

        28     Dr. Cundiff's team.  He was off duty on Saturday and 
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         1     Sunday. 

 

         2                  He was seen originally by a hematologist, who 

 

         3     concurred in the decision made at Pomona Valley to place 

 

         4     him on heparin.  He received a bolus of heparin and was 

 

         5     continued on IV heparin on Saturday at the hospital at L.A. 

 

         6     County. 

 

         7                  Coumadin was commenced about 6:00 in the 

 

         8     evening on Sunday, February 8th pursuant to doctor's 

 

         9     orders. 

 

        10                  On February 9th, Monday, Dr. Cundiff came into 

 

        11     the scene because he was back on duty and doing rounds.  He 

 

        12     was presented with the patient's case for the first time. 

 

        13                  On February 11th, at about 2:00 in the 

 

        14     afternoon, Dr. Harake, his intern, ordered the 

 

        15     discontinuation of Coumadin and heparin as discussed with 

 

        16     the senior resident.  This was promptly acknowledged in the 

 

        17     nurse's notes and acted upon. 

 

        18                  The following day it was questioned, Thursday, 

 

        19     the 12th of February, by a member of the pharmacy team 

 

        20     named Dr. Ung.  And an intern named Conka confirms the 

 

        21     team's decision to discontinue. 

 

        22                  And it's your belief that this action on the 

 

        23     11th and 12th occurred because the patient was stable; is 

 

        24     that right? 

 

        25            A.    That's my understanding. 

 

        26            Q.    If homelessness were a contraindication for 

 

        27     placing him on anticoagulation, that homelessness was 

 

        28     suspected, albeit incorrectly, on admission.  So why not 
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         1     take him off earlier?  What was new about that on 

 

         2     Wednesday, February 11th? 

 

         3            A.    Well, when a patient's just being admitted to 

 

         4     the hospital and he's going to be there for a few days, 

 

         5     homelessness or not, is not relevant to a patient at that 

 

         6     time, but it becomes of relevance when you begin to think 

 

         7     in terms of allowing the patient to go out of the hospital. 

 

         8            Q.    What you're saying is that homelessness is not 

 

         9     a disqualifying event so long as a patient is in the 

 

        10     hospital; is that right? 

 

        11            A.    Sure. 

 

        12            Q.    Now, this patient had never improved his way 

 

        13     out of isolation.  He was still throwing positive sputums 

 

        14     all the way through.  And the hospital course, as far as we 

 

        15     can tell, he died with a positive sputum going on still, 

 

        16     according to what we've read in medical record.  The 

 

        17     standard for releasing a patient is that he has to throw 

 

        18     three negative sputum samples 24 hours apart. 

 

        19                  Is that corresponding with the proper 

 

        20     treatment with tuberculosis patients? 

 

        21            A.    That's one of the criteria that has to be 

 

        22     satisfied. 

 

        23            Q.    And it hadn't yet been satisfied by the 19th 

 

        24     of February. 

 

        25                  So in view of the fact that he was not going 

 

        26     to leave the hospital, why not continue him out?  Why stop 

 

        27     on the 11th? 

 

        28            A.    Well, another thing was the confirmation of 
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         1     where the thrombosis was.  He came in with a diagnosis of 

 

         2     popliteal vein thrombosis.  Since he couldn't have 

 

         3     ultrasounds and so forth immediately, he was put on 

 

         4     anticoagulants. 

 

         5                  But then if you see here, this is read as 

 

         6     being only popliteal, and that the femoral vein -- the deep 

 

         7     vein in the thigh was normal, apparently not occupied by 

 

         8     thrombosis, and that, I think, also was part of the basis 

 

         9     for discontinuing the anticoagulant therapy. 

 

        10            Q.    Yes.  In fact, it is the only reason written 

 

        11     in the chart, is it not, for discontinuing therapy, that 

 

        12     there was only in the popliteal vein?  That's the reason 

 

        13     written down, isn't it, over and over and over again? 

 

        14            A.    Well, it's written in the chart. 

 

        15            Q.    Well, by my count, ten times at least.  Would 

 

        16     you dispute that? 

 

        17            A.    I didn't count the number of times. 

 

        18            Q.    Every time -- Absolutely every time there's a 

 

        19     discussion in the cart of discontinuing this patient from 

 

        20     anticoagulation, it is within order to popliteal DVT and 

 

        21     nothing else; is that not true? 

 

        22            A.    Well, popliteal thrombosis DVT is a more 

 

        23     contentious way of putting it.  The deep veins, femoral 

 

        24     vein -- 

 

        25            Q.    No, but, Doctor, is that not true, the only 

 

        26     explicit rationale recorded in this man's 200 odd page 

 

        27     chart for the discontinuing of his medicine is the 

 

        28     anatomical location of this partial blockage being in the 
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         1     popliteal vein?  True or not true? 

 

         2            A.    Yes, it is true.  And it hasn't been shown 

 

         3     that anticoagulation helps the patient with popliteal vein 

 

         4     thrombosis. 

 

         5            Q.    So now we come to a point -- It is not -- Your 

 

         6     testimony is not that persons with DVT needed to receive 

 

         7     anticoagulant therapy to protect them from pulmonary 

 

         8     embolism? 

 

         9            A.    Had itself never been shown to be beneficial. 

 

        10            Q.    And, therefore, a good doctor wouldn't subject 

 

        11     his patient to the inherent risks of anticoagulation 

 

        12     because it has never been proven to be beneficial; right? 

 

        13            A.    Well, of course we do that every treatment. 

 

        14     You don't do things to people that you believe are not 

 

        15     going to help them.  There are risks with anticoagulants. 

 

        16            Q.    You have said so, and those risks are 

 

        17     consistent and well known; is that true? 

 

        18            A.    Yes. 

 

        19            Q.    They include bleeding and other potentially 

 

        20     life-threatening conditions? 

 

        21            A.    Yes. 

 

        22            Q.    Taken in sufficient concentration and 

 

        23     quantity, obviously not in human therapeutics, you can even 

 

        24     kill rats.  You've pointed that out; right? 

 

        25            A.    Right. 

 

        26            Q.    Now, you have to balance that against what you 

 

        27     say is a potential for good; is that right? 

 

        28            A.    Yes. 
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         1            Q.    And now you've told us that there is no 

 

         2     demonstrable evidence that anticoagulating a popliteal DVT 

 

         3     does patients any good; is that right? 

 

         4            A.    That's correct. 

 

         5            Q.    So it follows, as a matter of logic, from 

 

         6     comments that since there's always negatives and there's no 

 

         7     evidence of additional outcome from popliteal DVT 

 

         8     anticoagulants, you just don't anticoagulate DVTs if you 

 

         9     are a cautious physician? 

 

        10            A.    That's correct. 

 

        11            Q.    So that's why you agree with Dr. Cundiff, that 

 

        12     he shouldn't anticoagulate this patient; is that right? 

 

        13            A.    No, I don't agree with the way you worded 

 

        14     that.  To say he should not have done it when the patient 

 

        15     first came in on the 6th or 7th when it was -- the 

 

        16     information was not available to the treating physicians at 

 

        17     County USC as to whether or not he had involvement of the 

 

        18     femoral vein -- if you don't know that, then it's 

 

        19     reasonable to anticoagulate. 

 

        20                  But once you have shown that it's a much more 

 

        21     localized problem, then the equation becomes different, 

 

        22     because now you are -- you don't balance treatment against 

 

        23     something where there's no evidence that it doesn't do any 

 

        24     good to apply the treatment in a situation -- you know, if 

 

        25     the problem is spreading up the femoral vein, then you 

 

        26     would need to take the risk of anticoagulation. 

 

        27            Q.    Well, if it is a bad idea to use 

 

        28     anticoagulants on those who only have popliteal vein DVT, 
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         1     why would -- was this patient placed on anticoagulant 

 

         2     therapy having come in with demonstrated visualized 

 

         3     popliteal DVT? 

 

         4            A.    Well, because he -- I don't know what date 

 

         5     the -- the outside study did, the -- 

 

         6            Q.    It was done Saturday morning in the early 

 

         7     morning hours.  And the film itself, as well as the diagram 

 

         8     you see here on the right, accompanied the patient in the 

 

         9     ambulance and was immediately available for a clinician's 

 

        10     treatment. 

 

        11            A.    Okay.  These things can spread.  And if I saw 

 

        12     a man like this in my emergency room with a study that had 

 

        13     been done earlier in that day, I could not tell by looking 

 

        14     at him whether the thrombosis was propagated or not.  You 

 

        15     know, if it is stable and not propagating, and I have 

 

        16     documentation of that, then fine, don't anticoagulate.  But 

 

        17     if you don't know -- 

 

        18            Q.    Well, they did show he had a Doppler 

 

        19     ultrasound, the Doppler studies, and uncompressed and 

 

        20     compressed the femoral artery -- or femoral vein in this 

 

        21     patient, and found no obstruction in it. 

 

        22            A.    Now what date are you referring to -- talking 

 

        23     about. 

 

        24            Q.    At presentation of L.A. County.  He was 

 

        25     accompanied by a film and a package of documents placed in 

 

        26     an envelope and placed on his chart immediately in the 

 

        27     triage group at the hospital and were rapidly absorbed and 

 

        28     recorded in the record? 
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         1            A.    Well, okay.  Still, those were baseline data 

 

         2     from -- from when the guy first presented.  He has then 

 

         3     been hanging around in a hospital bed for another X number 

 

         4     of hours, transferred to another hospital, things could 

 

         5     have changed in that interval.  And if you don't know that, 

 

         6     then it's not unreasonable to anticoagulate until such a 

 

         7     time as you can get evidence as to whether the thing's 

 

         8     spread or not. 

 

         9            Q.    So you believe in serial views taken 

 

        10     frequently to determine the progress of this disease; is 

 

        11     that right? 

 

        12            A.    Yes.  We do all sorts of things. 

 

        13            Q.    You are aware one was ordered by a member of 

 

        14     his team, then countermanded? 

 

        15            A.    Well, I see that one was done on the 10th. 

 

        16            Q.    It wasn't done on the 10th.  One was ordered 

 

        17     to be done, but it was countermanded by a member of the 

 

        18     team. 

 

        19            A.    Well, was that ultrasound read officially by a 

 

        20     radiologist? 

 

        21            Q.    That's old film from outside the hospital that 

 

        22     was taken down to the radiology department at USC and 

 

        23     interpreted verbally.  The report was carried back to the 

 

        24     treatment by Dr. Harake and an intern.  So there -- I mean, 

 

        25     there was an order for a repeat view of this guy's 

 

        26     vascular, and it was just countermanded, apparently both 

 

        27     ordered with and consent of Dr. Cundiff and countermanded 

 

        28     with consent of Dr. Cundiff in the space of 24 hours. 
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         1                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Mr. Bell, let me know what you 

 

         2     are stipulating to. 

 

         3                  MR. BELL:  I have nothing further at this 

 

         4     moment.  This would be a useful point for break.  I would 

 

         5     like to continue cross-examination after the break. 

 

         6                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Certainly.  10-minute break. 

 

         7                  (A recess is taken.) 

 

         8                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Back on the record. 

 

         9                  MR. BELL:  May I examine? 

 

        10                  ALJ WAXMAN:  You sure may. 

 

        11            Q.    BY MR. BELL:  Doctor, are any of the counter 

 

        12     or unethical factors pointed out in your testimony -- were 

 

        13     any of them not known until the 11th when the decision to 

 

        14     discontinue was made? 

 

        15            A.    You mean like the social circumstances, 

 

        16     possibility of alcohol use, is that what you're referring 

 

        17     to? 

 

        18            Q.    Yes, all the reasons not to. 

 

        19            A.    I believe all things were known from the 

 

        20     beginning. 

 

        21            Q.    So why weren't they acted upon from the 

 

        22     beginning if there could have been insufficient cause not 

 

        23     to anticoagulate? 

 

        24            A.    I think I already explained, when you have a 

 

        25     patient in the hospital under supervision, you can do 

 

        26     things with medication that you can't do when the patient 

 

        27     goes home.  There are just different situations. 

 

        28            Q.    Well, I know you have got a compliance control 
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         1     certainly.  Is that what you are referring to? 

 

         2            A.    Well, that is a very big one. 

 

         3            Q.    But with respect to having impaired liver 

 

         4     function and anemia, malnutrition, and taking counteracting 

 

         5     or a potentiating drug, those are not management issues; 

 

         6     those are just clinical facts; right? 

 

         7            A.    Well, you can see you can control those in the 

 

         8     sense that you can measure the prothrombin time every day, 

 

         9     if you wanted to -- if you need to, and, as I believe, it 

 

        10     was done. 

 

        11                  But when patients get home, then that's a 

 

        12     different set of circumstances.  Where does the patient 

 

        13     live?  How does he get to the clinic?  Can he afford the 

 

        14     costs of the clinic?  All things make a difference, so that 

 

        15     a patient out of the hospital and a patient in the hospital 

 

        16     represent two very different circumstances. 

 

        17            Q.    Then can you account for why he would be taken 

 

        18     off the 11th rather than kept along on anticoagulation 

 

        19     therapy through the course of his hospital stay? 

 

        20            A.    Well, there are two things.  One is the 

 

        21     decision that thrombosis was confined to the popliteal 

 

        22     vein.  And the other was the clinician's assessment of how 

 

        23     the patient was doing.  I mean, he came in with a pain in 

 

        24     his leg.  Assessed on a daily basis, the pain went away. 

 

        25            Q.    Was he taking pain medication? 

 

        26            A.    I don't recall that offhand. 

 

        27            Q.    Was he being given nonsteroidal 

 

        28     anti-inflammatory drugs for the purpose of pain, among 
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         1     other things? 

 

         2            A.    I'd have to review the chart. 

 

         3            Q.    If the pain was being reduced by medical 

 

         4     means, does that mean the pain had gone away? 

 

         5            A.    I wish there are medicines that would make the 

 

         6     pain disappear.  Our pain medicines take the edge off the 

 

         7     pain; they may diminish it to a varying degree.  We rarely 

 

         8     make the patient totally pain free just by putting them on 

 

         9     medication. 

 

        10            Q.    What is the greatest clinical threat to a 

 

        11     patient undertaking anticoagulation medication?  Would that 

 

        12     be bleeding? 

 

        13            A.    Uncontrolled hemorrhage. 

 

        14            Q.    Hemorrhage?  Was this patient bleeding at all? 

 

        15            A.    While he was in the hospital, no, I don't 

 

        16     believe. 

 

        17            Q.    So the thing concerned about most primarily 

 

        18     was not present in this patient; is that right? 

 

        19            A.    No.  What you must understand is that 

 

        20     hemorrhage, when it starts, usually starts abruptly.  It is 

 

        21     not looking like a steady dripping tap when dealing with 

 

        22     that type of situation. 

 

        23            Q.    And a therapeutic level had been achieved 

 

        24     before the drug was suspended; is that not correct? 

 

        25            A.    Well, he actually came in -- 

 

        26            Q.    No.  But just -- If you could answer that as 

 

        27     yes, it had been achieved, or no, it hadn't been achieved. 

 

        28     What was recorded in that respect? 
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         1            A.    I think he had an INR up of -- up to 1.5, but 

 

         2     it was that way before he started therapy.  I don't think 

 

         3     the therapy actually ever made much difference. 

 

         4            Q.    But, in fact, did you see the anticoagulation 

 

         5     service notes that, in fact, indicated that after some 

 

         6     increase in heparin and Coumadin and allowing the fact that 

 

         7     it was not another drug, with careful monitoring, they did 

 

         8     achieve a therapeutic level, and they declared it in plain 

 

         9     writing?  Do you see that? 

 

        10            A.    Point me to that page, because I need to 

 

        11     refresh my memory. 

 

        12            Q.    One moment, please.  On page 47 there's a note 

 

        13     "heparin intensity is therapeutic." 

 

        14            A.    Yes, I see that line. 

 

        15            Q.    All right.  And they bring the Coumadin up 

 

        16     from 5 to 7.5 milligrams, times one a day P OSO, basically 

 

        17     just about achieved what an anticoagulation team would seem 

 

        18     to seek to achieve, which is a study of the basic values in 

 

        19     anticoagulation on this patient; right? 

 

        20            A.    Well, no, that's not how this note reads. 

 

        21            Q.    Do you dispute this patient was on the verge 

 

        22     of being perfectly anticoagulated at the time he was taken 

 

        23     off the drug? 

 

        24            A.    Two things here.  One is the amount of heparin 

 

        25     going in, and their wording "heparin intensity is 

 

        26     therapeutic," but I can't take the view of heparin -- 

 

        27     regarded him as being adequately treated from the point of 

 

        28     view of Warfarin -- the line below the one you pointed me 
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         1     towards.  The INR still is below the goal of 2 to 3. 

 

         2            Q.    Yes. 

 

         3            A.    So no, anticoagulation was not -- I think your 

 

         4     word was "perfectly established." 

 

         5            Q.    Heparin was being increased -- excuse me -- 

 

         6     was being maintained, but it's intensity was therapeutic 

 

         7     within range.  And that Coumadin was being increased from 

 

         8     seven from 5 to 7.5 milligrams, and it was not given that 

 

         9     evening -- but it wasn't, because we know the next day, on 

 

        10     the following page, 48, the notation by the anticoagulation 

 

        11     team is "no dose given last night." 

 

        12                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, is there a 

 

        13     question? 

 

        14            Q.    MR. BELL:  Well, yes.  The question is as 

 

        15     before, is it not evident that this man was on the verge of 

 

        16     being properly anticoagulated at the time that somebody 

 

        17     acted to stop his medicine? 

 

        18            A.    I'm sorry, I'm trying to read this handwriting 

 

        19     here. 

 

        20            Q.    What page are you referring to, Doctor? 

 

        21            A.    I'm on page 48 where it says, "INR trending up 

 

        22     slightly.  Might not see change in INR on 12th of February 

 

        23     because of no dose given last night.  Still evasive 

 

        24     procedure, recommend continues Coumadin therapy." 

 

        25            Q.    So it appears that overnight, between on the 

 

        26     evening of the 10th of February, somebody didn't give this 

 

        27     guy his Coumadin pill; right? 

 

        28            A.    Correct. 
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         1            Q.    And would you not agree that this man had 

 

         2     therapeutic levels of heparin going on the 10th and was 

 

         3     apparently on his way to getting a desirable level of 

 

         4     Coumadin on board until somebody took the action of not 

 

         5     giving him his medicine? 

 

         6            A.    Yes. 

 

         7            Q.    Okay.  And tell me, DVT remained on this 

 

         8     patient's problem list throughout his hospital stay; is 

 

         9     that not correct? 

 

        10            A.    Yeah.  In the sense it was transcribed into 

 

        11     each day's notes, you mean? 

 

        12            Q.    Yes. 

 

        13            A.    Yes. 

 

        14            Q.    I still have to deem it a single day.  It 

 

        15     hadn't gone away.  It was there, lodged in his vein.  And 

 

        16     after the 11th, he received no medicine for it; is that 

 

        17     correct? 

 

        18            A.    Yes. 

 

        19            Q.    What exactly -- What protective measures were 

 

        20     put in place by treating -- doctors treating him to protect 

 

        21     him against pulmonary embolism after the 11th?  If Plan A 

 

        22     of anticoagulating him wasn't going be carried out, tell me 

 

        23     what plan B was. 

 

        24            A.    As I understand the charts, the feeling was at 

 

        25     around this time that he a -- had a localized problem.  It 

 

        26     was just in the popliteal vein and on the basis of the 

 

        27     clinical assessment, examining the patient, asking about 

 

        28     his vein, feeling the leg and so forth, that the condition 
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         1     had stabilized, and it didn't represent a threat to him. 

 

         2            So I don't think -- I don't think you would draw 

 

         3     what was done to protect him if the feeling was that he was 

 

         4     not in a situation that threaten him. 

 

         5            Q.    So the answer is nothing; right?  Absolutely 

 

         6     nothing was done to protect him against PE after the 11th? 

 

         7            A.    Well, I think the answer is nothing was done 

 

         8     because nothing was called for. 

 

         9            Q.    I see.  Are you aware of what the American 

 

        10     Venous Forum is, V-e-n-o-u-s? 

 

        11            A.    Venous? 

 

        12            Q.    Forum. 

 

        13            A.    No. 

 

        14            Q.    Okay.  Are you familiar with the book called, 

 

        15     "The Handbook of Venous Disorders, Guidelines of the 

 

        16     American Venous Forum"? 

 

        17            A.    No. 

 

        18            Q.    I'd like to ask you -- a proposition -- ask 

 

        19     whether you agree with it, inadequate anticoagulation is 

 

        20     associated with significantly higher recurrent 

 

        21     thromboembolic events. 

 

        22                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I'm sorry, could you hear 

 

        23     that? 

 

        24            Q.    MR. BELL:  Inadequate anticoagulation is 

 

        25     associated with significantly higher recurrent 

 

        26     thromboembolic events.  Do those words have any meaning to 

 

        27     you? 

 

        28            A.    I think there is an incomplete statement. 
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         1            Q.    All right.  Does it mean in some substance 

 

         2     that inadequate anticoagulation is associated with the 

 

         3     higher rate of thromboembolic events? 

 

         4            A.    It depends where the thrombus is. 

 

         5            Q.    All right.  Do you think that the risk for 

 

         6     this patient of growing -- his thrombus increased or 

 

         7     decreased after the suspension of his anticoagulation 

 

         8     therapy? 

 

         9            A.    Well, based on what I read in the literature, 

 

        10     I would think it made no difference because the very sparse 

 

        11     literature we have indicated that anticoagulation for 

 

        12     popliteal vein thrombosis was not helpful. 

 

        13            Q.    Not helpful?  If I thought we issued -- a 

 

        14     mortality or morbidity.  Now it is not helpful at all? 

 

        15            A.    Well, I -- I mean, I am talking in the same 

 

        16     context as you are.  I mean, I don't think it provides the 

 

        17     patient with any -- with the sort of protection we like to 

 

        18     think of when we talk about treating people with 

 

        19     anticoagulation. 

 

        20            Q.    I thought the point of Coumadin and heparin 

 

        21     was to prevent further growth of the clot.  Is that not 

 

        22     true? 

 

        23            A.    In order to prevent a situation where the clot 

 

        24     might change in the form of pulmonary thrombosis, yes. 

 

        25            Q.    Therefore, without that medicine in place, the 

 

        26     protective capability of the drug will be absent in this 

 

        27     patient and, therefore, subjecting him to a measurably 

 

        28     higher risk of growing the clot and throwing an embolus. 
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         1            A.    Well, I have to conclude from the chart that 

 

         2     the belief was that the situation, having settled down, 

 

         3     then having become no longer painful and inflamed, this was 

 

         4     no longer an active problem. 

 

         5            Q.    What in the world would have ceased to make it 

 

         6     an active problem?  What had anybody done to solve the 

 

         7     problem, Doctor? 

 

         8            A.    Well, if I have a clot in the vein, eventually 

 

         9     it resolved itself more often than not.  It stabilized 

 

        10     itself.  It appears more to the wall of the vein.  It 

 

        11     becomes less and less of a threat in terms of becoming 

 

        12     dislodged. 

 

        13                  To determine upon the embolus and the 

 

        14     assessment of the team and Dr. Cundiff looking after him 

 

        15     was that the -- you know, the vein was no longer painful. 

 

        16     There seemed to be no longer active tenderness, 

 

        17     inflammation there.  And that it was appropriate just to 

 

        18     discontinue therapy. 

 

        19            Q.    We've heard testimony from the physician, to 

 

        20     the effect, 2 million Americans develop DVT annually. 

 

        21            Does that sound like a number that's been in use? 

 

        22     Would you care to dispute it? 

 

        23            A.    It may be accurate.  I don't want to testify 

 

        24     that way. 

 

        25            Q.    And within that 2 million, some 600,000 got 

 

        26     the pulmonary embolism and of that, 60,000 have fatal 

 

        27     outcomes. 

 

        28                  Would you care to dispute that as being 
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         1     generally accurate? 

 

         2            A.    I can't testify to that either way. 

 

         3            Q.    The potential of throwing a pulmonary embolus 

 

         4     in the presence of deep venous thrombosis would be 2 

 

         5     million divided by 600,000 or approximately 30 some odd 

 

         6     percent, would it not, if they were taken as true? 

 

         7            A.    Well, it depends on where it is.  The further 

 

         8     up the leg you go, the more the risk becomes.  It is not an 

 

         9     all or none phenomenon. 

 

        10            Q.    Of those 2 million, 10 percent die.  Do you 

 

        11     dispute that? 

 

        12            A.    I can't testify to the accuracy of that 

 

        13     number. 

 

        14            Q.    Do you dispute -- 

 

        15            A.    No, I am not disputing it.  I am saying I 

 

        16     don't have the information at my fingertips to answer your 

 

        17     question. 

 

        18            Q.    I understand you have not studied this, but 

 

        19     does it sound wrong to you? 

 

        20            A.    No. 

 

        21            Q.    All right.  Now, if the potential complication 

 

        22     of throwing a fatal pulmonary embolism is 10 percent, isn't 

 

        23     that a great risk to human life and something that a 

 

        24     clinician should be responsive to? 

 

        25            A.    Well, you know, as I've said before, it 

 

        26     depends on where the clot is.  If this man threw an 

 

        27     embolus, I'd say yeah.  If this man had just a clot, I'd 

 

        28     say no.  And the popliteal vein, as your own figure shows 
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         1     it, is not the femoral vein.  It is further down than that. 

 

         2     The risk is proportionately less. 

 

         3            Q.    How big is the popliteal vein?  Give us 

 

         4     dimensions.  Tell me how long it is, metric, English, you 

 

         5     choose. 

 

         6                  Have you ever dissected a human leg and looked 

 

         7     at the popliteal vein? 

 

         8            A.    Yes. 

 

         9            Q.    Do you have a recollection of what that looked 

 

        10     like? 

 

        11            A.    I did it, but it was about 40 years ago.  I 

 

        12     think the popliteal vein may be between 5 and 7 millimeters 

 

        13     across but, obviously, it's going to differ with the size 

 

        14     of the body you work on. 

 

        15            Q.    Is there an object available to you on your 

 

        16     finger or on the table that would indicate what you mean in 

 

        17     terms of dimensions of that?  Perhaps if you grasp the 

 

        18     pointed finger in front of you, which is straight in size, 

 

        19     you could show me what you mean? 

 

        20            A.    Is looks as that -- like it is probably too 

 

        21     small, but it might be that size in some people. 

 

        22            Q.    So is this pen -- 

 

        23            A.    I'm not looking -- for a man, it could be that 

 

        24     size. 

 

        25            Q.    Smaller or bigger? 

 

        26            A.    Well, a big man, bigger; small man, smaller. 

 

        27            Q.    How big was this man? 

 

        28            A.    I don't remember. 
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         1            Q.    How long was the popliteal vein? 

 

         2            A.    Probably six to eight centimeters. 

 

         3            Q.    Six to eight.  So about how long, holding your 

 

         4     fingers apart? 

 

         5            A.    Oh -- It extends across the back of -- Oh, I 

 

         6     really can't see, but it sort of goes from here to probably 

 

         7     about there (indicating), and then it merges into the 

 

         8     femoral vein. 

 

         9            Q.    Right.  Now, where in the this person's 

 

        10     popliteal vein did the blockage occur? 

 

        11            A.    Well, we have your figures in front of us. 

 

        12     Just above the confluence of the -- of the veins of the 

 

        13     lower portion of the limb. 

 

        14            Q.    What was the extent of the thrombosis? 

 

        15            A.    I don't remember the length of the thromboses. 

 

        16            Q.    How badly occluded was the vessel? 

 

        17            A.    I don't ever remember seeing a report on that. 

 

        18            Q.    Would any of those things make a difference? 

 

        19            A.    If the clot were extremely long, if the vessel 

 

        20     were totally occluded, that might make a difference. 

 

        21                  I really hesitate to answer the question 

 

        22     because I don't honestly, fully know that. 

 

        23            Q.    So the big picture here is that somebody at 

 

        24     the hospital thought this guy ought to get the 

 

        25     anticoagulate and then somebody else thought he ought not 

 

        26     to, and that's what happened, and you are okay with that? 

 

        27                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Well, that's a compound 

 

        28     question. 
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         1            Q.    MR. BELL:  Do you look at that? 

 

         2                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Excuse me? 

 

         3            Q.    MR. BELL:  Withdraw the question. 

 

         4                  Looking at the person's hospital course, do 

 

         5     you think he was well treated? 

 

         6            A.    I think he was appropriately treated. 

 

         7            Q.    Yes.  And the last thing you touched upon was 

 

         8     the use of an inferior vena cava a IVC or Greenfield 

 

         9     filter, as known by its maker. 

 

        10                  Would you have used one in this instance had 

 

        11     you been treating the patient? 

 

        12            A.    I don't think I would have done so. 

 

        13            Q.    Do you think filter placement is appropriate 

 

        14     in patients with proximal vein thrombosis when 

 

        15     anticoagulation therapy is contraindicated? 

 

        16            A.    If you think the patient is at major risk of 

 

        17     developing an embolus and if you cannot anticoagulate them, 

 

        18     then it's something that you might think about.  But you 

 

        19     have to bear in mind there are risks, and you have to bear 

 

        20     in mind it is not a perfect protection anyway. 

 

        21            Q.    Do you know what ACCP stands for? 

 

        22            A.    I presume that's the American College of Chest 

 

        23     Physicians. 

 

        24            Q.    And they occasionally make publications. 

 

        25                  Are they a prestigious scholar group in 

 

        26     American medicine? 

 

        27            A.    Yes. 

 

        28            Q.    And would it surprise you to know that in a 
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         1     statement published by them having to do with treatment of 

 

         2     venous thromboembolic disease, filters placement in the 

 

         3     vena cava patients, venous thrombolus or PE when 

 

         4     anticoagulation therapy is contraindicated? 

 

         5            A.    Do they reference a study in support of that 

 

         6     statement? 

 

         7            Q.    No.  They just say so -- Well, okay. 

 

         8                  So as a matter of general medicine, you think 

 

         9     this is an unsupportable statement without an evidentiary 

 

        10     undertaking? 

 

        11            A.    I prefer not to say unsupportable.  But if 

 

        12     they don't produce a study to say, "Look, this has been 

 

        13     looked at, and these are the data, and that's what we say 

 

        14     it is," they are just expressing an opinion. 

 

        15            Q.    Does the standard of care -- or did it in 

 

        16     February of 1998 -- did it require the use of an inferior 

 

        17     vena cava filter in persons of proximal vein thrombosis 

 

        18     under circumstances when anticoagulating therapy is 

 

        19     contraindicated? 

 

        20                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I'm going to object on the 

 

        21     grounds that, again, in the Accusation, that that is not 

 

        22     alleged, that the standard of care requires a filter. 

 

        23     There is no discussion of a filter in the Accusation, so I 

 

        24     think this question is improper. 

 

        25                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Sustained. 

 

        26            Q.    MR. BELL:  Have you ever ordered the placement 

 

        27     of a Greenfield or IVC filter yourself? 

 

        28            A.    No. 
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         1            Q.    You have no experience with them? 

 

         2            A.    No. 

 

         3                  MR. BELL:  Thank you.  Nothing further. 

 

         4                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you, Mr. Bell. 

 

         5                  Redirect. 

 

         6 

 

         7                        REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

 

         8 

 

         9            Q.    BY MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Dr. Conolly, are you 

 

        10     familiar with the term narrow therapeutic range? 

 

        11            A.    Narrow therapeutic index, perhaps. 

 

        12            Q.    Yes.  What does that mean? 

 

        13            A.    It means that the difference between a 

 

        14     therapeutically effective dose as compared to a toxic dose 

 

        15     is very small. 

 

        16            Q.    All right.  And are Coumadin and Warfarin 

 

        17     examples of drugs which have narrow therapeutic indexes? 

 

        18            A.    Yes.  Warfarin is such a drug. 

 

        19            Q.    So a small dose can -- beyond what works, 

 

        20     essentially can be extremely dangerous; is that right? 

 

        21            A.    Yes, it can. 

 

        22            Q.    And minute variations have different results? 

 

        23            A.    Correct. 

 

        24            Q.    Did you review the consent forms that are in 

 

        25     the medical record? 

 

        26            A.    To be honest, I don't remember. 

 

        27            Q.    Looking at the medical chart with the tabs, 

 

        28     there is a tab that says "Consents," and open that.  First 
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         1     page is page 238. 

 

         2            A.    Oh, yes, I have it. 

 

         3            Q.    Looking at page 238, towards the bottom there 

 

         4     is a handwritten notation that says, "PT is weak.  Unable 

 

         5     to sign."  Do you see that? 

 

         6            A.    Yes, I did see that, because I highlighted it. 

 

         7            Q.    Okay.  And what does that signify to you in 

 

         8     the context of this case? 

 

         9            A.    It describes to me a patient who is extremely 

 

        10     ill.  If he is so weak he can't sign a piece of paper, he 

 

        11     is really in a pretty powerless state. 

 

        12            Q.    And you were asked on cross-examination 

 

        13     regarding the patient's alertness, that sort of thing. 

 

        14     Does this information -- consent factor into your analysis 

 

        15     of the patient's state? 

 

        16            A.    I don't think I could read from this into his 

 

        17     mental state. 

 

        18            Q.    All right.  I'd like you to look at page 6 of 

 

        19     the chart. 

 

        20                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Page 6? 

 

        21            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Page 6, back at the 

 

        22     beginning, in the middle of the page -- well, just under 

 

        23     the middle of the page, heading "Social History."  And do 

 

        24     you see that? 

 

        25            A.    I see it. 

 

        26            Q.    And the last sentence under social says he has 

 

        27     not seen a physician in quite some time.  Do you see that 

 

        28     sentence? 
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         1            A.    Yes, I do. 

 

         2            Q.    Okay.  How does that factor into your 

 

         3     evaluation of this particular case? 

 

         4            A.    Suggests to me, taking everything into 

 

         5     consideration, he just wasn't taking care of himself. 

 

         6            Q.    When there's outpatient who's on 

 

         7     anticoagulants, is there a cost for the monitoring? 

 

         8            A.    Yes.  Probably a figure of about $40.  Has to 

 

         9     be filed that the patient needed that test. 

 

        10            Q.    What does that money pay for? 

 

        11            A.    It pays for the taking of the blood, the use 

 

        12     of the agent, the preparation of the result.  It doesn't 

 

        13     include the cost of getting to the clinic or time taken off 

 

        14     work, if that's a factor. 

 

        15            Q.    In your review, did you see any handwriting 

 

        16     comparison of anticoagulants and no anticoagulation for 

 

        17     DVTs? 

 

        18            A.    Yes, there was one. 

 

        19            Q.    Okay.  And did that particular study affect 

 

        20     your opinion regarding the efficacy of anticoagulation? 

 

        21            A.    Well, it showed there was no difference. 

 

        22            Q.    Between what and what? 

 

        23            A.    I'm sorry, between being anticoagulated and 

 

        24     not being anticoagulated. 

 

        25                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Okay.  I don't have any other 

 

        26     questions. 

 

        27                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Recross. 

 

        28                  (Continued on following page.) 
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         1                        RECROSS-EXAMINATION 

 

         2 

 

         3            Q.    BY MR. BELL:  The price of being tested can be 

 

         4     waived infrequently; is that not true? 

 

         5            A.    I don't know.  I'm sure different hospitals 

 

         6     and different clinics -- 

 

         7            Q.    Well, your respondent has previously testified 

 

         8     that to -- Dr. Cundiff testified under oath that fees can 

 

         9     be waived.  Do you dispute that? 

 

        10            A.    You are telling me things I don't know. 

 

        11            Q.    Would you like me to read it? 

 

        12            A.    No.  If you say that was said under oath, I 

 

        13     will take your word for it.  But, of course, no clinic can 

 

        14     go on waiving costs from which otherwise the bailiffs will 

 

        15     move in. 

 

        16            Q.    Let me read you a question and answer from his 

 

        17     testimony.  Question -- And this is 259. 

 

        18                  And "Question:  Was the patient's lack of 

 

        19     insurance a factor in your decision? 

 

        20                  "Answer:  In that if you have medical" -- 

 

        21     "then you don't pay for your visits" -- "your monitoring 

 

        22     visits.  If you don't have medical, then it becomes very 

 

        23     dicey.  Sure, it's possible to have the fees waived, but 

 

        24     it's" -- "it's" -- "it depends on how good you are at 

 

        25     advocating and going through hoops.  And yes, yes, it was a 

 

        26     factor." 

 

        27                  Will you accept him at his word to have 

 

        28     possible fees waived? 
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         1                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I object.  The question is 

 

         2     cumulative and asked and answered.  He already answered the 

 

         3     question before. 

 

         4                  MR. BELL:  Well, this question of the $40, 

 

         5     shall we dispose of it? 

 

         6                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Well -- 

 

         7                  MR. BELL:  You mean presumably a significant 

 

         8     to inquire -- if it's significant to answer, now I'm trying 

 

         9     draw him out as being knowledgeable. 

 

        10                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Two questions.  The first one 

 

        11     was, "Isn't it true that the fee could be waived?"  The 

 

        12     answer was, "I don't know."  The second one was, "Do you 

 

        13     agree with Dr. Cundiff in his testimony?"  I think that was 

 

        14     a different question, so I will allow that question. 

 

        15                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I thought that question had 

 

        16     also been asked before, but okay. 

 

        17                  THE WITNESS:  Well, what is the question now? 

 

        18            Q.    MR. BELL:  If Dr. Cundiff's fee were waived, 

 

        19     would you accept that as authoritative? 

 

        20            A.    Of course he would say; he would know. 

 

        21            Q.    Now, with respect to money, we've taken 

 

        22     testimony under oath from his daughter who said at the time 

 

        23     B.R. arrived at the hospital for care, although he didn't 

 

        24     have medical insurance, he brought $800 in cash with him so 

 

        25     that he could pay for it.  If the costs were to extend 

 

        26     beyond that, he could -- if they left him in pain because 

 

        27     of threat concerns and gave the remainder back to his 

 

        28     daughter for safekeeping, would that have bearing on your 
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         1     understanding of this patient's capability of following up 

 

         2     and maybe even paying small fees for the purposes of 

 

         3     following up? 

 

         4            A.    Well, depending rather where the $800 came 

 

         5     from.  You are asking me things I can't speak to. 

 

         6            Q.    Honestly, I believe in honest labor. 

 

         7            A.    Well, is that money that he readily has in his 

 

         8     hands, or is that his life savings? 

 

         9            Q.    He's been employed -- He's been employed for 

 

        10     19 years, same job, paying taxes, including Medicare taxes, 

 

        11     according to this exhibit, paying his own rent. 

 

        12                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, is there a 

 

        13     question? 

 

        14                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Yeah, these are assumptions he's 

 

        15     asking Dr. Conolly to make. 

 

        16            Q.    MR. BELL:  All right.  Would there be 

 

        17     fortunate considerations before engaging in a risk 

 

        18     calculous to cut this guy off of medication because of 

 

        19     institutional or other social factors? 

 

        20            A.    I don't know how to answer a question like 

 

        21     that.  I mean, if the man is self supporting, and we're 

 

        22     just looking at a $40 fee, and if he can readily produce 

 

        23     cash in hundreds like that, I suppose it would not be a 

 

        24     factor. 

 

        25            Q.    Do you believe that as a general principle, 

 

        26     doctors should discuss with their patients what they're 

 

        27     doing to them, what they're going to stop doing to them 

 

        28     when it comes to matters as significant as anticoagulation 
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         1     and blood clots? 

 

         2            A.    I think to the extent that a patient can 

 

         3     understand what we're doing, why we're doing it, obviously, 

 

         4     the patient needs to be involved.  We can't do things to 

 

         5     them without their consent.  We can't operate on you unless 

 

         6     you signed a piece of paper. 

 

         7            Q.    Did B.R. ever give his consent to having 

 

         8     anticoagulation taken away from him? 

 

         9                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Objection.  Relevance. 

 

        10     Again, there's no -- this is not a consent case.  There is 

 

        11     no allegation in the Accusation that Dr. Cundiff went below 

 

        12     the standard of care by not seeking consent or not getting 

 

        13     informed consent.  There is simply not a consent case. 

 

        14                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Overruled. 

 

        15                  THE WITNESS:  No.  Are you asking me, did he 

 

        16     sign a piece of paper saying he agreed have it stopped 

 

        17     or -- 

 

        18            Q.    MR. BELL:  Is it evident anywhere in the 

 

        19     record that this man gave his consent to being removed from 

 

        20     anticoagulation therapy? 

 

        21            A.    Not that I saw.  Frankly, I wouldn't expect 

 

        22     it.  See, when we talk to patients, we tell them what we're 

 

        23     doing.  We do it.  We don't have a consent form for every 

 

        24     change in therapy that we make. 

 

        25            Q.    What about just talking to him -- just talking 

 

        26     to him and telling him, "Hey, I've had you on this 

 

        27     medicine; I'm taking you off.  I've got reasons for it. 

 

        28     Let me tell you about them.  I want you to be aware of 
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         1     what's going on, and I want your agreement to it."  Would 

 

         2     that not be baseline standard medical quality care? 

 

         3            A.    I'm sure some dialogue of that kind would 

 

         4     usually take place. 

 

         5            Q.    But, in fact, as you know from having read 

 

         6     Dr. Cundiff's testimony, it didn't take place because he 

 

         7     didn't talk to the patient and he didn't feel he was 

 

         8     capable of participating in the decision, as he put it, 

 

         9     "trying to get him into the risk analysis would have been a 

 

        10     lost dog." 

 

        11                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Excuse me.  Object to the 

 

        12     question on the grounds it assumes facts not in evidence. 

 

        13     He hasn't testified he read Dr. Cundiff's testimony.  I 

 

        14     think he said, "I didn't read" -- 

 

        15            Q.    MR. BELL:  I will withdraw the last question. 

 

        16            I am asking you to assume Dr. Cundiff testified, 

 

        17     trying to get into the risk analysis would have been lost 

 

        18     on him assuming that, is that the way you would have 

 

        19     handled it? 

 

        20            A.    Sometimes these things are too complicated. 

 

        21     We've seen how many papers going over and over them among 

 

        22     ourselves.  These are not straightforward issues. 

 

        23            Q.    How about talking to a family member? 

 

        24            A.    Well, if the patient is conscious, then the 

 

        25     conversation should be held with the patient.  If the 

 

        26     patient is comatose, then I will talk to the next of kin. 

 

        27     And I think that's pretty standard practice. 

 

        28                  I -- I'm not aware of evidence that this 
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         1     patient had impaired consciousness and couldn't be talked 

 

         2     to.  That is not the same thing as saying that he would 

 

         3     understand all the nuances and niceties of things we have 

 

         4     discussed.  Obviously, that's a different thing. 

 

         5                  But, you know, we often have situations where 

 

         6     we really can't explain to patients why certain decisions 

 

         7     need to be made.  We can't run all of the tests in medical 

 

         8     literature on a patient based on this study and that study 

 

         9     and this study.  We propose to do X, Y, or Z.  I mean, you 

 

        10     can't do that, overload the patient with too much 

 

        11     information.  You don't get a meaningful participation in 

 

        12     the discussion from them anyway. 

 

        13            Q.    Is it possible that had such a discussion 

 

        14     occurred, that some of the underlying bases allegedly for 

 

        15     obtaining a decision would have been revealed to be false? 

 

        16                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Calls for speculation. 

 

        17                  THE WITNESS:  That calls for speculation. 

 

        18                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Sustained. 

 

        19            Q.    MR. BELL:  Tell me the conversation that you 

 

        20     can imagine in which a patient is addressed in sum and 

 

        21     substance with the following: 

 

        22                  You have been on anticoagulation.  You are not 

 

        23     going to receive it from here on out because in my 

 

        24     judgment, you are not responsible enough to be measured or 

 

        25     to continue taking your drugs because you are a homeless 

 

        26     person, but that was the reason. 

 

        27                  We're asked to believe that was the reason, 

 

        28     and I want you to believe it for the purpose of this 
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         1     question.  Can you imagine an informed consent or a 

 

         2     discussion of that general nature that would not have been 

 

         3     corrected at once by the patient responding, "But I" -- "I 

 

         4     am not homeless.  I am employed, and give me the chance to 

 

         5     follow your instructions"?  How would that conversation 

 

         6     ever have occurred without getting to those facts? 

 

         7            A.    Some corrected conversations must have taken 

 

         8     place before, because in the earlier medical records he was 

 

         9     described as homeless, and that was on the basis, I 

 

        10     believe, of a verbatim history taken from the patient. 

 

        11                  And so I don't know.  You are spinning a 

 

        12     scenario which I don't know that ever took place, and you 

 

        13     are asking me to comment on it, and I feel very 

 

        14     uncomfortable responding to your question. 

 

        15            Q.    It's not always comfortable being a witness on 

 

        16     cross-examination. 

 

        17            A.    Oh, I don't mind that.  But I do mind being 

 

        18     thrust into a hypothetical world and then being asked as to 

 

        19     how the scene is going to unfold. 

 

        20            Q.    Well, Doctor, you know, you have just agreed 

 

        21     that a patient ought to be talked to about a decision of 

 

        22     the magnitude of removing them from anticoagulation.  You 

 

        23     said that. 

 

        24                  And, you know, you're positive that even if it 

 

        25     wasn't written down, it must have occurred.  And I'm asking 

 

        26     you tell me how is it possible to arrive at that 

 

        27     conclusion, given what evidently must have been the 

 

        28     clinician's statements, if we believe he is now telling the 
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         1     truth about the reason for cutting off therapy that, in a 

 

         2     large part, he be noncompliant with the regime of 

 

         3     measurement and medication without disclosing the true 

 

         4     facts of the case?  In other words, was it ignorance -- 

 

         5     Here's the real question.  Was it ignorance about the 

 

         6     question of a self-inflicted wound by this doctor? 

 

         7            A.    A self-inflicted wound? 

 

         8            Q.    Was the problem of him knowing the patient the 

 

         9     reason for his disinclination to talk to this patient? 

 

        10            A.    Are you asking me or telling me? 

 

        11            Q.    No, I'm asking you.  Was it not his ignorance 

 

        12     about his homelessness, his use of alcohol, and all the 

 

        13     rest of that, something that Dr. Cundiff could have 

 

        14     collected rapidly by speaking to his patient? 

 

        15                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Object.  Argumentative on the 

 

        16     grounds, assuming facts not in evidence.  The word 

 

        17     "ignorance" is argumentative.  And the disinclination to 

 

        18     talk to his patient, there's no evidence that he did this. 

 

        19                  MR. BELL:  He's testified he didn't. 

 

        20                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  He hadn't testified. 

 

        21                  MR. BELL:  He has.  And I shall read out a 

 

        22     passage, if necessary.  Dr. Conolly is quite convinced he 

 

        23     didn't talk to this patient because he figured he was 

 

        24     potentially uneducated, in poor shape to understand. 

 

        25                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Let's do it this way.  Have 

 

        26     Dr. Conolly assume what Dr. Cundiff testified to before. 

 

        27     And instead of using "ignorance," use "lack of knowledge." 

 

        28            Q.    MR. BELL:  Right.  Can you do that, Doctor? 
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         1            A.    Well, I think I do the same thing myself.  If 

 

         2     I believe a patient doesn't have the understanding of the 

 

         3     issues involved, I won't always explain in chapter and 

 

         4     verse why I'm doing what I am doing. 

 

         5                  I would probably say look, "In your situation, 

 

         6     I don't believe that treatment is going help, or I don't 

 

         7     think that the life benefits you get from it are worth the 

 

         8     risks that this entails, and so I think we should stop 

 

         9     doing it."  I would say something like that. 

 

        10                  And I imagine -- I would never go to a 

 

        11     patient -- and I don't believe Dr. Cundiff or any physician 

 

        12     would go a patient -- and say, "Look, because you're 

 

        13     homeless and uneducated and I'm just not going to bother 

 

        14     you, and we don't treat people like that."  But 

 

        15     sometimes -- 

 

        16            Q.    But you do -- The reality is you do, you just 

 

        17     said you would, you do.  You're talking about educated 

 

        18     versus treatment. 

 

        19                  That's the way this guy was treated, wasn't 

 

        20     it?  If you believe Dr. Cundiff, because he was homeless, 

 

        21     because he was of unstable disposition, that is precisely 

 

        22     why Dr. Cundiff told us he cut this guy off of therapy. 

 

        23            A.    Well, I think it is more -- one thing is that 

 

        24     he had settled down and the treatment was no longer felt to 

 

        25     be necessary.  That's one thing. 

 

        26                  But the other thing is if you believe -- 

 

        27     regardless of whether it's right or wrong, if you believe 

 

        28     that these are circumstances obtained because the patient 
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         1     is homeless, he won't take care of himself, a patient won't 

 

         2     come to have tests done, a patient won't order drugs in a 

 

         3     reliable fashion, then you are irresponsible if you send 

 

         4     somebody out on a agent like Warfarin. 

 

         5                  And it's all very well for you to spin a 

 

         6     hypotheses in the way that you do.  But in the real world 

 

         7     we really have to keep patients from themselves and 

 

         8     sometimes there are certain treatments we just cannot give 

 

         9     them because we know that if treatment is not properly 

 

        10     regulated, it poses a grievous threat in the patient. 

 

        11            Q.    Without belaboring this endlessly, Doctor, I 

 

        12     think everybody would agree that if all facts about B.R. 

 

        13     where, in fact, true, it would present a different picture 

 

        14     than it does, but they are not apparently true. 

 

        15                  And would it not be indisputably the case that 

 

        16     the best source of information about a patient, certainly 

 

        17     about these features of his homelessness we're describing 

 

        18     is referenced to the patient himself? 

 

        19                  And that when I refer to a self-inflicted 

 

        20     wound, the lack of it happening, I am referring to the 

 

        21     failure to speak to the patient about important things 

 

        22     bearing on his welfare, and that appears to be what 

 

        23     happened in this case. 

 

        24                  This patient wasn't talked to about these 

 

        25     issues which were considered to be modifying by 

 

        26     Dr. Cundiff, and that his -- as a result, Dr. Cundiff never 

 

        27     apparently learned the truth about his patient and made a 

 

        28     decision based on inaccurate information.  That's what 
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         1     happened here, isn't it? 

 

         2            A.    Well, I honestly think if a man had been a CEO 

 

         3     of a Fortune 500 company, the anticoagulants probably would 

 

         4     have been discontinued on the basis of clinical 

 

         5     consideration alone. 

 

         6                  Now, you have all these other things that 

 

         7     factor into ongoing treatment outside if it proved to be 

 

         8     necessary.  But my understanding is that it was considered 

 

         9     even in-house not to be necessary. 

 

        10            Q.    What about talking to this patient?  That's 

 

        11     what the question was. 

 

        12            A.    Well, I thought I dealt with that, but -- I 

 

        13     mean, I'm not highly against talking to patients.  We all 

 

        14     talk to patients. 

 

        15            Q.    Had patients been talked to about the 

 

        16     important tasks it could have been -- facts could have been 

 

        17     settled? 

 

        18            A.    Well, you say they are important.  I say 

 

        19     probably they are not, because the clinical decision would 

 

        20     have been the same regardless. 

 

        21            Q.    Oh, I see.  I thought it was high up on the 

 

        22     list, according to Dr. Cundiff, that the patient's failure 

 

        23     to comply with testing and medication was key to his 

 

        24     decision. 

 

        25            A.    There would have been factors if he was being 

 

        26     sent out on it.  But clearly from the timing of things, the 

 

        27     decision was made on other bases while he was still 

 

        28     in-house under supervision. 
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         1            Q.    And that's because the clot was in the 

 

         2     popliteal? 

 

         3            A.    And appeared to be a less active problem, no 

 

         4     longer painful. 

 

         5            Q.    Thank you.  Nothing further. 

 

         6                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Redirect. 

 

         7                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I don't have anything else, 

 

         8     your Honor. 

 

         9                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I have few.  I have a few 

 

        10     questions. 

 

        11                  You mentioned a variety of things that might 

 

        12     be contraindications for the use of heparin earlier on in 

 

        13     your testimony. 

 

        14                  THE WITNESS:  I believe, your Honor, I spoke 

 

        15     with Warfarin, not heparin. 

 

        16                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I'm sorry.  What about heparin, 

 

        17     then?  What are the specific contraindications to heparin? 

 

        18                  THE WITNESS:  There are, but they're not of 

 

        19     the kind we're talking about here, because heparin is 

 

        20     virtually always given as intravenous infusion.  There are 

 

        21     some complications as a low hematocrit.  If you have a 

 

        22     visiting nurse who can go out to your home and give it, but 

 

        23     you got to have that.  But -- So I'm sorry, your question 

 

        24     again? 

 

        25                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I was trying find out why there 

 

        26     are indeed contraindications to the use of heparin. 

 

        27                  THE WITNESS:  Yes.  First of all, if a patient 

 

        28     has any risk of uncontrollable hemorrhage, say a peptic 
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         1     ulcer, say he's coughing blood from his lungs, those kinds 

 

         2     of things, that will be a problem.  If you fear there is 

 

         3     something that is an immediate bleed, that would be a 

 

         4     problem. 

 

         5                  There are some people who develop platelet 

 

         6     problems with heparin.  They can form an arterial clot of 

 

         7     platelets that can be a contraindication to use. 

 

         8                  If a patient had any history of allergy to 

 

         9     heparin -- I've never seen that, but that could be another 

 

        10     contraindication. 

 

        11                  Off the cuff, those are the things that come 

 

        12     to mind.  I will probably go home and think of things I 

 

        13     should have told you. 

 

        14                  ALJ WAXMAN:  That's good enough.  If you have 

 

        15     a situation similar to what we have here, a patient is 

 

        16     admitted, there's a deep venous thrombosis, the popliteal 

 

        17     vein, a couple before you have a duplex ultrasound that 

 

        18     shows an open femoral vein -- but this is a couple days 

 

        19     later; we don't know when it is -- and you put the patient 

 

        20     on heparin I.V., how soon would you know if some of the 

 

        21     risks that you are talking about are present?  Wouldn't you 

 

        22     know rather quickly? 

 

        23                  THE WITNESS:  You mean risks to giving hep- -- 

 

        24                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Yes, sir. 

 

        25                  THE WITNESS:  Yes, hopefully you would know 

 

        26     before you started infusion. 

 

        27                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Well -- But if you don't, you 

 

        28     might get a bleed pretty fast, wouldn't you? 
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         1                  THE WITNESS:  Oh, you could yes. 

 

         2                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Okay. 

 

         3                  THE WITNESS:  Then you would be answering a 

 

         4     different set of questions too. 

 

         5                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I would imagine.  The 

 

         6     double-blind studies you discussed -- actually, I got a 

 

         7     little bit confused by some of your answers, and I would 

 

         8     like to straighten them out if I can. 

 

         9                  I understood you to initially testify that you 

 

        10     could not do a double-blind study because you would have to 

 

        11     do a placebo to have the patient.  Later on on 

 

        12     cross-examination, I think you said that a double-blind 

 

        13     study actually could be designed -- 

 

        14                  THE WITNESS:  Maybe I misspoke.  What you need 

 

        15     in a study basis, you need to have some people who are 

 

        16     having active treatment and some people who are having 

 

        17     placebo.  And patients should be randomized.  You know, you 

 

        18     should pick out some who are bleeding and some who are 

 

        19     clotting.  They should be randomized results of clinical 

 

        20     condition to either treatment, and nobody should know 

 

        21     really what they are getting. 

 

        22                  And when you talk about a double-blind trial, 

 

        23     if physicians -- neither the patient nor treating physician 

 

        24     knows what the patient is getting, and that's only way we 

 

        25     can really eliminate -- 

 

        26                  ALJ WAXMAN:  That's true from any double-blind 

 

        27     study? 

 

        28                  THE WITNESS:  Giving a drug like Warfarin, 
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         1     you're obviously going to follow the prothrombin time to 

 

         2     make sure the patient doesn't get over treated.  Somebody 

 

         3     has to know who's on therapy. 

 

         4                  Now, you could be a third doctor, so I might 

 

         5     be the treating physician, and I totally wouldn't know what 

 

         6     they had.  But you might be helping me out by measuring 

 

         7     prothrombin times and adjusting the Warfarin dose. 

 

         8                  ALJ WAXMAN:  And you measure prothrombin time 

 

         9     on all patients? 

 

        10                  THE WITNESS:  Yes, yes, yes.  So if I confused 

 

        11     that issue -- I apologize for misspeaking.  It must be the 

 

        12     adrenalin he pushed out of me. 

 

        13                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Another way you might be able to 

 

        14     do the double-blind study -- am I correct that another way 

 

        15     you may be able to do it is instead of using a placebo 

 

        16     verses an anticoagulant, you could use an alternative form 

 

        17     of treatment versus an anticoagulant, Greenfield filter, 

 

        18     hot soaks, some other alternative form? 

 

        19                  THE WITNESS:  Well, you see, that's the 

 

        20     problem with the literature.  So much of it does compare -- 

 

        21     Two different forms of therapy might be giving Warfarin or 

 

        22     might be giving heparin, then you've got everybody using an 

 

        23     anticoagulant, and all that does, then, is tells whether 

 

        24     one form of anticoagulation produces a better result than 

 

        25     another, but it couldn't possibly tell you whether it's 

 

        26     better to anticoagulate or not. 

 

        27                  ALJ WAXMAN:  But could you tell whether is it 

 

        28     better to anticoagulate than, say, do hot soaks? 
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         1                  THE WITNESS:  Yes, it could do that. 

 

         2                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Okay. 

 

         3                  THE WITNESS:  But we really do need that 

 

         4     elementary data.  But unfortunately, that paper came out in 

 

         5     1960 that was accepted rather uncritically.  And now it's 

 

         6     become like a dogma.  You know how hard it is to challenge 

 

         7     a dogma? 

 

         8                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Is the treatment of choice -- As 

 

         9     far as you know, is the treatment of choice for deep vein 

 

        10     thrombosis anticoagulation at this point? 

 

        11                  THE WITNESS:  If the deep vein thrombosis is 

 

        12     in the thigh, or if the vein's in the pelvis are 

 

        13     thrombosed, yes, people anticoagulate. 

 

        14                  The further down the leg you go, the more 

 

        15     equivocal people come about it. 

 

        16                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Am I correct that the veins in 

 

        17     the thigh are known at proximal veins? 

 

        18                  THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

 

        19                  ALJ WAXMAN:  And the veins in the lower leg 

 

        20     are distal veins? 

 

        21                  THE WITNESS:  Correct. 

 

        22                  ALJ WAXMAN:  You have discussed a variety of 

 

        23     factors that you believe led to the decision to discontinue 

 

        24     the anticoagulants in this particular case.  One of them 

 

        25     was the location of the thrombosis. 

 

        26                  THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

 

        27                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Homelessness, lack of education, 

 

        28     lack of employment, a variety of things -- and I'm sure 
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         1     I've left a couple out -- were those factors -- factors 

 

         2     that should lead to the conclusion to discontinue or 

 

         3     factors that lead to the conclusion to continue but to 

 

         4     closely monitor the patient? 

 

         5                  THE WITNESS:  For an inpatient, if you -- you 

 

         6     know, if you felt the need was demonstrable and 

 

         7     incontrovertible, then you should continue with treatment. 

 

         8     If you feel on other grounds that the treatment is not 

 

         9     created, then you wouldn't do it. 

 

        10                  And I believe in the final analysis, that's 

 

        11     what happened here.  But I think, also, you know, always -- 

 

        12     in particular nowadays, under such awful pressure to get 

 

        13     people out of the hospital -- I'm not saying that was a 

 

        14     factor here, but he also had the pressure has the patient 

 

        15     been in too long?  It's costing too much money.  No money 

 

        16     for health care.  They got to go, so we were always trying 

 

        17     to tailor therapy so that when the patient is ready for 

 

        18     discharge, you know, we've got all the ducks in a row, and 

 

        19     the patient is on something they can get out on. 

 

        20                  And, you see, it would have been very 

 

        21     difficult had this gentlemen been in the hospital.  And if 

 

        22     for other reasons Dr. Cundiff felt it necessary to continue 

 

        23     on Warfarin, to come in on Monday morning and say, "You are 

 

        24     on Warfarin now, but today is the day you're going home, 

 

        25     and so we're suddenly going to change everything," because 

 

        26     that creates for a very unstable situation. 

 

        27                  And it happens all the time at UCLA.  The 

 

        28     therapy gets changed, and the patient gets sent out at the 
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         1     same time. 

 

         2                  And often I see this in pain management 

 

         3     patients on morphine drip, NSAIDs, and they are sent home, 

 

         4     and then six hours later they're on the phone because their 

 

         5     pain is out of control. 

 

         6                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Is there a risk of discontinuing 

 

         7     Warfarin as opposed to tapering it off? 

 

         8                  THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Its mode of -- mode of 

 

         9     action, if you stop it suddenly -- stop suddenly, the 

 

        10     anticoagulant's not there, the factors gradually come back, 

 

        11     so it's got its own built-in filter so can you do that. 

 

        12                  And the question is, what is the patient like 

 

        13     once he's normalized, and I would rather know that while 

 

        14     he's in-house than when he's home, particularly if -- if I 

 

        15     didn't know how to get ahold of him.  And I believe this 

 

        16     gentlemen gave a couple of addresses that are not correct. 

 

        17     And I don't know if a phone -- phone number was ever 

 

        18     produced, but there's pretty substantial problems if you 

 

        19     are trying to keep tabs on a patient once he leaves. 

 

        20                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I not sure I understand the first 

 

        21     part of your answer.  If, you said, you stop the Warfarin, 

 

        22     after a while the anticoagulation factors come back? 

 

        23                  THE WITNESS:  Yes.  Well, the Warfarin -- 

 

        24     excuse me -- inhibits the production of several factors 

 

        25     that are involved in the process of clotting, which is an 

 

        26     extremely complex cascade.  And I think it's Factors 2, 7, 

 

        27     9, and 11, but I may be wrong.  But at any rate, those 

 

        28     factors have differing half lives and it takes differing 
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         1     levels of times.  Therefore, once the liver is allowed to 

 

         2     stop making heparin for them to build up the blood to their 

 

         3     normal levels. 

 

         4                  So that if I were on Warfarin now and I 

 

         5     stopped taking Warfarin today, it would probably be three, 

 

         6     four, five days before my clotting tests became normal 

 

         7     again. 

 

         8                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Is there some sort of a 

 

         9     paradoxical effect whereby stopping the Warfarin as opposed 

 

        10     to tapering it off you can actually increase the risk of a 

 

        11     bleed? 

 

        12                  THE WITNESS:  That's a good question.  But I 

 

        13     don't believe that happens. 

 

        14                  ALJ WAXMAN:  By stopping it, do you increase 

 

        15     immediately the risk of a clot? 

 

        16                  THE WITNESS:  It progressively increases as 

 

        17     the clotting factors build up to their normal levels. 

 

        18                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Okay.  So if I stop the Warfarin 

 

        19     on Day 1, I probably am not running a greater risk of a 

 

        20     clot on Day 1; it's I'm running a bigger risk on Day 3 or 

 

        21     4? 

 

        22                  THE WITNESS:  That's correct. 

 

        23                  ALJ WAXMAN:  What is it about homelessness 

 

        24     that makes a doctor nervous about either compliance or 

 

        25     monitoring of -- of the -- of the condition? 

 

        26                  THE WITNESS:  Well, not least is where is the 

 

        27     patient going to keep his pills?  And I often have patients 

 

        28     come back and say, "I lost my pills.  I don't know where I 
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         1     put them.  I looked everywhere," and that's people who have 

 

         2     a regular house. 

 

         3                  If you are one of those, unfortunately, going 

 

         4     to shelter -- to a shelter or even worse, sleeping under 

 

         5     the covering somewhere, you lose things, you get robbed, 

 

         6     and so many other things going on in life, it is very hard 

 

         7     to remember, "Now is time for me to take my pill." 

 

         8                  And in a situation like this, where he might 

 

         9     not only have been on Warfarin but also might have been 

 

        10     taking Rifampin or Rifamate, but it's an antituberculosis 

 

        11     drug and has a powerful effect on the liver's ability to 

 

        12     metabolize the drug.  If I were on Warfarin and somebody 

 

        13     put me on Rifampin and I live -- I would rev up and 

 

        14     metabolize somewhat that much quicker and so would 

 

        15     anticoagulation control. 

 

        16                  Now, that's all right if someone follows me 

 

        17     closely to increase the amount and balance out again.  But 

 

        18     then if I'm not on Rifampin, I no longer have two stimulus 

 

        19     to my liver's activity but still taking a bigger dose of 

 

        20     Wafarin, it becomes dangerous to anticoagulate, and then 

 

        21     this question of diet -- because many of the things we eat 

 

        22     contain Vitamin K, and that is important in the production 

 

        23     of some clotting factors.  And as long as I'm on a steady 

 

        24     diet and a steady dose of Warfarin, everything is fine. 

 

        25                  But to give an extreme example, I once had a 

 

        26     secretary who weighed 300 pounds if she weighed an ounce 

 

        27     and she developed venous thrombosis and was put on Warfarin 

 

        28     got on the scale and thought "I got to do something about 
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         1     this," so she went on a crash diet and nearly bled to 

 

         2     death.  And suddenly food intake and Vitamin K intake and 

 

         3     change in her anticoagulation -- so you see if somebody is 

 

         4     in economic difficulty, you know, food is often one of the 

 

         5     things that goes first. 

 

         6                  And, you know, this gentlemen, no matter how 

 

         7     much weight he lost -- he lost a substantial amount of 

 

         8     weight, and apparently that was because of his illness and 

 

         9     maybe it was malnutrition under conditions of 

 

        10     homelessness -- and I just pray I never face it myself -- 

 

        11     you're subject to, you know, the nefarious people who would 

 

        12     assault you if they think you have something they want, and 

 

        13     somebody hits you over the head with a tire iron, you know, 

 

        14     you could it could drop into a drain.  There are just a 

 

        15     whole lot of reasons why we feel it's nefarious. 

 

        16                  ALJ WAXMAN:  If you have the same level of -- 

 

        17     if you have a patient who is homeless ten years before but 

 

        18     was not presently homeless? 

 

        19                  THE WITNESS:  No.  I think if the patient had 

 

        20     been able to stabilize his -- his domestic circumstances 

 

        21     and was self-supporting or -- obviously, it's less worrying 

 

        22     and then I think my concern would switch to the fact that 

 

        23     you have reasonable prothrombin time and can't take care of 

 

        24     himself, homeless or not homeless, you know, is he the sort 

 

        25     of person, I can in good conscience, send out with a 

 

        26     dangerous drug? 

 

        27                  You know, I can't stress to you Warfarin is 

 

        28     such a dangerous drug, and there are a lot of statistics 
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         1     that Mr. Bell gave us about people who die from pulmonary 

 

         2     embolism. 

 

         3                  But equally chilling statistics about the 

 

         4     number of people who develop morbidity or mortality from 

 

         5     anticoagulant drugs, it is not -- I think they're bad on 

 

         6     both sides of the equation. 

 

         7                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Now, am I correct, that that 

 

         8     indicates a homeless person who is presently at the same 

 

         9     time you are going to have certain risks if certain 

 

        10     administration -- for example, if this patient didn't have 

 

        11     DVT but did indeed have tuberculosis, treat him in the 

 

        12     hospital, send him home with the prescription -- Am I 

 

        13     correct, send him out with a prescription? 

 

        14                  THE WITNESS:  Well, actually, I'm not really 

 

        15     an expert in this field, but it's a little bit more 

 

        16     restrictive than that.  People would only let him go out if 

 

        17     they knew this was an address he could be contacted at. 

 

        18                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Otherwise, keep him in as an 

 

        19     inpatient? 

 

        20                  THE WITNESS:  I think you can be detained 

 

        21     against your will if you have tuberculosis.  I don't know 

 

        22     for how long.  You would know, though, better than they do, 

 

        23     because at this time it's a legal question. 

 

        24                  ALJ WAXMAN:  And I was only using tuberculosis 

 

        25     as an example. 

 

        26                  But in any situation where you have a homeless 

 

        27     inpatient going, you're to discharge that patient, you need 

 

        28     to give them some follow-up medication in the form of a 
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         1     prescription, you're going to be taking a certain chance? 

 

         2                  THE WITNESS:  Oh, yeah.  Intolerable burden of 

 

         3     freewill. 

 

         4                  ALJ WAXMAN:  As I understood your testimony on 

 

         5     cross-examination -- and I want you to correct me if I'm 

 

         6     wrong -- you did consider the decision to discontinue the 

 

         7     anticoagulants as an important decision in this man's 

 

         8     therapy; is that correct? 

 

         9                  THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

 

        10                  ALJ WAXMAN:  In such a situation where a 

 

        11     physician -- attending physician is going to be making this 

 

        12     kind of a decision, is it important for him to double-check 

 

        13     the factors that are causing that?  And by "that," I'll 

 

        14     tell you essentially what I mean.  Should he double-check 

 

        15     that the person actually is presently homeless?  Should he 

 

        16     double-check the things that concern him, the social 

 

        17     things?  Yes, they are in the chart, but should he 

 

        18     double-check them to make sure? 

 

        19                  THE WITNESS:  If they were the sole basis for 

 

        20     the decision, I suppose you could argue that.  Although in 

 

        21     all honesty, I couldn't say that I, myself, go around and 

 

        22     double-check absolutely everything that the interns and 

 

        23     residents tell me. 

 

        24                  So -- But I think if the decision to stop 

 

        25     anticoagulation was based on other factors, the progress or 

 

        26     lack of progress of the disease, the anatomical 

 

        27     restrictions of it, then these things become mute points 

 

        28     anyway, so no, I guess I wouldn't have asked. 
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         1                  ALJ WAXMAN:  In your work at UCLA, do you 

 

         2     supervise interns and residents? 

 

         3                  THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

 

         4                  ALJ WAXMAN:  And you do rounds with them? 

 

         5                  THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

 

         6                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Okay.  And they present the case 

 

         7     to you, then, subject to your supervision and input? 

 

         8                  THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

 

         9                  ALJ WAXMAN:  In that type of a situation, how 

 

        10     important is it for you as the attending -- you, I take it, 

 

        11     have ultimate responsibility for this patient regardless of 

 

        12     whether there is an intern or resident working on them? 

 

        13                  THE WITNESS:  Mine is the desk on which the 

 

        14     watch stops, yes. 

 

        15                  ALJ WAXMAN:  How important is it for you in 

 

        16     such a situation to read the entire chart, including if 

 

        17     there was a hospitalization chart from a prior hospital as 

 

        18     opposed to perhaps not reading the chart or reading 

 

        19     portions of the chart and relying on an intern or 

 

        20     resident's oral explanation?  Is it important? 

 

        21                  THE WITNESS:  Well, yes, these things are 

 

        22     important.  But to be honest with you, what I do when I'm 

 

        23     in the situation of being the attending physician, it is 

 

        24     not that which I would like to do if this were a perfect 

 

        25     world.  In a perfect world, yes, I would read the chart 

 

        26     that came in from the outside world from A to Z.  And, yes 

 

        27     I would sit down with the patient and go through every 

 

        28     aspect of history.  And yes, I would do a full physical 
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         1     examination. 

 

         2                  But -- I mean, the practical facts of the 

 

         3     situation in a 24-hour day, I've got a ward full of 

 

         4     patients to see, and maybe I've got a clinic in the 

 

         5     afternoon, and maybe I've got a lecture to give.  Or -- 

 

         6     certainly attending on wards, always giving sort of a 

 

         7     mentor, there just is not time to do all those things. 

 

         8                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Sometimes you just have to rely 

 

         9     on the intern or the -- 

 

        10                  THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  And what I do, they give 

 

        11     me the history, and I would try and synthesize in my mind 

 

        12     what the important features are and go to the patient and 

 

        13     say, you know, "I am Mr. Jones," and just go through the 

 

        14     list and maybe examine just the symptoms seeming to affect 

 

        15     the cardiovascular system perhaps and not focus on some 

 

        16     other things.  I wish it were not so.  That's just the 

 

        17     practicality of it. 

 

        18                  ALJ WAXMAN:  You testified again, I believe it 

 

        19     was on cross-examination, that over the years you treated 

 

        20     somewhere -- and you didn't keep specific statistics on 

 

        21     it -- somewhere between one and three DVT patients per 

 

        22     year. 

 

        23                  THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

 

        24                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Have you treated DVT patient's 

 

        25     with thrombosis in the popliteal vein? 

 

        26                  THE WITNESS:  I don't recall ever actually 

 

        27     having somebody with that focal of a thrombosis -- 

 

        28                  ALJ WAXMAN:  If you did, what would be your 
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         1     treatment of choice, all things being equal? 

 

         2                  THE WITNESS:  Well, I might give them initial 

 

         3     anticoagulation -- Well, I just get a feel for how they 

 

         4     were doing.  But I wouldn't do so with a burning conviction 

 

         5     that that was what they needed just to cover myself, just 

 

         6     to make sure there would no complications of the femoral 

 

         7     vein. 

 

         8                  But if I was satisfied that it had just become 

 

         9     confined to the popliteal vein and was going no place, then 

 

        10     I would look to discontinue the anticoagulant. 

 

        11                  ALJ WAXMAN:  And how would you treat that? 

 

        12     Not at all? 

 

        13                  THE WITNESS:  Just observation. 

 

        14                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Okay.  The studies with which you 

 

        15     are familiar, concerning popliteal DVT, have the results 

 

        16     been there is no evidence to prove anticoagulants are 

 

        17     effective in treating that condition or have the results 

 

        18     been that anticoagulants are ineffective in treating that 

 

        19     condition? 

 

        20                  THE WITNESS:  Well, the only one study that 

 

        21     there is, that I am aware of, just showed that being put on 

 

        22     anticoagulants did not confer benefit. 

 

        23                  ALJ WAXMAN:  A patient -- An inpatient in a 

 

        24     hospital -- patient in a hospital on Warfarin, can that 

 

        25     patient refuse to take the Warfarin tablet when offered? 

 

        26                  THE WITNESS:  Oh, absolutely.  Everything we 

 

        27     do is with the patient's permission with very few 

 

        28     exceptions. 
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         1                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Should that be charted if such a 

 

         2     refusal is made? 

 

         3                  THE WITNESS:  Oh, yeah.  If I patient refused, 

 

         4     I would certainly write it in the notes. 

 

         5                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Normal course of events? 

 

         6                  THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

 

         7                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Given your definition of distal 

 

         8     and proximal, is the popliteal vein a distal vein or 

 

         9     proximal vein? 

 

        10                  THE WITNESS:  It sort of straddles the fence 

 

        11     really.  When people talk about veins, they also use 

 

        12     another classification, superficial and deep veins.  And 

 

        13     the popliteal vein is considered to be part of the deep 

 

        14     venous system. 

 

        15                  ALJ WAXMAN:  With respect to treatment of DVT, 

 

        16     is there a difference in treatment between superficial and 

 

        17     deep veins?  I may have already asked this question by 

 

        18     using the DVT. 

 

        19                  THE WITNESS:  Well, certainly the point wasn't 

 

        20     addressed this morning for superficial thrombosis.  People 

 

        21     would just treat that with anti-inflammatory, maybe hot 

 

        22     packs and then like ibuprofen. 

 

        23                  Obviously you watch the patient, because you 

 

        24     don't want the thing to extend down to the deep venous 

 

        25     system.  Then you have a whole different thing to deal 

 

        26     with.  But that's typically what you would do.  You 

 

        27     wouldn't anticoagulate a superficial vein. 

 

        28                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I'm again going to correct this 
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         1     picture -- correct me if I'm wrong -- that there are 

 

         2     treatments, then, for superficial vein thrombosis.  There's 

 

         3     a treatment for deep venous thrombosis of proximal veins. 

 

         4     But for deep venous thrombosis of either distal veins or 

 

         5     the hybrid popliteal vein, there is no specific treatment; 

 

         6     am I correct? 

 

         7                  THE WITNESS:  I guess the further away you go 

 

         8     away from the central, the more the traverse it goes.  If 

 

         9     you have a good vein, you need to go on anticoagulants.  If 

 

        10     you have thrombosis in the calf veins, you have people 

 

        11     hedging a lot more.  I don't think your perception is 

 

        12     correct. 

 

        13                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Is the popliteal vein only in the 

 

        14     lower leg?  I saw you point on our -- I think it's Exhibit 

 

        15     22 there. 

 

        16                  THE WITNESS:  Well, the popliteal -- Just in 

 

        17     terms of anatomy, the popliteal fossa is at the base of the 

 

        18     back of the leg behind the knee joint, and the vein is just 

 

        19     the name applied in the vein when it traverses and then 

 

        20     goes into the veins of the thigh, and it like entrenches. 

 

        21                  ALJ WAXMAN:  You just indicated on your own -- 

 

        22     looked like to me above the knee maybe two or so inches. 

 

        23                  THE WITNESS:  No, no, not if that's the knee 

 

        24     joint there.  I would say that's somewhere there 

 

        25     (indicating), I'd term that the popliteal vein.  But 

 

        26     then -- 

 

        27                  ALJ WAXMAN:  So you've indicated. 

 

        28                  MR. BELL:  I'm sorry, this is out of my vision 
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         1     so -- 

 

         2                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Show that to counsel. 

 

         3                  THE WITNESS:  If this is the span of my knee 

 

         4     joint, then the popliteal fossa is corresponding someplace 

 

         5     behind it.  We're talking about that much space.  As the 

 

         6     vein traverses that space there, it is known as the 

 

         7     popliteal vein. 

 

         8                  ALJ WAXMAN:  And the popliteal vein, when you 

 

         9     say transverses popliteal fossa, does it go below and 

 

        10     above? 

 

        11                  THE WITNESS:  Oh, yes, because it -- when it 

 

        12     does go down below, it is fed into it by the other veins, 

 

        13     and posterior veins and anterior veins and so forth.  And 

 

        14     then it comes up and starts to join -- well, the veins are 

 

        15     then called the femoral veins. 

 

        16                  ALJ WAXMAN:  So it does go a little above the 

 

        17     knee and below the knee? 

 

        18                  THE WITNESS:  Yes.  There isn't a line that 

 

        19     says, "popliteal vein here and" -- 

 

        20                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you, Doctor.  That's all on 

 

        21     direct I have for you. 

 

        22                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I don't have any other 

 

        23     questions. 

 

        24                  (Continued on following page.) 

 

        25 

 

        26 

 

        27 

 

        28 
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         1                        RECROSS-EXAMINATION 

 

         2 

 

         3            Q.    BY MR. BELL:  Doctor, you are not -- the 

 

         4     anatomy -- talking about the popliteal veins. 

 

         5            Doctor, could you speak perhaps precisely to that 

 

         6     point? 

 

         7            A.    Not without referring to Gray's Anatomy. 

 

         8            Q.    You're representing on your own you couldn't 

 

         9     provide us with the guidance to the anatomy? 

 

        10            A.    That's pretty close to the truth. 

 

        11            Q.    Well, you recognize the Professor Nettor has 

 

        12     made a small fortune by drawing and dissecting the anatomy 

 

        13     of cat parts, and it is a commonly -- and we have had a 

 

        14     half a dozen of his blowups exactly showing how deep to the 

 

        15     tissue the popliteal vein is and where is it and pictures 

 

        16     of it. 

 

        17                  None of those illustrations seem to you to be 

 

        18     misleading, do they? 

 

        19            A.    No. 

 

        20            Q.    All right.  And you are aware, I gather, that 

 

        21     Dr. Cundiff has taken the position that the popliteal vein 

 

        22     is considered a proximal thigh vein? 

 

        23            A.    I don't remember hearing him use that term.  I 

 

        24     know he considered it always a part of the deep vein 

 

        25     system. 

 

        26            Q.    Let me read you a question-and-answer exchange 

 

        27     with him back in his Civil Service hearing, appearance page 

 

        28     294.  "Question:  I think my question was, the popliteal 
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         1     vein is not a vein below the knee."  And the answer was, 

 

         2     the hearing officer points out and says, "Well, what's the 

 

         3     answer, then?"  And the witness, being Dr. Cundiff, said, 

 

         4     "It's considered a proximal thigh vein." 

 

         5            Do you disagree with Dr. Cundiff on that point? 

 

         6            A.    This is just an important part of the deep 

 

         7     venous system. 

 

         8            Q.    And it is a proximal vein, too, isn't it? 

 

         9            A.    It's proximal relative to the distal -- to the 

 

        10     saphenous vein. 

 

        11            Q.    Do you agree or disagree with the quotation of 

 

        12     Dr. Cundiff's sworn testimony I have just read out? 

 

        13            A.    I -- I don't have a view on it.  I don't have 

 

        14     a view on it.  It is part of the deep venous system, and 

 

        15     when you say, "Hey, this is part of the thigh or proximal 

 

        16     thigh veins" -- I think you said. 

 

        17            Q.    He said. 

 

        18            A.    Well, you quoted. 

 

        19            Q.    Yes, but taken down in evidence. 

 

        20            A.    Okay.  All right.  Well, if he said that, he 

 

        21     said that.  I'm not arguing with it. 

 

        22            Q.    But if he said it, is he right or is he wrong? 

 

        23            A.    I'm not an anatomist.  I don't know what the 

 

        24     anatomy of these things is. 

 

        25            Q.    Now, maybe we could stick to some more 

 

        26     pedestrian issues, like whether or not this issue provided 

 

        27     information on how to get ahold of family numbers. 

 

        28                  I think you mentioned addresses and phone 
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         1     numbers, being absent, being important and being 

 

         2     indicative. 

 

         3                  The record from -- in front of you contains 

 

         4     information about that.  Perhaps you overlooked it on page 

 

         5     5, the address of his estranged wife was given.  That's 

 

         6     where somebody would be.  His daughter's name and address 

 

         7     is also given on page 5 under "Contact."  The daughter's 

 

         8     home telephone number is given on page 5 under "Contact." 

 

         9     And if you turn to page 15, you find the daughter's work 

 

        10     telephone number being listed. 

 

        11                  My question is, how much more available could 

 

        12     this guy have got in terms of providing points of contact 

 

        13     for people who loved and cared for him? 

 

        14            A.    An estranged wife loved and cared for him? 

 

        15            Q.    Yes.  What's wrong with a letter addressed to 

 

        16     the apartment, to a hospital?  Why not give, you know, your 

 

        17     ex-wife's address?  Anything the matter with that? 

 

        18            A.    Well, it depends.  I mean, if there's a still 

 

        19     harmonious and responsible relationship, fine.  But if 

 

        20     there is not, then it's not fine. 

 

        21            Q.    How about the daughter?  Is her name and 

 

        22     address down there? 

 

        23            A.    You said it was on page 5, and I was looking 

 

        24     for it, and then you distracted me to another. 

 

        25            Q.    Yes.  If you look under "Contact," you see 

 

        26     Benito Reves at a certain address in Pomona California. 

 

        27            A.    Is that the daughter? 

 

        28            Q.    She's right here behind me.  This is this 
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         1     man's daughter. 

 

         2            A.    Well, you know, again, I don't want to get -- 

 

         3            Q.    Do you see an address? 

 

         4            A.    Yeah, I can't see the address.  I don't jump 

 

         5     to conclusions about family relationships because I don't 

 

         6     think anything about them. 

 

         7            Q.    Do you see page 5, Doctor, his two telephone 

 

         8     numbers listed, (909) 621-4948? 

 

         9            A.    Yeah, fairly legible copy.  You have obviously 

 

        10     been treated favorable again. 

 

        11            Q.    I thought I did everybody a favor. 

 

        12                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Absolutely.  I want to be 

 

        13     clear about that, you need to be commended for this chart. 

 

        14                  THE WITNESS:  Now that you translated these 

 

        15     almost illegible documents there -- 

 

        16            Q.    MR. BELL:  All right.  Turn to page 15, under 

 

        17     page and information, you will see that there is 

 

        18     handwriting, "daughter Benita," and misspells Benita, and a 

 

        19     work number is given.  Do you see that? 

 

        20            A.    Yeah. 

 

        21            Q.    All right.  So there really was a point of 

 

        22     contact for family members here available to clinicians; 

 

        23     right? 

 

        24            A.    Sure, yeah. 

 

        25            Q.    Unless this was made up stuff? 

 

        26            A.    Obviously it wasn't made up, but I don't know 

 

        27     how workable it is in any one particular person's life at 

 

        28     all. 
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         1            Q.    No changes in 50-pound weight loss in page 9. 

 

         2     And if you turn to page 9, that's what's down there in the 

 

         3     handwriting of the second year resident? 

 

         4            A.    On page 10? 

 

         5            Q.    Page 9? 

 

         6            A.    Oh, yeah, two pages, 9 and 10, yes. 

 

         7            Q.    All right.  And this is written by a second 

 

         8     year resident, Ruth Karunananthan -- spelling for the 

 

         9     reporter a little later on about that -- and 50-pound 

 

        10     weight loss over two-months is recorded there; right? 

 

        11            A.    Yes. 

 

        12            Q.    Then go on to page 2 on page -- continuation 

 

        13     of same thing? 

 

        14            A.    Yes. 

 

        15            Q.    However, turn to page 16.  It says 30-pound 

 

        16     weight loss reported by the nurse at 5:30 in the morning or 

 

        17     to some physician or whoever made this note up at 5:30 in 

 

        18     the morning.  Big difference in one day. 

 

        19                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Excuse me.  It says one month 

 

        20     as -- 

 

        21                  MR. BELL:  Yeah, 30 pounds in one month. 

 

        22                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  And it says 50 pounds in two 

 

        23     months, and then -- 

 

        24            Q.    MR. BELL:  And then there is no recordation of 

 

        25     weight or height? 

 

        26            A.    That is hardly a surprising figure.  The guy 

 

        27     was too weak to sign a consent form.  We wouldn't be 

 

        28     jumping on the scales either. 
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         1            Q.    The man was sick with a serious illness. 

 

         2            A.    Well, that is not disputed. 

 

         3            Q.    Well, it was under his nose that it was 

 

         4     sometime before dawn on the second hospital day; right? 

 

         5            A.    The time when it was placed in front of him. 

 

         6            Q.    Well, according to the records in this thing, 

 

         7     this man was brought in at 10:00 o'clock at night -- by his 

 

         8     daughter.  About 52 minutes after midnight, getting a 

 

         9     duplex scan in a hospital, and they concluded.  At 1:18 in 

 

        10     the morning he's hooked up to 5,000 units of heparin.  At 

 

        11     3:30, he's in a hospital -- or ambulance going over to L.A. 

 

        12     County, driving through the empty highways of town.  And at 

 

        13     4:15, he was brought in under the bright lights of the 

 

        14     admits facility and triage let a 59-year-old gentleman -- 

 

        15     may be a bit pooped and given his recent experience, 

 

        16     considering he had tuberculosis and was feeling really 

 

        17     crummy -- 

 

        18            A.    Oh, I think the fact that he was -- I recall I 

 

        19     would explain his feeling -- I don't think the paragraph 

 

        20     that you're referring to would have any bearing on it. 

 

        21            Q.    I see.  Being kept up all night wouldn't make 

 

        22     you explain that? 

 

        23            A.    I don't know about you, but I've worked 

 

        24     through the night for several weeks.  It is not a 

 

        25     devastating -- 

 

        26            Q.    Yeah, I guess.  Except if you got 

 

        27     tuberculosis? 

 

        28            A.    Then you're back to what I said, weak, because 
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         1     he was ill. 

 

         2            Q.    I see.  He's recorded on 17 as being 63 years 

 

         3     old.  But, in fact, he's 59 years old.  I suppose you would 

 

         4     have to agree that many of these data points as recorded 

 

         5     later were proven to be misleading or flat out wrong. 

 

         6                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Argumentive.  And the 

 

         7     document speaks for itself on this place.  Cumulative.  If 

 

         8     Mr. Bell wants to point out an argument -- it says 63 years 

 

         9     old, and charge Dr. Cundiff to that -- 

 

        10            Q.    MR. BELL:  Well, I just wondered why there are 

 

        11     so many errors in the intake of this patient in the early 

 

        12     morning of hours of a big hospital, more or less, the round 

 

        13     of the road, or does that strike you as an unusually high 

 

        14     in number? 

 

        15            A.    I think you have only pointed out one 

 

        16     discrepancy and one misquotation of age.  In a busy 

 

        17     hospital like L.A. County is, with the volume of stuff 

 

        18     coming in with gunshot wounds, traffic accidents, I think 

 

        19     for you to be pretty fretted over misquoting the age is 

 

        20     inappropriate. 

 

        21            Q.    How about labeling this guy as homeless when 

 

        22     he works in his occupation probably longer than anybody 

 

        23     working in the ER room.  19 years is pretty long nowadays 

 

        24     to be working the same job Monday through Friday. 

 

        25                  How do they get that one wrong?  There are 

 

        26     profounder errors in here, as we now know.  And I guess my 

 

        27     question to you is, Doctor, in view of the tendency of 

 

        28     making errors under, as you put it, situations of gunshots 
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         1     coming in big city hospitals, blah, blah, does this not 

 

         2     each indicate to talk more to your patient when things 

 

         3     stabilize up in the room and you are making clinical 

 

         4     decisions, life and death, from the guy? 

 

         5            A.    Well, I think I have already. 

 

         6            Q.    Or it is good to rely on stuff like this 

 

         7     created in what you said, near battlefield conditions? 

 

         8            A.    I have already discussed the business of 

 

         9     talking to patients. 

 

        10            Q.    That is good. 

 

        11                  Let's talk about your statement that equally 

 

        12     chilling statistics exist about anticoagulation drugs. 

 

        13     We've already determined that 10 percent of or 60,000 human 

 

        14     beings in America threw fatal PEs. 

 

        15                  Now, tell me about numbers who die from 

 

        16     properly monitoring the anticoagulation.  Chill me with 

 

        17     them.  What statistics can you pull out? 

 

        18            A.    I'd have to go back to my sources to give you 

 

        19     an accurate number, and I don't want -- I don't want to 

 

        20     misspeak a number. 

 

        21            Q.    An expert in the field testified yesterday 

 

        22     that more people in America die of PE annually than die of 

 

        23     breast cancer.  That's a big number, isn't it? 

 

        24            A.    Certainly a significant number.  I'm not 

 

        25     trying to belittle it in any way. 

 

        26            Q.    Does it adequately monitored anticoagulants 

 

        27     having fatal outcomes measure anywhere near that? 

 

        28            A.    Adequately monitored, hopefully, no.  The 
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         1     problem is that oftentimes they are not adequately 

 

         2     monitored or other drugs get into the mix that people don't 

 

         3     know about. 

 

         4            Q.    So referring to these people who die from 

 

         5     anticoagulation drugs, as equally chilling was, in fact, 

 

         6     bombastic on your part and not accurate. 

 

         7                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Argumentive. 

 

         8                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Sustained. 

 

         9            Q.    MR. BELL:  Well, it wasn't accurate, was it? 

 

        10            A.    I -- I believe it to be -- I just don't want 

 

        11     to quote a number off the cuff when I can't accurately 

 

        12     remember it.  But it is not trivial.  These drugs are not 

 

        13     safe.  Everybody knows that. 

 

        14            Q.    Well, they are not completely safe, but they 

 

        15     also have a potential of doing great good, but you don't 

 

        16     accept that? 

 

        17            A.    I think you are putting words into my mouth. 

 

        18     I never said they don't do great good. 

 

        19            Q.    In this patient, they wouldn't do any good; 

 

        20     that's your statement, isn't it? 

 

        21            A.    Well, okay.  You're making a generalization. 

 

        22     I'm not saying that anticoagulants do no good. 

 

        23            Q.    I thought you said that there's no proof in 

 

        24     deep venous thrombosis they reduced mortality? 

 

        25            A.    I certainly said proper studies to prove that 

 

        26     have not been done.  I certainly said there were none 

 

        27     showing there was any benefit in treating popliteal. 

 

        28                  But there are things we use anticoagulants for 
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         1     where they're much less controvertible use.  I never spoke 

 

         2     to those.  Don't put me down as saying a blanket statement 

 

         3     that anticoagulants do no good. 

 

         4            Q.    Are they proven beneficial in anticoagulation 

 

         5     of other deep vein thrombosis? 

 

         6            A.    No, I'm talking about -- I am not attributing 

 

         7     it to treatment at all.  I'm talking about people who have 

 

         8     atrial fibrillation, other situations that are really not 

 

         9     germane to this case at all. 

 

        10            Q.    Well, let's take -- would they be proven 

 

        11     beneficial in dealing with a DVT in the femoral vein? 

 

        12            A.    I think it is much less controvertible area of 

 

        13     the popliteal or calf veins. 

 

        14            Q.    They are, or not?  What is it? 

 

        15            A.    Well, you know, we don't have solid trial for 

 

        16     any of them. 

 

        17            Q.    Unless doctors have to make life-and-death 

 

        18     decisions involving patients who are profoundly ill, so I 

 

        19     presume they do so on some rational basis of evidence-based 

 

        20     medicine? 

 

        21            A.    To be honest, as I said to the judge, the use 

 

        22     of anticoagulants has been an achieved status of dogma, 

 

        23     and, therefore, people do it.  It is not evidence-based 

 

        24     medicine. 

 

        25                  Now, the evidence might be producible, but it 

 

        26     hasn't been produced. 

 

        27            Q.    Not to your satisfaction? 

 

        28            A.    It hasn't been produced. 
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         1            Q.    I see. 

 

         2                  Nothing further. 

 

         3                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you.  Redirect. 

 

         4                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  No. 

 

         5                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you very much, Doctor.  You 

 

         6     may step down. 

 

         7                  Let's take our lunch break.  Let's return at 

 

         8     1:30. 

 

         9                  (A lunch recess is taken.) 

 

        10                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Back on the record. 

 

        11                  Gentlemen, let me make sure of one thing. 

 

        12     Unlike the last two days where I've been able to run a long 

 

        13     afternoon session, I do have to be off bench at 4:00 

 

        14     o'clock today. 

 

        15                  Mr. Rosenzweig, you do have Dr. Cundiff as 

 

        16     your last witness; is that correct? 

 

        17                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  That's correct. 

 

        18                  ALJ WAXMAN:  So do you think we will be able 

 

        19     to finish by tomorrow or through tomorrow? 

 

        20                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Yeah, I direct he can cross, 

 

        21     I doubt if we will finish today.  But yes, our case will 

 

        22     close at close of the cross-examination, which I presume 

 

        23     will be sometime tomorrow morning. 

 

        24                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Okay.  There's a chance we won't 

 

        25     need Friday, then? 

 

        26                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I guess.  I don't know if 

 

        27     there is rebuttal or what. 

 

        28                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Understood. 
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         1                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I'll present our case would 

 

         2     be done sometime tomorrow morning. 

 

         3                  MR. BELL:  What is your -- What's your 

 

         4     preference with respect to argument? 

 

         5                  ALJ WAXMAN:  You know, I -- actually, I don't 

 

         6     have a preference.  I usually tell people that although it 

 

         7     is not carved in granite, generally I give the parties the 

 

         8     chance of making oral arguments at the end or giving me a 

 

         9     brief at the end. 

 

        10                  And I know you -- you know, I leave up to 

 

        11     counsel whichever they prefer, unless I have a particular 

 

        12     preference.  In this case, I don't.  So I will let you 

 

        13     gentlemen decide how you prefer to go. 

 

        14                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Okay. 

 

        15                  MR. BELL:  I generally find doing it oral 

 

        16     takes less time -- 

 

        17                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Okay. 

 

        18                  MR. BELL:  -- than doing it in written form. 

 

        19                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Yeah.  I would prefer 

 

        20     hopefully to do an oral argument unless the judge says this 

 

        21     is a case where we need to brief. 

 

        22                  ALJ WAXMAN:  And I don't think so.  I have 

 

        23     been able to follow, I think, fairly well.  And yeah, that 

 

        24     would be just fine. 

 

        25                  MR. BELL:  Would you be adverse to the brief 

 

        26     for a time-line being committed, not delaying the process, 

 

        27     but actually having available in time for closing? 

 

        28                  ALJ WAXMAN:  None at all. 
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         1                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  You mean like a trial closing 

 

         2     brief? 

 

         3                  MR. BELL:  So manage it as, you know -- what I 

 

         4     would prefer not to see happen would be giving a closing 

 

         5     argument, keep the record open for receiving of the later 

 

         6     stuff, I just assume, to bring it to a close then. 

 

         7                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Yes, that's fine. 

 

         8                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  After close of it, we go for 

 

         9     an oral argument, generally speaking? 

 

        10                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Yeah. 

 

        11                  MR. BELL:  Maybe we can back it up a little 

 

        12     bit so -- I find that oral arguments are shorter if they 

 

        13     are prepared. 

 

        14                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Yeah, if you need time -- Let's 

 

        15     say we finish tomorrow -- let's say sometime tomorrow 

 

        16     morning, and you want to come back tomorrow afternoon -- 

 

        17     come back Friday morning, that would be fine with me. 

 

        18                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Okay.  I guess we'll decide 

 

        19     that at the close of evidence. 

 

        20                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Yeah, see how long the doctor 

 

        21     takes, and if there is rebuttal.  See what happens. 

 

        22                  MR. BELL:  Thank you for your time. 

 

        23                  ALJ WAXMAN:  We actually have -- in that -- 

 

        24     you know, have a little bit of time available to us.  Okay. 

 

        25                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, call Dr. David 

 

        26     Cundiff to the stand. 

 

        27            (Continued on following page.) 

 

        28 
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         1                        DAVID CUNDIFF, M.D., 

 

         2     called as a witness by the Medical Board of California, 

 

         3     having been duly sworn, was examined and testified as 

 

         4     follows: 

 

         5 

 

         6                  ALJ WAXMAN:  You may be seated. 

 

         7                  Would you state and spell your full name. 

 

         8                  THE WITNESS:  David, D-a-v-i-d, Keith, 

 

         9     K-e-i-t-h, Cundiff, C-u-n-d-i-f-f. 

 

        10                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you. 

 

        11                  Mr. Rosenzweig, you may inquire. 

 

        12 

 

        13                         DIRECT EXAMINATION 

 

        14 

 

        15            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  How old are you? 

 

        16            A.    53. 

 

        17            Q.    And are you a physician licensed to practice 

 

        18     in the state of California? 

 

        19            A.    Yes. 

 

        20            Q.    When did you obtain your license? 

 

        21            A.    1977. 

 

        22            Q.    Okay.  And where did you attend medical 

 

        23     school? 

 

        24            A.    University of California, San Diego. 

 

        25            Q.    When did you graduate from there? 

 

        26            A.    1973. 

 

        27            Q.    Did you do an internship? 

 

        28            A.    Yes, I did.  In Pittsburgh, University of 
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         1     Pittsburgh Hospital. 

 

         2                  My residency as well I did in the same 

 

         3     facility. 

 

         4     ^            MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, I have a 

 

         5     four-page document entitled, "David K. Cundiff, M.D., 

 

         6     Curriculum Vitae," which I would like to have marked as the 

 

         7     next exhibit. 

 

         8                  MR. BELL:  No objection to marking and 

 

         9     receiving the exhibit. 

 

        10                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  And I have an additional copy 

 

        11     for the witness. 

 

        12                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I have received the document 

 

        13     referred to by Mr. Rosenzweig marked as Respondent's 

 

        14     Exhibit C for identification. 

 

        15            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Dr. Cundiff, do you recognize 

 

        16     this document? 

 

        17            A.    I do. 

 

        18            Q.    What is it? 

 

        19            A.    It's my curriculum vitae. 

 

        20            Q.    Did you prepare this? 

 

        21            A.    Yes, I did. 

 

        22            Q.    When you -- Do you know when you prepared it? 

 

        23            A.    Probably a couple years ago.  I've got a 

 

        24     different email address and website, otherwise nothing 

 

        25     substantial has changed. 

 

        26            Q.    Do you believe that it's accurate? 

 

        27            A.    Yes. 

 

        28            Q.    Is there anything you would add to this if you 
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         1     were preparing it today? 

 

         2            A.    No. 

 

         3            Q.    Are you board certified in any specialties? 

 

         4            A.    I'm board certified in internal medicine, 

 

         5     medical oncology, and hematology. 

 

         6            Q.    Is that indicated on your C.V.?  Is that on 

 

         7     page 2? 

 

         8            A.    Yes. 

 

         9                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, I move to have 

 

        10     this admitted into evidence. 

 

        11                  MR. BELL:  No objection as before. 

 

        12                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you.  Exhibit C is 

 

        13     admitted. 

 

        14            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Once you obtained your 

 

        15     license to practice medicine, where did you practice? 

 

        16            A.    I came, after the internship and residency, to 

 

        17     do a fellowship in Vancouver, British Columbia in a cancer 

 

        18     control agency for that fellowship. 

 

        19            Q.    When did you do this? 

 

        20            A.    I trained in medical oncology for a year, and 

 

        21     then I practiced in that facility as a medical oncologist 

 

        22     for a year. 

 

        23            Q.    All right.  Did you have any other 

 

        24     fellowships?  I notice at the bottom of page 1 there's a 

 

        25     fellowship regarding hematology? 

 

        26            A.    Right.  I did a further two-year fellowship in 

 

        27     San Diego, California.  University of California, San 

 

        28     Diego. 
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         1            Q.    When did you first start practicing as an 

 

         2     employee of Los Angeles County? 

 

         3            A.    In 1979, after the completion of the 

 

         4     fellowship. 

 

         5                  And I was at Long Beach General Hospital and 

 

         6     Harbor UCLA as an assistant professor in the department of 

 

         7     medical oncology. 

 

         8            Q.    What were your duties there? 

 

         9            A.    I attended in medical oncology at Harbor UCLA. 

 

        10     At times, in the clinics, and also in the wards, and also 

 

        11     supervised the cancer ward at Long Beach General Hospital. 

 

        12     That had rotating fellows. 

 

        13            Q.    Okay.  And how long did you perform that work? 

 

        14            A.    I was there for two years. 

 

        15            Q.    All right.  Did you move someplace else after 

 

        16     that? 

 

        17            A.    With closure of the Long Beach General 

 

        18     Hospital, I moved to L.A. County USC Medical Center in the 

 

        19     late part of 1981. 

 

        20            Q.    Okay.  And how long did you work at L.A. 

 

        21     County USC Medical Center? 

 

        22            A.    Until I was terminated in October 1998. 

 

        23            Q.    As of February 1998, what other duties did you 

 

        24     perform at the hospital? 

 

        25            A.    As of February 1998, I was attending -- I was 

 

        26     in the general medical oncology -- general internal 

 

        27     medicine division of internal medicine, and attended on the 

 

        28     ward six months in the year and in the clinics either two 
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         1     afternoons a week, when I was attending on the wards, or 

 

         2     five half days a week on the other months that I wasn't 

 

         3     attending. 

 

         4            Q.    What did you do in clinics? 

 

         5            A.    I supervised interns, residents in internal 

 

         6     medicine and students rotating through in seeing general 

 

         7     internal medicine patients. 

 

         8                  So there will be 8 to 15 of the house staff or 

 

         9     residents and students seeing 40 to 55 patients in a half 

 

        10     day. 

 

        11            Q.    All right.  What does it mean to be an 

 

        12     attending at the wards? 

 

        13            A.    I would supervise two interns, a second-year 

 

        14     resident, and a senior resident, and perhaps one to four 

 

        15     students in admitting acutely ill patients to the internal 

 

        16     medicine service for a month at a time. 

 

        17            Q.    And what did your supervisory duties consist 

 

        18     of? 

 

        19            A.    I would meet daily with the team here, the new 

 

        20     admissions, in attending rounds and see all the new 

 

        21     patients admitted to the service, see any particularly sick 

 

        22     patients, discuss all the patients every day, and be 

 

        23     available 24 hours a day for any questions from my team. 

 

        24     And I would go on rounds to the patients when I was 

 

        25     attending rounds. 

 

        26            Q.    What does the term "rotation" mean in context 

 

        27     of being an attendant? 

 

        28            A.    Attendings will do a -- say a month or a 
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         1     period of time on a service, and teach interns, residents, 

 

         2     students during that time, usually a month in -- certain 

 

         3     medicine. 

 

         4            Q.    During this time period, approximately how 

 

         5     many hours a week did you work? 

 

         6            A.    I would say about 60. 

 

         7            Q.    Okay.  And were you an attending during -- the 

 

         8     time during 1997, were you an attending the entire year? 

 

         9            A.    Yes. 

 

        10            Q.    What clinics -- you say there were two.  Were 

 

        11     they called anything in particular? 

 

        12            A.    They were comprehensive health clinics outside 

 

        13     of the hospital.  I had three in El Monte, comprehensive 

 

        14     health facility, and two in the Hudson facility. 

 

        15            Q.    Where is that? 

 

        16            A.    Off of Grand downtown.  By Trade Tech. 

 

        17            Q.    Trade Tech College? 

 

        18            A.    It's on Grand Avenue, I think, at 2700 block. 

 

        19                  ALJ WAXMAN:  These are clinics run by the 

 

        20     hospital; right? 

 

        21                  THE WITNESS:  The hospital would send 

 

        22     attendings and interns, residents, and students.  But the 

 

        23     clinics were sort of jointly run by the local 

 

        24     administrators and physicians and the hospital 

 

        25     administration. 

 

        26                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Were they County clinics? 

 

        27                  THE WITNESS:  County clinics. 

 

        28            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  In or around February of 
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         1     1998, what were your practices with regards to 

 

         2     recordkeeping with respect to patients? 

 

         3            A.    My practices were as good or better than any 

 

         4     of the other attendings. 

 

         5            Q.    What did you do? 

 

         6            A.    Oh, my responsibilities were to make sure that 

 

         7     I heard all of the presentations of new patients from the 

 

         8     house staff.  And I would generally, at the same time or 

 

         9     before or after, read their notes, cosign their notes, and 

 

        10     then, periodically, cosign notes as the patients were in 

 

        11     the hospital. 

 

        12            Q.    All right.  Do you know a Dr. Edward Crandall? 

 

        13            A.    He is the chief of medicine. 

 

        14            Q.    Okay.  In around -- With respect to your 

 

        15     recordkeeping in February of 1998, did you receive a 

 

        16     commendation from Dr. Crandall with record to your 

 

        17     recordkeeping? 

 

        18            A.    I did.  I did. 

 

        19                  And there was a problem with recordkeeping. 

 

        20     They were trying to improve the quality of recordkeeping, 

 

        21     because most of the attendings didn't cosign all of the 

 

        22     charts and it was a big problem with accreditation and with 

 

        23     everything else, and so we were instructed many times to 

 

        24     keep up our recordkeeping. 

 

        25            Q.    Who is "we"? 

 

        26            A.    The staff, the attendings of the medicine 

 

        27     department. 

 

        28            Q.    How did you receive those directions? 
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         1            A.    Meetings of the department and notices by 

 

         2     mail. 

 

         3            Q.    Okay. 

 

         4     ^            MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, I have a one-page 

 

         5     memorandum dated March 2nd, 1998, from Edward Crandall to 

 

         6     David Cundiff.  I would like to have marked as next -- 

 

         7                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I've received the document 

 

         8     referred to by Mr. Rosenzweig.  I have marked it as Exhibit 

 

         9     D for identification. 

 

        10                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, I have an extra 

 

        11     copy I will give to the witness. 

 

        12                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Okay. 

 

        13            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Dr. Cundiff, would you look 

 

        14     at Exhibit D, please. 

 

        15            A.    I am. 

 

        16            Q.    Is this the commendation you received from 

 

        17     Dr. Crandall? 

 

        18            A.    It is. 

 

        19            Q.    How did you receive this? 

 

        20            A.    By mail. 

 

        21            Q.    By U.S. mail or by hospital mail? 

 

        22            A.    Hospital mail. 

 

        23                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I would like to move Exhibit 

 

        24     D into evidence. 

 

        25                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Any objection, Mr. Bell? 

 

        26                  MR. BELL:  I'm not quite sure that I 

 

        27     appreciate the relevance of the document.  It seems to me 

 

        28     that I've heard this was simply to accept the behavior, and 
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         1     the note seems to commend him on doing what he was supposed 

 

         2     to do anyhow, but maybe I've missed it. 

 

         3                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Mr. Rosenzweig? 

 

         4                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Well, your Honor, it deals 

 

         5     with the recordkeeping in February of 1998, which, of 

 

         6     course, is the month we're all scrutinizing, and so to that 

 

         7     extent, I think it is relevant.  Because, for example, 

 

         8     Dr. Yellin didn't testify just as an expert.  He was one of 

 

         9     Dr. Cundiff's bosses and criticized his recordkeeping, so I 

 

        10     think it is really support for that, although I wasn't 

 

        11     planning to get into this when I prepared the case. 

 

        12                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Do you want to be heard further, 

 

        13     Mr. Bell? 

 

        14                  MR. BELL:  No.  I just think its relevance is 

 

        15     lacking in view of the fact that it merely acknowledges 

 

        16     compliance with what was expected.  And we acknowledge that 

 

        17     Dr. Cundiff's signature appears in there twice. 

 

        18                  And any -- I also recognize there are 

 

        19     apparently obligations.  Beyond that, according it 

 

        20     Dr. Goldstein's statement with respect to getting into the 

 

        21     chart and signing off on things, 48 hours, so patients 

 

        22     stay. 

 

        23                  So, again, I'm seeing it, without any further 

 

        24     foundation as -- to really seeing it as best, marginal, but 

 

        25     having said that, that is your call. 

 

        26                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I'm going to allow it.  Exhibit D 

 

        27     is admitted. 

 

        28                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, I didn't hear 
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         1     you. 

 

         2                  ALJ WAXMAN:  It is admitted.  It's admitted. 

 

         3                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Oh, okay. 

 

         4            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Dr. Cundiff, prior to working 

 

         5     at L.A. County USC Medical Center, did you have any 

 

         6     experience with anticoagulants? 

 

         7            A.    In my fellowship in hematology, we were the 

 

         8     ones consulting on cases of problems with clotting and, 

 

         9     also, too much clotting. 

 

        10            Q.    Okay. 

 

        11            A.    So I worked with Sam Rappaport, who's one of 

 

        12     the premiere physicians in this field. 

 

        13            Q.    All right.  And prior to your work at L.A. 

 

        14     County USC Medical Center, did you have any experience with 

 

        15     deep venous thrombosis? 

 

        16            A.    Yes.  And in my general internal medicine 

 

        17     training in Pittsburg, and then in my training in medical 

 

        18     oncology, there is greatly increased incidents of venous 

 

        19     thrombosis in patients with cancer. 

 

        20            Q.    Okay.  Now, once you began your work at L.A. 

 

        21     County USC Medical Center, how much experience did you have 

 

        22     involving cases dealing with anticoagulants? 

 

        23            A.    The first three years that I was at L.A. 

 

        24     County USC, I was in the department of hematology where 

 

        25     Dr. McGeehe ran the anticoagulation service, and so I would 

 

        26     attend conferences that he gave that were about 

 

        27     anticoagulation cases and see, at least as my share of 

 

        28     patients with thrombotic problem. 
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         1            Q.    And after those three years did you have 

 

         2     further experience? 

 

         3            A.    I was in the general internal medicine section 

 

         4     and received -- that's where those patients go when they 

 

         5     were admitted into the hospital, to the general ward.  So I 

 

         6     was at first an attending on that ward, supervising 

 

         7     physician assistants and admitting patients myself. 

 

         8                  Subsequently, all during the time that I was 

 

         9     running the cancer pain service, those patients also would 

 

        10     occasionally have venous thrombosis. 

 

        11                  And certainly during the last -- 1995 to 1998, 

 

        12     I attended on the wards more than just about any other 

 

        13     internal medicine physician, so I would see my share of 

 

        14     those patients. 

 

        15            Q.    How do you know you attended the wards more 

 

        16     than the other physicians? 

 

        17            A.    No one else attended six months a year.  The 

 

        18     most in the general internal medicine section was four 

 

        19     months a year. 

 

        20                  And as one of the specialists in various 

 

        21     departments, they would attend one or two months in the 

 

        22     general medicine wards. 

 

        23            Q.    How often did you deal -- During your time at 

 

        24     L.A. County USC, how often did you deal with cases 

 

        25     involving DVTs? 

 

        26            A.    I would estimate on a month that we were 

 

        27     attending on the ward, we'd have 100 to 120 acute 

 

        28     admissions and maybe 3 to 6 might be with DVTs. 
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         1            Q.    Let's move to the B.R. case, the case we're 

 

         2     here for. 

 

         3                  Do you recall when you found out about this 

 

         4     case? 

 

         5            A.    It was the morning of February 9th. 

 

         6            Q.    That would be a Monday, according to the 

 

         7     calendar. 

 

         8            A.    Monday morning, so I would have attended 

 

         9     Saturday morning and been off on Sunday.  So the patients 

 

        10     admitted from Saturday and Sunday, we would have gone over 

 

        11     in attending rounds in the morning of the 9th. 

 

        12            Q.    Okay.  Now, was this case orally presented to 

 

        13     you by your house staff? 

 

        14            A.    It was. 

 

        15            Q.    And who was your team? 

 

        16            A.    Salem Harake was the intern that was in charge 

 

        17     of B.R. 

 

        18            Q.    Who else was on your team? 

 

        19            A.    Ruth Karunananthan.  Malina Shah was the 

 

        20     senior resident, and Ewa Konca was the intern. 

 

        21            Q.    Who made the oral presentation to you 

 

        22     regarding the patient? 

 

        23            A.    My recollection is it was Salem Harake, but 

 

        24     it -- editorializing.  But Ruth Karunananthan, who was also 

 

        25     there and originally admitted the patient. 

 

        26            Q.    Okay.  Do you recall what the presentation 

 

        27     was?  Do you recall what you were told? 

 

        28            A.    I was told it was a 59-year-old African 
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         1     American man who was admitted to Pomona Valley Hospital 

 

         2     emergency room with now confirmed tuberculosis and a right 

 

         3     popliteal deep venous thrombosis and was transferred to our 

 

         4     hospital for further care. 

 

         5                  And that the patient was presented to me as 

 

         6     unemployed and homeless with at least a history of being 

 

         7     homeless.  And I took that to be that he was -- incorrectly 

 

         8     as it turns out now -- that he was homeless at the time and 

 

         9     with a history of heavy alcohol intake; that he was an 

 

        10     alcoholic. 

 

        11            Q.    Was it your practice when you first became 

 

        12     involved with the patient to read the physical history or 

 

        13     available information about the patient? 

 

        14            A.    It was. 

 

        15            Q.    Did you -- Do you know whether you did that in 

 

        16     this case? 

 

        17            A.    Yes. 

 

        18            Q.    And what did you see from that information? 

 

        19            A.    Specifically? 

 

        20            Q.    Do you recall anything in particular that you 

 

        21     saw? 

 

        22            A.    Well, I saw a lot of things.  If you want -- 

 

        23                  ALJ WAXMAN:  You are talking about the chart, 

 

        24     reading the chart? 

 

        25            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Well, did you read anything 

 

        26     that came from Pomona Valley? 

 

        27            A.    I don't think so. 

 

        28            Q.    Okay.  I don't know if it was legible. 
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         1                  What did you read at first? 

 

         2            A.    At first?  I expect I read the emergency room 

 

         3     notes and the history and physical of Ruth Karunananthan, 

 

         4     and it was already -- the patient had been in the hospital 

 

         5     for two days, so I would have seen the note from the day 

 

         6     before on Sunday, progress note, by Monday morning when 

 

         7     attending rounds were on. 

 

         8            Q.    Okay.  Do you know -- Did you at some point 

 

         9     actually examine the patient? 

 

        10            A.    Yes, yes. 

 

        11            Q.    When was that? 

 

        12            A.    During attending rounds on the 9th. 

 

        13            Q.    Okay. 

 

        14            A.    And so after we discussed patients -- or we 

 

        15     discussed patients, we went around -- a team and I would 

 

        16     see them all and examine them all. 

 

        17                  It wouldn't be a full examination.  We would 

 

        18     have two hours to hear the presentations of maybe four to 

 

        19     seven new admissions and all of the previous patients in 

 

        20     the hospital and make all the clinical decisions on that 

 

        21     group of patients. 

 

        22                  So like Dr. Conolly, I probably would have 

 

        23     listened to the chest and other particular -- certainly 

 

        24     felt his popliteal fossa and felt he had a tender popliteal 

 

        25     vein. 

 

        26            Q.    Okay.  At this point on February 9th, what was 

 

        27     your diagnosis of the patient? 

 

        28            A.    It was confirming the running diagnosis of 
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         1     pulmonary tuberculosis and deep venous thrombosis of the 

 

         2     popliteal vein. 

 

         3            Q.    At that point in time, did this patient have 

 

         4     pain at the site of the thrombus? 

 

         5            A.    He was tender there, yes. 

 

         6            Q.    Did you ever clinically examine him again to 

 

         7     evaluate the pain? 

 

         8            A.    I came back on one or two subsequent 

 

         9     occasions, yes. 

 

        10            Q.    Okay.  And was there any change in the pain 

 

        11     from the first exam? 

 

        12            A.    It was less. 

 

        13            Q.    How do you determine -- 

 

        14                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I'm sorry? 

 

        15                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  He said it was less. 

 

        16                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Less.  Thank you. 

 

        17            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  So how do you determine the 

 

        18     level of pain? 

 

        19            A.    Asking the patient.  There's no other way. 

 

        20            Q.    Now, am I correct that the patient was put on 

 

        21     heparin at Pomona Valley? 

 

        22            A.    Correct. 

 

        23            Q.    Okay.  And do you know when the Coumadin 

 

        24     started? 

 

        25            A.    It was ordered on the 8th, on Sunday.  But in 

 

        26     the medication records, I didn't see that it was given. 

 

        27                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, may I approach? 

 

        28                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Sure. 
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         1                  THE WITNESS:  And that came up on rounds, that 

 

         2     it was -- it was not given.  And so I was -- In fact, I 

 

         3     expressed a little irritation that it hadn't been given, 

 

         4     because that would slow things down for a day, so I asked 

 

         5     that it be given on the 9th. 

 

         6            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Okay.  Look at the big 

 

         7     calendar right behind you.  It says, "February 8, 6:00 

 

         8     p.m., Coumadin, 5 milligram started." 

 

         9            A.    It was ordered.  I didn't see in the 

 

        10     medication anywhere.  It's not a standing order.  And it 

 

        11     would be under PRN orders.  And on page 153 is the first 

 

        12     time I see Coumadin on 2-9-98, and "now dose," and that was 

 

        13     on my order. 

 

        14                  I remember that distinctly, because I'm always 

 

        15     the house staff to begin the Coumadin the day they begin 

 

        16     the heparin, because it takes four or five days of 

 

        17     treatment before the Coumadin is in the therapeutic range. 

 

        18            Q.    Why did you order the Coumadin be given? 

 

        19            A.    It was -- It was standard treatment for a 

 

        20     proximal DVT, popliteal DVT included in that -- in that 

 

        21     range.  And at that point, I thought that it was probably 

 

        22     okay, although I was concerned about the risks.  But at 

 

        23     that point in the clinical picture, I was okay with giving 

 

        24     anticoagulation. 

 

        25            Q.    Okay.  If this had been a superficial 

 

        26     thrombosis, would you have ordered Coumadin? 

 

        27            A.    No, no.  I would have treated that 

 

        28     conservatively. 
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         1            Q.    Okay.  And the information given to you, by 

 

         2     your own diagnosis, indicated it was a CV in the popliteal 

 

         3     vein; is that right? 

 

         4            A.    Yes. 

 

         5            Q.    Okay. 

 

         6            A.    Although the report -- we always confirm 

 

         7     ultrasound or any other reports that come from an outside 

 

         8     source, so I forget if I asked the resident -- or they 

 

         9     probably knew themselves that they had to take it down and 

 

        10     get confirmation from our radiologist, and that took a 

 

        11     couple days before he had that verbal report back. 

 

        12            Q.    Okay.  Were you satisfied -- You understood 

 

        13     where the popliteal vein was? 

 

        14            A.    Yes. 

 

        15            Q.    Are you satisfied that you know that now? 

 

        16            A.    Yes, I'm satisfied of that. 

 

        17            Q.    Okay.  Now, at some point you discontinued the 

 

        18     anticoagulation; isn't that right? 

 

        19            A.    That's right. 

 

        20            Q.    Do you know when that was? 

 

        21            A.    That was on the 11th. 

 

        22            Q.    Okay.  Was there a particular reason or 

 

        23     reasons why you did it that day as opposed to some other 

 

        24     day? 

 

        25            A.    Well, I was -- from the beginning I was 

 

        26     concerned about B.R. and his risks of bleeding, because he 

 

        27     had many risk factors for having a serious life-threatening 

 

        28     or fatal bleed. 
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         1            Q.    What were those risk factors? 

 

         2            A.    He was anemic and, in fact, a hemoglobin start 

 

         3     at 11.5, but during the hospitalization it dropped to a 

 

         4     9.7.  His liver function was not mildly or moderately 

 

         5     impaired, it was severely impaired. 

 

         6                  And one of the last things to go is the pro 

 

         7     time.  It is a liver function test.  It signifies very 

 

         8     severe liver disease, so he had a baseline elevated pro 

 

         9     time INR. 

 

        10            Q.    And why was that significant to you? 

 

        11            A.    Because the therapeutic window is very narrow 

 

        12     in using Warfarin, so those two things together, while they 

 

        13     are not absolute contraindications, they are certainly 

 

        14     major cautions to the use of anticoagulation.  So I was 

 

        15     concerned about that medically. 

 

        16                  And then the additional factors of this 

 

        17     history of homelessness was a factor, but it was certainly 

 

        18     not a dominant factor, and I had never in -- it hadn't 

 

        19     crossed my mind that we would send him home or send him to 

 

        20     the street.  We never send anybody to the street who has 

 

        21     tuberculosis.  So it was a given that he was either going 

 

        22     to go to his daughter's home or to a downtown hotel. 

 

        23                  In fact, we were -- and we were looking into 

 

        24     those two things, but that was a consideration. 

 

        25            Q.    Do you know whether your team made any 

 

        26     attempts to contact Mrs. Poole, the patient's daughter? 

 

        27            A.    I was told that they did. 

 

        28            Q.    Who told you that? 
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         1            A.    Harake, I remember on one occasion, saying 

 

         2     they were trying to contact her. 

 

         3                  There were the other considerations.  I 

 

         4     finished -- the considerations that I was -- 

 

         5            Q.    All right.  Well -- 

 

         6            A.    Do you want me to list them individually? 

 

         7            Q.    Well, I just want to make sure -- What did 

 

         8     Dr. Harake tell you about trying to reach Mrs. Poole? 

 

         9            A.    That -- 

 

        10                  MR. BELL:  Can we lay the foundation for the 

 

        11     conversation, please, date, time, persons present, you 

 

        12     know, the usual foundation? 

 

        13            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Well, did you know when he 

 

        14     told you that? 

 

        15            A.    It was the question, as I recall, and I don't 

 

        16     remember date and time, but virtually each day at rounds we 

 

        17     would discuss the plans.  And our plans were to give the 

 

        18     anti-tuberculosis medicine and to plan for a discharge, to 

 

        19     continue that for his convalescence, so possibly every day 

 

        20     we would ask, "Is there contact?  What is the status of 

 

        21     plan for discharge?  Is he going to the daughter's or 

 

        22     where?" 

 

        23            Q.    Do you think you had -- 

 

        24                  MR. BELL:  Objection.  Motion to strike. 

 

        25                  He has no independent recollection.  He just 

 

        26     referred to possibly "every day we did this."  I don't -- I 

 

        27     haven't heard a thing that he recalled such a conversation 

 

        28     and cannot place a term really or any location. 
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         1                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Do you actually remember 

 

         2     Dr. Harake telling you that they were trying to contact the 

 

         3     daughter? 

 

         4                  THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I distinctly remember 

 

         5     that. 

 

         6                  ALJ WAXMAN:  But you don't remember the date 

 

         7     or time or who was present? 

 

         8                  THE WITNESS:  He was on my service from the 

 

         9     9th until the 18th, and every one of those days, except for 

 

        10     maybe if I was off the Sunday, we would have discussed his 

 

        11     case and that would have come up. 

 

        12                  ALJ WAXMAN:  All right.  I'll allow the 

 

        13     answer. 

 

        14                  MR. BELL:  Thank you. 

 

        15            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  All right.  What were the 

 

        16     risk factors you were concerned about with this patient? 

 

        17            A.    The follow-up. 

 

        18                  And a few months before B.R. came to my ward 

 

        19     there was a change in status in the hospital whereas for 

 

        20     the first 30 years previous, Dr. McGeehe had run the 

 

        21     anticoagulation service from the hospital with two nurses 

 

        22     so that every patient with a deep venous thrombosis or 

 

        23     pulmonary embolism that was on Warfarin would go to 

 

        24     Dr. McGeehe's clinic in the hospital, have their pro times 

 

        25     drawn, nurses record them, Dr. McGeehe would cosign. 

 

        26                  And if he needed to see the patient, the 

 

        27     nurses would follow up.  They would enter them into a 

 

        28     database, call anybody that didn't show up, and keep a very 
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         1     tight control of this population of patients on a very 

 

         2     dangerous drug.  That changed when Dr. McGeehe retired a 

 

         3     few months before. 

 

         4            Q.    Do you know when the service was disbanded? 

 

         5            A.    About the summer of 1997. 

 

         6            Q.    Okay.  So how did the loss of that service 

 

         7     affect you, if anything? 

 

         8            A.    The new arrangement was that -- that the 

 

         9     patients who get the Warfarin would go to the three 

 

        10     comprehensive health clinics Hudson, Royball, and El Monte, 

 

        11     and I was attending in two clinics and besides the interns 

 

        12     and residents -- seen by interns and residents was clinics 

 

        13     supervised by attendings like me. 

 

        14                  In those clinics there would be 8 to 12 

 

        15     interns and residents perhaps at times, up to 4 students, 

 

        16     all supervised by one medical attending, seeing 40 to 55 

 

        17     patients in a half day. 

 

        18                  So that -- the procedure was that the patients 

 

        19     would be seen in rooms in the clinics, and when the house 

 

        20     staff were done seeing them and writing notes, they would 

 

        21     present them to me, and I would hear their presentations, 

 

        22     make teaching points, sign the prescriptions, sign the 

 

        23     notes, all in about five to ten minutes per patient, see 

 

        24     perhaps two or three patients in a morning or afternoon, 

 

        25     and that was the kind of supervision I had. 

 

        26                  From the El Monte clinic on any given day, 

 

        27     that a third of the patients scheduled to the comprehensive 

 

        28     medicine clinic didn't show up, and there was no system 
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         1     like there was with Dr. McGeehe of calling those patients 

 

         2     to make sure, if they were on a drug like Warfarin, of 

 

         3     making sure that they came back in.  They just missed the 

 

         4     appointment. 

 

         5            Q.    Did the pharmacy team replace Dr. McGeehe's 

 

         6     service? 

 

         7            A.    The pharmacy team only works on an inpatient 

 

         8     basis to monitor anticoagulation.  There was no system in 

 

         9     place to monitor outpatient anticoagulation. 

 

        10                  But we're still on considerations of why I -- 

 

        11     why I stopped the anticoagulation that particular day. 

 

        12            Q.    No.  That's what I was asking, what the risk 

 

        13     factors were. 

 

        14            A.    Right.  There were -- The risk factors were 

 

        15     medical, an impaired liver, overall malnutrition, social 

 

        16     history of homelessness, unemployment and alcoholism were 

 

        17     presented to me by the house staff.  They certainly weren't 

 

        18     the only or even the dominant reasons, although certainly 

 

        19     the alcoholism history, together with the severity of liver 

 

        20     disease, was a major factor -- 

 

        21            Q.    Okay. 

 

        22            A.    -- and institutional, but -- 

 

        23            Q.    What do you mean by "institutional"? 

 

        24            A.    What I just said about the monitoring of 

 

        25     patients in the anticoagulation clinic, it stopped, and it 

 

        26     was going to interns and residents that really didn't have 

 

        27     the kind of supervision that they needed to make sure 

 

        28     patients that didn't come in got followed up on. 
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         1                  The thing that tipped all of this over, that 

 

         2     really was the night was -- that said to me, although it is 

 

         3     standard to continue anticoagulation in this situation, I 

 

         4     need to weigh the whole thing and to make a judgment call 

 

         5     and to stop anticoagulation. 

 

         6                  What happened on that day, the 11th, was in 

 

         7     morning rounds we had -- among the new patients presented 

 

         8     was a gentleman in his early 60s, who was had atrial 

 

         9     fibrillation, which is an irregular rate of the heart. 

 

        10                  MR. BELL:  Objection.  I'm sorry, the reason 

 

        11     is -- talking about other patient is a reason for not 

 

        12     working on B.R. -- 

 

        13                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  No, no, no.  That's not -- 

 

        14     I'll just ask a direct question and maybe it will be 

 

        15     clearer. 

 

        16            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  The anticoagulants stopped on 

 

        17     February 10th? 

 

        18            A.    Correct. 

 

        19            Q.    Was there another case on that day that 

 

        20     influenced your thinking regarding B.R.? 

 

        21            A.    There was. 

 

        22            Q.    Okay.  Who was that case? 

 

        23            A.    A gentlemen in his early 60s with atrial 

 

        24     fibrillation -- it's a condition that is also treated with 

 

        25     Warfarin.  Those patients were still being followed in a 

 

        26     different anticoagulation clinic in the cardiology clinic 

 

        27     which was not shut down by the retirement of Dr. McGeehe. 

 

        28            Q.    That was for cardiac? 
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         1            A.    Cardiac catheters and atrial fibrillation. 

 

         2                  Dr. Earl Harrison had 3- to 500 patients at 

 

         3     that clinic that he and his nurses monitored.  One of his 

 

         4     patients was admitted to my service -- admitted to my 

 

         5     service, and that patient was admitted because his Coumadin 

 

         6     was grossly out of whack.  His Warfarin was out of whack. 

 

         7     His pro time INA was over 17. 

 

         8            Q.    Is that high? 

 

         9            A.    One of the highest ever seen. 

 

        10                  And he was extremely lucky not to have died of 

 

        11     bleeding or had a cerebral hemorrhage.  That's -- You know, 

 

        12     he was just lucky that he didn't have a catastrophic event. 

 

        13            Q.    Was there a decision made regarding the 

 

        14     anticoagulation of that patient? 

 

        15            A.    Yes. 

 

        16            Q.    What was that? 

 

        17            A.    The first one, I gave him Vitamin K 

 

        18     intravenously to reverse the Warfarin, and then I tracked 

 

        19     down Dr. Harrison in the halls to discuss the patient with 

 

        20     him. 

 

        21                  And it turned out that the reason that that -- 

 

        22     that this patient had the grossly out of whack INR was that 

 

        23     he didn't have medical or any other insurance; that he was 

 

        24     given appointments to come to the anticoagulation clinic 

 

        25     but in the financial aid or financial screening area where 

 

        26     they determine ability to pay, how much and so on, he was 

 

        27     told he had to pay $40 to get his pro time and to get his 

 

        28     visit -- pay for his visit. 
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         1                  This is the system, and he didn't -- he didn't 

 

         2     have $40, so he wasn't willing to pay it, so he didn't come 

 

         3     for his monitoring.  So I related this to Dr. Harrison, and 

 

         4     asked him what it do. 

 

         5            Q.    What did he say? 

 

         6            A.    He told me, "Well, we have to stop the 

 

         7     Warfarin and not continue it until he has insurance, 

 

         8     because this can happen again."  And we'd kill this guy if 

 

         9     we gave him Warfarin and he wasn't monitored again. 

 

        10            Q.    Was the Warfarin stopped? 

 

        11            A.    Yes, the Warfarin was stopped.  I stopped it, 

 

        12     explained it to the patient, and, you know, returned him 

 

        13     to -- once his pro time INR came down to the normal range, 

 

        14     we discharged him and had his follow up in the clinic. 

 

        15                  I noted that in the chart, you know, why I -- 

 

        16     why I stopped it.  I discussed it early with Dr. Harrison, 

 

        17     that situation. 

 

        18            Q.    How did that atrial fibrillation case affect 

 

        19     your thinking regarding B.R.? 

 

        20            A.    Well, it was really on top of the medical, 

 

        21     social, and institutional factors on B.R., and I can add, 

 

        22     anatomical.  That part has really been overplayed, but the 

 

        23     risk of his having a serious pulmonary embolism and dying 

 

        24     of that is really a great risk. 

 

        25            Q.    What do you mean by that? 

 

        26            A.    It's not unlike a cookbook.  That you have a 

 

        27     proximal part of the leg and you have a distal part of the 

 

        28     leg and everything is dangerous in all of the proximal part 
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         1     of the leg and everything is relatively less dangerous from 

 

         2     all of the distal part of the leg.  It's just not like 

 

         3     that. 

 

         4                  You know, it's -- we can make easy constructs, 

 

         5     but if you go to the literature, it is an extremely 

 

         6     controversial area, but there is a gradation of risk, you 

 

         7     know, from the highest up in the inguinal part of the leg 

 

         8     through the middle of the femoral, down to the popliteal, 

 

         9     and then the tibial and peroneal veins of the calf. 

 

        10                  I think there are cases on record of people 

 

        11     that have tibial and peroneal veins in the calf and have 

 

        12     pulmonary embolism and died of that, even though it is 

 

        13     standard medicine not to anticoagulate the tibial and 

 

        14     peroneal veins in the calf.  It's weighing the risks and 

 

        15     the benefits. 

 

        16                  And his -- while his clot was in a proximal 

 

        17     vein -- and I understood it was in a proximal vein -- it 

 

        18     was in the most distal part of the proximal leg, and so the 

 

        19     risk would be less than the iliac or femoral.  Most real 

 

        20     literature about proximal DVT is iliofemoral, and it is 

 

        21     written that way in the literature. 

 

        22                  Some of the literature is taking the proximal 

 

        23     and including popliteal. 

 

        24            Q.    What does iliofemoral mean? 

 

        25            A.    The veins were laboriously presented, are 

 

        26     continuous.  If the popliteal goes into the superficial 

 

        27     femoral, goes into -- the femoral goes into the iliac, goes 

 

        28     into the inferior vena cava, so the femoral and iliac are 
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         1     above the popliteal. 

 

         2            Q.    Okay.  Now, when you made the decision -- Was 

 

         3     it your decision to -- 

 

         4            A.    Yes. 

 

         5            Q.    -- to cease the anticoagulant? 

 

         6            A.    No -- Yes, it was my decision, and I certainly 

 

         7     did a lot of agonizing about it and considering about it. 

 

         8     I didn't do a lot of talking about it.  We were at the end 

 

         9     of a very busy day. 

 

        10                  MR. BELL:  Can we rephrase the question and 

 

        11     give me the opportunity to make appropriate objections. 

 

        12     The witness has been here for a while using questions for 

 

        13     narrative responses. 

 

        14                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Okay.  If you will, Doctor, try 

 

        15     to respond just to the question that is asked. 

 

        16                  THE WITNESS:  Okay. 

 

        17            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  How did you communicate your 

 

        18     decision to end anticoagulation? 

 

        19            A.    I told Dr. Shah that because of the overall 

 

        20     risk versus benefit, that we should stop the heparin and 

 

        21     Coumadin.  And then she communicated it to Dr. Harake who 

 

        22     wasn't -- he was in clinic, I think, that day, if I 

 

        23     remember that day -- if I remember right, while we had 

 

        24     rounds. 

 

        25            Q.    Okay.  When the anticoagulation was 

 

        26     discontinued, did you give some treatment to the patient 

 

        27     for the DVT? 

 

        28            A.    I asked them to give them warm soaks and leg 
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         1     elevations to mobilize them, give him Salsalate, that 

 

         2     constellation, so conservative treatment. 

 

         3            Q.    So what are warm soaks? 

 

         4            A.    Just a warm towel heated up by water and 

 

         5     applied 15 minutes 3 to 4 times a day. 

 

         6            Q.    How is elevation done? 

 

         7            A.    Just putting pillows under -- or some other 

 

         8     the -- hospital bed so it can be elevated, certainly not 24 

 

         9     hours a day, apparently, as Dr. Shah said to mobilize the 

 

        10     patient as well. 

 

        11            Q.    Did you direct your house staff to attempt to 

 

        12     mobilize the patient? 

 

        13            A.    I'm pretty sure I did. 

 

        14            Q.    How would they properly mobilize this 

 

        15     particular patient? 

 

        16            A.    That was tough.  That was really, really 

 

        17     tough.  Because he had active TB.  He's in an isolation 

 

        18     room.  And he's a threat -- Even if he's got a mask on, 

 

        19     he's a threat to personnel outside of his room.  That's why 

 

        20     we have isolation. 

 

        21                  And I've certainly seen people at County 

 

        22     General with masks.  You know that they have active TB, and 

 

        23     you just don't want to be there. 

 

        24                  In fact, my office was right by the infectious 

 

        25     disease ward where the resident tuberculosis patients were. 

 

        26     And it is scary to see patients out in the hall. 

 

        27                  So mobilizing -- We tried to just get him up 

 

        28     and walk around the room like Dr. Shah said. 
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         1            Q.    Okay.  Now, when you discontinued the 

 

         2     Coumadin, why didn't you maintain the heparin dose that was 

 

         3     started at Pomona Valley? 

 

         4            A.    Well, the anticoagulation -- You know, my 

 

         5     assessment overall was that the risk of anticoagulation at 

 

         6     that point was more than benefit.  I didn't access that he 

 

         7     had no chance of a pulmonary embolism.  I didn't access 

 

         8     that he had no chance of dying of a pulmonary embolism. 

 

         9     There was clinical benefit in that his pain was gone or 

 

        10     much, much less. 

 

        11                  And so it's weighing the risk and benefit if 

 

        12     you give a course of heparin, a typical course for a 

 

        13     pulmonary embolus or a near -- a DVT, the chance of that 

 

        14     patient dying just of that one course of heparin -- 

 

        15                  MR. BELL:  Objection.  Again, this is another 

 

        16     example of using simple straightforward questions as a 

 

        17     springboard for narrative answers of another topic. 

 

        18                  THE WITNESS:  Why did I stop the heparin? 

 

        19                  MR. BELL:  I think these things run to a 

 

        20     minute, a minute plus, and then three, four. 

 

        21                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Is there a pending statement? 

 

        22                  MR. BELL:  I think fair reading will indicate 

 

        23     the witness is wandering from the question. 

 

        24                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I'm not sure that he was in this 

 

        25     case. 

 

        26                  The question was, Why didn't you continue the 

 

        27     heparin?  And I think he was trying to explain that. 

 

        28                  Go ahead. 
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         1                  THE WITNESS:  I was, yeah. 

 

         2            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Is there anything else you 

 

         3     want to add? 

 

         4            A.    Heparin is a risky drug, one, and 250 people 

 

         5     die of bleeding of heparin for just a typical course like 

 

         6     B.R. had -- or if he had a full course.  So it's one of the 

 

         7     top drugs as far as hospital deaths in the U.S. 

 

         8            Q.    If you had decided it was appropriate, could 

 

         9     you have stopped the Coumadin but continued heparin? 

 

        10            A.    I could, yeah.  I could have. 

 

        11                  It was a judgment call.  That was my judgment 

 

        12     then, and if the situation were -- was the same, it would 

 

        13     be my judgment now. 

 

        14            Q.    Now, at some point did you find out that the 

 

        15     patient had developed a PE, a pulmonary embolism? 

 

        16            A.    I did.  I heard it by phone when I was in 

 

        17     clinic from Dr. Karunananthan. 

 

        18            Q.    Do you know when that was? 

 

        19            A.    18th of February. 

 

        20            Q.    Okay.  And did you do anything at that point 

 

        21     regarding the patient? 

 

        22            A.    Well, I talked to Dr. Karunananthan.  I was 

 

        23     upset.  I was certainly feeling remorse that he had the 

 

        24     embolus.  It was a concern.  It was a fear.  And the 

 

        25     trouble was that we had a chance of disaster whichever way 

 

        26     we went.  So yeah, I felt very badly. 

 

        27                  He was -- At the time I was in clinic and he 

 

        28     was in the process of being transferred to the intensive 
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         1     care unit, and I said, "Fine, transfer him." 

 

         2            Q.    At some point did you hear that the patient 

 

         3     had died? 

 

         4            A.    The next day I did. 

 

         5            Q.    How did you hear that? 

 

         6            A.    From one of the house officers. 

 

         7            Q.    Okay.  And did you do anything at that point? 

 

         8            A.    Well, again, you know, I felt very badly. 

 

         9            Q.    Did you do anything? 

 

        10            A.    I felt very -- As far as? 

 

        11            Q.    Regarding this case at all. 

 

        12            A.    Not further -- Not -- I didn't have a 

 

        13     discussion -- you know, during rounds of this -- I think we 

 

        14     might have had a brief talk during rounds that, you know, 

 

        15     this was very unfortunate, but -- and I've certainly -- you 

 

        16     know, everybody said they were sorry that this happened. 

 

        17     It was an unfortunate event. 

 

        18                  I didn't go into a, you know, detailed 

 

        19     analysis like this was the treatment decision with the 

 

        20     house staff. 

 

        21            Q.    Okay.  Was Dr. David Goldstein your superior? 

 

        22            A.    He was. 

 

        23            Q.    What was his position at this time? 

 

        24            A.    Chief of general and internal medicine. 

 

        25            Q.    Was he essentially your immediate supervisor? 

 

        26            A.    He was. 

 

        27            Q.    Do you recall meeting with Dr. Goldstein 

 

        28     regarding the B.R. case? 
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         1            A.    I do. 

 

         2            Q.    Do you know when that was? 

 

         3            A.    I think it was two, three weeks later. 

 

         4            Q.    How did you find out about the meeting? 

 

         5            A.    He called me to a meeting. 

 

         6            Q.    He asked you to come to his office? 

 

         7            A.    Yes, his office. 

 

         8            Q.    Did you go to his office? 

 

         9            A.    I did. 

 

        10            Q.    Okay.  How long did your meeting last with you 

 

        11     and Dr. Goldstein? 

 

        12            A.    About 10 or 15 minutes. 

 

        13            Q.    And how did the discussion begin? 

 

        14            A.    He was -- He was in a hostile mood, 

 

        15     argumentative. 

 

        16            Q.    What did he say? 

 

        17            A.    He told me -- He ordered me to change 

 

        18     something about my website. 

 

        19            Q.    You had a website? 

 

        20            A.    I had a website, and it said I was a hospice 

 

        21     physician.  He ordered me to say I am not a hospice 

 

        22     physician. 

 

        23            Q.    He changed your service? 

 

        24            A.    So I said I would do that, that was the 

 

        25     start -- 

 

        26            Q.    And after you finished discussing the website, 

 

        27     what did you discuss after that? 

 

        28            A.    Then he asked me about the B.R. case. 
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         1            Q.    What did he say? 

 

         2            A.    He said, "What happened in the B.R. case?  Why 

 

         3     did you stop the anticoagulation?" 

 

         4            Q.    Okay.  Did you respond to him? 

 

         5            A.    Yes, I did.  I said that it was a very 

 

         6     complicated, difficult judgment call, weighing the risks 

 

         7     and the benefits of the case in making that decision, and, 

 

         8     you know, a lot of factors.  One of which was the site of 

 

         9     the clot being in the popliteal vein. 

 

        10                  And just about at the point that I got to 

 

        11     that, he jumped on me and said -- 

 

        12            Q.    What do you mean jumped on you? 

 

        13            A.    "Don't you know where the popliteal vein is? 

 

        14     Don't you know it's a proximal vein?" 

 

        15            Q.    What was his tone of voice? 

 

        16            A.    It was very argumentative and hostile. 

 

        17                  "And don't you know that you need to continue 

 

        18     anticoagulation of a proximal vein?  The popliteal vein" -- 

 

        19     and he started bringing out Nettor diagrams and, you know, 

 

        20     just doing, "Well, we've had a long standing" -- 

 

        21                  MR. BELL:  Objection.  Relevance. 

 

        22                  THE WITNESS:  All right. 

 

        23            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Okay.  Did you respond when 

 

        24     he said, "Don't you know where the proximal vein is?" and 

 

        25     took out charts to show you? 

 

        26            A.    I said yes, I knew where the popliteal vein 

 

        27     was. 

 

        28            Q.    Did you look at whatever he was showing you? 
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         1            A.    Yes. 

 

         2            Q.    Was it a textbook? 

 

         3            A.    I think it might have been a Nettor diagram. 

 

         4     I think he was all prepared ahead of time to make that 

 

         5     presentation to me. 

 

         6                  MR. BELL:  Okay.  Objection.  Deviating from 

 

         7     the question. 

 

         8                  Have witness please confine to answering the 

 

         9     question. 

 

        10                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Please do so. 

 

        11                  THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry. 

 

        12            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  After looking at the diagram, 

 

        13     what did Dr. Goldstein say at that point? 

 

        14            A.    Let's see.  I think he said, you know, 

 

        15     something like, you know, "Do you have any other" -- "any 

 

        16     other things you would like to say?"  And at that point I 

 

        17     really didn't want to go into all -- I didn't feel that I 

 

        18     was being, you know, really heard, so I said, "No." 

 

        19            Q.    Did you outline your reasons for your decision 

 

        20     when you talked to Dr. Goldstein? 

 

        21            A.    I started to, but when he jumped on me at that 

 

        22     point with the popliteal vein business, wanting to, you 

 

        23     know, pin it all on one anatomical thing, then, you know, 

 

        24     after I said it was a complicated judgment call, I used the 

 

        25     word "judgment call" and I used the word "complicated," so 

 

        26     I didn't go further because of his tone and, you know, the 

 

        27     way he responded. 

 

        28            Q.    Did you tell him you made a mistake? 
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         1            A.    I did not tell him I made a mistake. 

 

         2            Q.    Did you -- I'm sorry, go ahead. 

 

         3            A.    I might have told him that I wished that I 

 

         4     started -- continued the heparin and Coumadin given he died 

 

         5     of a PE, but I didn't say that I should have continued the 

 

         6     heparin and Coumadin. 

 

         7            Q.    Did you express any regrets about this? 

 

         8            A.    Yes.  I felt very sorry he died; I certainly 

 

         9     was. 

 

        10            Q.    In your meeting with Dr. Goldstein, was there 

 

        11     any discussion of a vena cava filter or a Greenfield 

 

        12     filter? 

 

        13            A.    No discussion of that. 

 

        14            Q.    Did other superiors ever raise the filter 

 

        15     issue with you? 

 

        16            A.    It was never raised.  I first heard it maybe 

 

        17     six months after I was discharged from the County 

 

        18     administrators. 

 

        19            Q.    Was that at the hearing? 

 

        20            A.    At the hearing. 

 

        21            Q.    Civil service commissioner hearing? 

 

        22            A.    Correct. 

 

        23            Q.    All right.  Now, since the time that all this 

 

        24     has occurred, have you done research in this area? 

 

        25            A.    I have. 

 

        26            Q.    Okay.  And has that research changed your mind 

 

        27     about your approach to this case? 

 

        28            A.    It hasn't.  Given the same clinical -- 
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         1     clinical situation given the risks -- the medical, social, 

 

         2     institutional risks, of -- you know, of this patient, I 

 

         3     would, you know, maybe explain it better.  But in the end, 

 

         4     my recommendation would still have been the same, to 

 

         5     discontinue that anticoagulation, explaining that no 

 

         6     course, either continuing it or discontinuing it is 

 

         7     completely safe.  That you can die. 

 

         8                  MR. BELL:  Objection.  Please, may the witness 

 

         9     limit himself to the question? 

 

        10                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Doctor, please. 

 

        11                  THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry. 

 

        12                  MR. BELL:  The answers seem to go beyond that. 

 

        13            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Doctor, did you do research 

 

        14     regarding anticoagulation of DVTs during -- talking about 

 

        15     since this incident happened and you were terminated? 

 

        16            A.    Correct, I did. 

 

        17            Q.    Okay.  And has that research affected your 

 

        18     thinking on the subject? 

 

        19                  MR. BELL:  Objection.  Relevance. 

 

        20                  THE WITNESS:  It has. 

 

        21                  MR. BELL:  So what -- what conceivable 

 

        22     relevance will there be reading what he's done after the 

 

        23     fact? 

 

        24                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Offer of proof. 

 

        25                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Offer of proof.  He, after 

 

        26     reading, took the right approach or not, and that his 

 

        27     reading convinced him that, in fact, even now, he would 

 

        28     take the same approach. 
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         1                  MR. BELL:  Well, that's what an expert witness 

 

         2     is for. 

 

         3                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Well, I'll allow it. 

 

         4                  THE WITNESS:  Yes, I've researched.  I've got 

 

         5     a database of over 600 articles, and particularly looking 

 

         6     at the original science behind treating pulmonary embolism 

 

         7     and DVT with anticoagulants, found that there is no 

 

         8     scientific validation that they reduce the chance of death. 

 

         9                  These drugs came in around the time after the 

 

        10     second World War.  Before there was the randomized way of 

 

        11     comparing treatment -- standard treatment with new 

 

        12     treatment and determining if something really works, and 

 

        13     this wasn't done. 

 

        14                  And the only study that did a randomized 

 

        15     comparison of anticoagulation, no anticoagulation, was a 

 

        16     pulmonary embolism.  It wasn't of DVT.  It was a very old, 

 

        17     very flawed study by any account. 

 

        18            Q.    MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Dr. Cundiff, you heard 

 

        19     Dr. Yellin's testimony yesterday, didn't you? 

 

        20            A.    I did. 

 

        21            Q.    Did you hear him testify that 1 to 2 percent 

 

        22     of patients die of bleeding to Warfarin? 

 

        23            A.    I did.  That's per year.  I think he said less 

 

        24     than one -- the range is less than 1 percent, up to 2 

 

        25     percent in the various studies. 

 

        26            Q.    Do you agree with that statement? 

 

        27            A.    I do.  I've done an analysis of that, and I 

 

        28     find that the average is 1 percent per year of people that 
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         1     actually die of Warfarin -- these are outpatients -- of 

 

         2     bleeding from Warfarin. 

 

         3                  Now about 5 percent have major 

 

         4     life-threatening bleedings.  If you take 2 million 

 

         5     Americans on any given day that are on Warfarin, if you 

 

         6     take 1 percent of 2 million people, that's 20,000 people a 

 

         7     year die of Warfarin that's more people than die of AIDS. 

 

         8                  MR. BELL:  Objection.  Motion to strike. 

 

         9                  If there's any scientific support for this in 

 

        10     published literature, I think it's time to do it. 

 

        11                  What we're getting here is the doctor's use of 

 

        12     literature, and it's -- and connotations that it's been 

 

        13     applied to the knowledge he finds in literature. 

 

        14                  It's not testimony; it's argument.  And we 

 

        15     believe that it's without specific foundation.  I think if 

 

        16     we go on in this vein, the doctor will do a yeoman's job of 

 

        17     talking about or summarizing all 600 articles in the 

 

        18     database, including that which we tried to address in brief 

 

        19     earlier. 

 

        20                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  No, I'm not proposing to do 

 

        21     that.  That was my last question.  And all it did was to 

 

        22     show this was -- he was confirming essentially what 

 

        23     Dr. Yellin said. 

 

        24                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Okay.  To the extent excluding 

 

        25     the last question, I'll allow this last question. 

 

        26                  MR. BELL:  Thank you very much. 

 

        27                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I have no further questions. 

 

        28                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Thank you.  Cross-examination. 
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         1                  MR. BELL:  Can we go on break? 

 

         2                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Pardon? 

 

         3                  MR. BELL:  I'll go either way; I'm fine with 

 

         4     it. 

 

         5                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Why don't we just continue to 

 

         6     about 3:00 o'clock. 

 

         7                  MR. BELL:  Sure. 

 

         8 

 

         9                          CROSS-EXAMINATION 

 

        10 

 

        11            Q.    BY MR. BELL:  You've been a doctor since 1973? 

 

        12            A.    Correct. 

 

        13            Q.    You were licensed in 1977? 

 

        14            A.    Correct. 

 

        15            Q.    And you're board certified in internal 

 

        16     medicine and in medical oncology and hematology? 

 

        17            A.    Correct. 

 

        18            Q.    You worked at USC in 1981? 

 

        19            A.    Correct. 

 

        20            Q.    How long have you had licensed privileges in 

 

        21     oncology? 

 

        22            A.    I was in the medical oncology department at 

 

        23     Harbor UCLA and did not join the oncology department when I 

 

        24     moved in 1981 to USC. 

 

        25            Q.    You haven't had privileges since 1981; 

 

        26     Is that correct? 

 

        27            A.    Correct. 

 

        28            Q.    And in hematology, you haven't had privileges 
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         1     since 1984, have you? 

 

         2            A.    Correct. 

 

         3            Q.    16 years ago? 

 

         4            A.    That's right. 

 

         5                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  14 years as of date of 

 

         6     incident. 

 

         7            Q.    MR. BELL:  This patient came into your 

 

         8     hospital diagnosed with popliteal vein deep venous 

 

         9     thrombosis and, in fact, that diagnosis was arrived at by 

 

        10     Pomona Valley Hospital.  That was, in fact, true, wasn't 

 

        11     it? 

 

        12            A.    That was, in fact, true. 

 

        13            Q.    Now, I gather you didn't look at the vein 

 

        14     duplex film that came to be marked in evidence here, did 

 

        15     you? 

 

        16            A.    At that time, I hadn't.  I didn't go back down 

 

        17     to radiology and see it. 

 

        18            Q.    This wasn't kept at radiology; it was actually 

 

        19     kept near the -- on the ward floor.  Is that wrong? 

 

        20            A.    No, it was not on the ward.  I would have seen 

 

        21     it, because they show me things on the ward. 

 

        22            Q.    But you didn't look it before the patient 

 

        23     died, did you? 

 

        24            A.    I can't say if I looked at it or not.  I know 

 

        25     I'm not an expert in interpreting it, so I know that I got 

 

        26     the interpretation of the radiologist. 

 

        27                  And I know that I see films given to me during 

 

        28     rounds by the house staff.  If they were right in the ward, 
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         1     I would have seen it. 

 

         2            Q.    In your Civil Service hearing testimony under 

 

         3     oath on page 290, line 24 you said, "I didn't see the 

 

         4     film." 

 

         5            A.    That's -- 

 

         6            Q.    Did you see it, or did you not see it? 

 

         7            A.    I don't recall seeing the film.  It's rather 

 

         8     speculating. 

 

         9            Q.    Do you think you were right when 13 months ago 

 

        10     you testified "I did not see the film"? 

 

        11            A.    You know, I don't know.  You say it was on the 

 

        12     ward.  I'm just -- I didn't see the film on the ward 

 

        13     because house staff show them to me if available in the 

 

        14     presentation. 

 

        15                  And sometimes they go down to radiology, but 

 

        16     that is much more difficult. 

 

        17            Q.    And you didn't really read material that came 

 

        18     over from Pomona Valley when you evaluated this patient, 

 

        19     did you? 

 

        20            A.    I don't know how much of it that I read. 

 

        21            Q.    You testified, "I don't think I read the 

 

        22     material from Pomona," true your false? 

 

        23            A.    Okay.  I don't remember how much of it I read 

 

        24     at what time. 

 

        25            Q.    Well, do you have some affirmative obligation 

 

        26     as attending at the hospital, or did you in February, to 

 

        27     read the medical record being generated on this patient? 

 

        28            A.    Yes. 
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         1            Q.    What exactly was the extent of your precise 

 

         2     obligation in that respect? 

 

         3            A.    Well, it's -- it would be nice if we 

 

         4     happened -- could read all charts cover to cover. 

 

         5            Q.    Please don't tell me what you think is nice; 

 

         6     tell me what responsibility, rules governs the hospital and 

 

         7     their attending at the time. 

 

         8            A.    To supervise the house staff in their 

 

         9     provision of care, and to, you know, read the charts to the 

 

        10     extent that that's relevant to patient care, and to cosign 

 

        11     the notes of the house staff. 

 

        12            Q.    How precisely was that to be done under the 

 

        13     rules, then, applying to you as the attending? 

 

        14            A.    As the letter that was in evidence showed, 

 

        15     that administration was very happy if we could see and 

 

        16     cosign the initial history and physical. 

 

        17            Q.    Is that all you can recall about your 

 

        18     obligations to read a chart at that time. 

 

        19                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Objection.  Argumentative. 

 

        20            Q.    MR. BELL:  No, Doctor, we've heard testimony, 

 

        21     and you have heard testimony about doctors' obligation that 

 

        22     the attending go through the file and sign it every 48 

 

        23     hours.  Rule or not a rule? 

 

        24            A.    That was a rule.  It was -- Nobody did that. 

 

        25     Let me just -- Nobody did that.  That's why I got a 

 

        26     commendation for all my charts being cosigned, because most 

 

        27     people didn't get a commendation. 

 

        28            Q.    And they didn't sign it because they didn't -- 
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         1     or -- is that what you are saying? 

 

         2            A.    Yeah, that's right. 

 

         3            Q.    And, in fact, you didn't read most your files; 

 

         4     you were just like your colleagues; you didn't comply with 

 

         5     the rules; isn't that right? 

 

         6            A.    I didn't see charts every 48 hours, no. 

 

         7            Q.    No, you didn't. 

 

         8                  How often did you see this chart we've got 

 

         9     your signature on?  Two days here? 

 

        10            A.    Yeah, I came back on these -- after the -- 

 

        11     after the admission to the hospital, on one or two 

 

        12     occasions.  B.R., once we -- we admitted him the first day, 

 

        13     he was very stable.  He was getting his tuberculosis 

 

        14     medicine.  He was getting anticoagulation.  His pain was 

 

        15     getting better and things were -- were very stable. 

 

        16                  We had a lot of patients. 

 

        17            Q.    The question is, when did you see the chart, 

 

        18     Doctor?  The question is, when did you see the chart? 

 

        19            A.    I saw the chart when I signed the -- cosigned 

 

        20     the notes. 

 

        21            Q.    Twice?  Period? 

 

        22            A.    Twice.  At least twice. 

 

        23            Q.    All right.  Now, you've told us extensively 

 

        24     about what was the chilling consequence of taking 

 

        25     blood-thinning medicine including heparin and Coumadin. 

 

        26                  And you did cosign one note on the 8th in 

 

        27     which Dr. Harake, an intern, progress note, ordered that 

 

        28     Coumadin be brought to this patient at 6:00 o'clock the 
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         1     evening of the 8th.  You cosigned that the following day, 

 

         2     did you not? 

 

         3            A.    Oh, the following day, right.  That was the 

 

         4     first -- first time I saw the only note in the chart that I 

 

         5     could cosign. 

 

         6            Q.    So you authorized this patient to be placed on 

 

         7     the Coumadin; is that right?  You knew it, and you approved 

 

         8     of it; is that right? 

 

         9            A.    Not only that, he wasn't -- 

 

        10            Q.    Is that right, Doctor? 

 

        11            A.    I'm the one that order -- 

 

        12            Q.    Respond to my question.  Is that right, 

 

        13     Doctor? 

 

        14                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, I at least 

 

        15     listened.  Dr. Cundiff sometimes gave long answers, but I 

 

        16     let him try to finish answering the question before asking 

 

        17     it again. 

 

        18                  MR. BELL:  I wish to control the witness's 

 

        19     cross-examination using the question. 

 

        20                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  It's one thing to control 

 

        21     another, to bully him, and another in a tone that probably 

 

        22     doesn't show up on the record which, in my opinion, is a 

 

        23     bullying tone.  But besides that, he's asking the same 

 

        24     questions twice while he's trying to answer it. 

 

        25                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Let him answer.  You can move to 

 

        26     strike. 

 

        27            Q.    MR. BELL:  All right.  You approved of this 

 

        28     patient being placed on Coumadin, and you even approved of 
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         1     him being continued on heparin, true or false? 

 

         2            A.    True. 

 

         3            Q.    And you did so without reading the records 

 

         4     that came over from his transmitting hospital, right or 

 

         5     wrong? 

 

         6            A.    I don't know how many of them I read.  Yeah, I 

 

         7     might not have read them and read the house staff officer's 

 

         8     notes and their as presentation. 

 

         9            Q.    By the morning of the 9th rounds with the team 

 

        10     and exposure to the patient for the first time, how thick 

 

        11     was the file? 

 

        12            A.    It had two ER notes and a history and physical 

 

        13     and the Sunday note. 

 

        14            Q.    Very short.  Easy to read, wasn't it? 

 

        15            A.    Uh-huh. 

 

        16            Q.    So you didn't.  But you put him on this 

 

        17     dangerous drug that you said is chilling and subsequently 

 

        18     and improperly used? 

 

        19            A.    I heard the presentation of the house staff, 

 

        20     and I read through the relevant parts of the chart. 

 

        21                  Yeah, I can't say that I read all of the 

 

        22     Pomona transfer.  I took that from the verbal report of the 

 

        23     house staff. 

 

        24            Q.    But that was fairly typical of the way you 

 

        25     handled this patient, was it not? 

 

        26            A.    That was typical of me and other attendings. 

 

        27            Q.    You allow them to tell you what they chose to 

 

        28     tell you about the patient, and you made clinical judgments 
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         1     based on that partial information without verifying it 

 

         2     personally, isn't that true? 

 

         3            A.    I had to.  There was no other way in that 

 

         4     situation. 

 

         5            Q.    So you, as the teacher, the attending, the 

 

         6     patient's doctor, are making decisions based on the input 

 

         7     of two persons who don't even have a medical license and 

 

         8     two greenhorns who have held licenses collectively for less 

 

         9     then a year?  I mean, that's the truth of this, isn't it? 

 

        10            A.    You are trying to single me out.  I'm not any 

 

        11     different than any other attending in medicine or any other 

 

        12     department.  You know -- 

 

        13            Q.    Well, what I'm trying to get -- where is the 

 

        14     problem of reading a relatively short file and verifying 

 

        15     the information concerning it when encountering a patient 

 

        16     where possible? 

 

        17            A.    I read as much or more of the files of 

 

        18     patients of any other physician in the department of 

 

        19     medicine. 

 

        20            Q.    How do you know that? 

 

        21            A.    I've worked there a long time.  I've worked 

 

        22     harder. 

 

        23            Q.    How do you know what your colleagues are 

 

        24     doing, Doctor? 

 

        25            A.    I hear reports, you know, from the house 

 

        26     staff.  I read their notes, I read their charts.  I been 

 

        27     there a long time.  I have had feedback from what the house 

 

        28     staff tells me and have written hospitals that I'm better 
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         1     than the average attending.  I spend more time there.  I 

 

         2     was there every other night. 

 

         3            Q.    What shall we make of the fact that you signed 

 

         4     this file on only two occasions? 

 

         5                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Objection.  Argumentative. 

 

         6     Calls for speculation.  "What should we make of it?"  Also 

 

         7     vague. 

 

         8            Q.    MR. BELL:  What can we reasonably assume from 

 

         9     that factor? 

 

        10            A.    That's not out of keeping with the pace of 

 

        11     acute internal medicine at the L.A. County USC Medical 

 

        12     Center in 1998, 1999.  Now, it's -- it's not out of keeping 

 

        13     with the reality of that hospital at all. 

 

        14            Q.    How do you know you look at a chart -- look at 

 

        15     the chart, last and second cosignature on the file, other 

 

        16     than what you may recall at this point? 

 

        17            A.    No, there is no proof. 

 

        18            Q.    Was there a reason you chose not to look at 

 

        19     the medical evidence in the form of the film? 

 

        20            A.    I'm not a radiologist, and, you know, I'm 

 

        21     willing to accept the report of the ultrasonographers on 

 

        22     the location.  Certainly if the house staff bring the 

 

        23     films, we look at all of the films. 

 

        24            Q.    But you didn't look at all of this? 

 

        25                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I'm sorry, he -- 

 

        26                  MR. BELL:  I'm sorry. 

 

        27                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  He did not get a chance to 

 

        28     complete his answer. 
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         1                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Let him finish. 

 

         2                  THE WITNESS:  We have 2 hours attending 

 

         3     rounds.  We have 4 to 6 new patients to see.  We have 

 

         4     another 10 to 15 inpatients after that to discuss, and then 

 

         5     we're done, then we go to clinic. 

 

         6            Q.    MR. BELL:  How many patients of service at 

 

         7     that time in February died on you? 

 

         8            A.    I had four or five deaths that month.  One was 

 

         9     of a cerebral hemorrhage, 54 -- rather a 51-year-old with a 

 

        10     5-year-old daughter at his bedside crying that her father 

 

        11     died, and it was given for an indication that I would have 

 

        12     never done. 

 

        13            Q.    But I mean, this guy was very sick, wasn't he? 

 

        14            A.    He was very sick. 

 

        15            Q.    He deserved your attention, did he not? 

 

        16            A.    He got my attention. 

 

        17            Q.    No, Doctor, he got remote control medicine. 

 

        18                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Objection.  Argumentative. 

 

        19     That's a statement, and it's meaningless. 

 

        20                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Sustained. 

 

        21            Q.    MR. BELL:  You didn't look at the film but you 

 

        22     did send down -- you ordered Harake to go down to radiology 

 

        23     and have it read; is that right? 

 

        24            A.    That's right. 

 

        25            Q.    But before that, you counter-signed Harake's 

 

        26     recommendation to get a repeat film done; is that right? 

 

        27            A.    I see it now.  Yes.  I didn't mean to. 

 

        28            Q.    But by 10:00 o'clock that evening, Dr. Shah 
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         1     allegedly with your concurrent review, is countermanding it 

 

         2     in the record; is that right? 

 

         3            A.    That is correct. 

 

         4            Q.    So you went in both directions in this issue 

 

         5     in one working day.  Why? 

 

         6            A.    There's no reason at all to do an ultrasound 

 

         7     two days after one is done.  That's a waste. 

 

         8            Q.    Why did you say -- 

 

         9            A.    It was an oversight, which I corrected on the 

 

        10     same day, which was when it was pointed out to me by 

 

        11     Dr. Shah. 

 

        12            Q.    I mean, it was written right there and you 

 

        13     signed -- 

 

        14            A.    Yeah.  It was an oversight, and anybody -- you 

 

        15     don't do an ultrasound two days later in somebody with a 

 

        16     DVT.  Nobody would do that. 

 

        17            Q.    Did you read what he had written? 

 

        18            A.    I apparently didn't see that line in the note. 

 

        19            Q.    All right.  So it went downstairs, and it went 

 

        20     to interpretation and it came back, and it was reported 

 

        21     back verbally; is that right? 

 

        22            A.    Right. 

 

        23            Q.    Were you there when report came back? 

 

        24            A.    I've heard from Dr. Harake that it was 

 

        25     confirmed to be what they had said it was, a popliteal DVT; 

 

        26            Q.    So this was really simply a confirmatory of 

 

        27     what you already believed about this patient? 

 

        28            A.    Correct. 
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         1            Q.    Do you share Dr. Conolly's view that popliteal 

 

         2     DVTs need not be anticoagulated because the benefit of 

 

         3     doing so has not been demonstrated and that it has to be 

 

         4     balanced against a constant risk to the patient of 

 

         5     anticoagulation drugs? 

 

         6            A.    I've reviewed literature very carefully, and 

 

         7     while popliteal -- 

 

         8            Q.    Can you tell me whether you agree or disagree? 

 

         9            A.    It's a complicated answer. 

 

        10            Q.    But do you agree or disagree? 

 

        11            A.    I agree with Dr. Conolly that there is no 

 

        12     scientific evidence that a popliteal DVT, that patients 

 

        13     with that, with anticoagulation have a less chance of dying 

 

        14     than without anticoagulation.  And in -- That goes for all 

 

        15     DVTs. 

 

        16                  I didn't know that in 1998, but I found that 

 

        17     in my subsequent research. 

 

        18            Q.    When he said today that he doesn't believe in 

 

        19     anticoagulating these people for reasons previously stated, 

 

        20     did you agree or disagree with that statement? 

 

        21            A.    "These people," what do you mean by that? 

 

        22            Q.    People with proximal DVTs, which we agree that 

 

        23     a patient has; right? 

 

        24            A.    What I recall him saying was that it is 

 

        25     conventional.  It is done by the guidelines to 

 

        26     anticoagulate people with proximal DVT, and it's also done 

 

        27     in conventional treatment. 

 

        28                  But he also said that it's dogma, that is, not 
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         1     science, and sometimes we do dogma -- you know, we just 

 

         2     follow cookbooks.  There's a lot of medicine like that. 

 

         3            Q.    Can you tell me, did you agree this morning 

 

         4     when you heard from Dr. Conolly that he found that there 

 

         5     was no demonstrable benefit of anticoagulating somebody 

 

         6     with a popliteal DVT? 

 

         7            A.    I agree that there is no evidence that it 

 

         8     works. 

 

         9            Q.    There's no demonstrable benefit, I think, as 

 

        10     he put it, that's your view, too, isn't it? 

 

        11            A.    It doesn't in scientific -- a study has not 

 

        12     been shown to reduce mortality, but it's been shown to 

 

        13     reduce pulmonary embolism. 

 

        14            Q.    He said it had no demonstrable benefit. 

 

        15            Do you agree or disagree with that, Dr. Cundiff? 

 

        16            A.    I agree. 

 

        17            Q.    And likewise, like him, do you agree that 

 

        18     anticoagulation always carries with it a potential risk of 

 

        19     harm or even death? 

 

        20            A.    I agree. 

 

        21            Q.    And then placing those two things in a 

 

        22     calculous of risk, you would have no demonstrable benefit 

 

        23     in a patient offset by a very near certainty, then, that a 

 

        24     certain medication for a patient could suffer a very bad 

 

        25     subsequence including death; is that right? 

 

        26            A.    That's correct. 

 

        27            Q.    And that's -- although calculous works, and 

 

        28     that's why you don't anticoagulate people with popliteal 
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         1     DVTs; right? 

 

         2            A.    I thought at the time of B.R. case -- 

 

         3            Q.    Is that right or wrong? 

 

         4                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Are you talking about now or 

 

         5     then? 

 

         6                  MR. BELL:  Then and now. 

 

         7                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Well, that's -- 

 

         8            Q.    MR. BELL:  Well, let's talk then. 

 

         9            A.    Then, okay. 

 

        10            Q.    Is that wrong or right?  Can you please tell 

 

        11     me? 

 

        12                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Mr. Bell, let him answer the 

 

        13     question? 

 

        14                  THE WITNESS:  Then I went along with the 

 

        15     dogma, that proximal DVT anticoagulation reduced the chance 

 

        16     of PE in dying, and that the risk of dying of bleeding was 

 

        17     a major insignificant risk but was offset by more benefit 

 

        18     of anticoagulation, reducing the deaths from PE. 

 

        19            Q.    MR. BELL:  So, then, you thought the risk of 

 

        20     benefit analysis was in favor of anticoagulating popliteal 

 

        21     DVTs? 

 

        22            A.    Well, you don't say popliteal DVT.  The 

 

        23     popliteal DVTs are connected to patients.  Patients have 

 

        24     histories, patients who have these are very complicated in 

 

        25     patients. 

 

        26                  You can't generalize like that.  You make a 

 

        27     decision -- a clinical decision based on the whole patient, 

 

        28     not on the popliteal site -- anatomy of the DVT. 
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         1            Q.    We're just trying to unbundle this a little 

 

         2     bit here, Doctor, then we can look at them by themselves 

 

         3     and put them back together again. 

 

         4                  Tell me, was it your view back in February of 

 

         5     1998, that the benefit to patients with popliteal DVTs was 

 

         6     worth the risk of anticoagulation, all things being equal 

 

         7     from the moment that you assume there were no absolute 

 

         8     contraindications for this therapy? 

 

         9                  We will discuss your other views, but let's 

 

        10     just take it like that from the moment -- was that your 

 

        11     standard practice on this? 

 

        12            A.    Yes. 

 

        13            Q.    And now, May of the year 2000, your view has 

 

        14     changed in that respect? 

 

        15            A.    Yes. 

 

        16            Q.    And now you think it is not warranted? 

 

        17            A.    I've run across the study. 

 

        18            Q.    Is that right or wrong, Doctor? 

 

        19            A.    I think that it's not proven to be effective 

 

        20     scientifically, and there's a major study in the literature 

 

        21     that shows it doesn't work. 

 

        22            Q.    Did you tell your team attending B.R. that 

 

        23     "below the knee we don't treat it, and above the knee" -- 

 

        24     "if this is below the knee, it is a general teaching point 

 

        25     that proximals in general we anticoagulate and below the 

 

        26     knee is controversial"? 

 

        27            A.    Yes.  The calf is controversial.  I tend to go 

 

        28     conservative and wouldn't treat a calf vein DVT. 
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         1            Q.    Well, no.  I think the answer here that you 

 

         2     gave is -- to the question, did you ever tell the team if 

 

         3     it's below the knee, we treat it and if it's above the 

 

         4     knee, we don't treat it -- obviously, the questioner's 

 

         5     question's "below the knee, we don't treat," and this is 

 

         6     below the knee.  Your answer is, I might have said that 

 

         7     it's a general teaching point that proximal DVTs we 

 

         8     anticoagulate, and below the knee and the calf, it's 

 

         9     controversial. 

 

        10                  Do you understand what is the question? 

 

        11                  Did you say that?  Would you say that is an 

 

        12     accurate quotation, as far as you can tell? 

 

        13            A.    It's what I would say, that we -- generally 

 

        14     the dogma is to anticoagulate proximal DVTs and to not 

 

        15     anticoagulate or controversial in-calf vein DVT. 

 

        16            Q.    But then you went on to the next question, 

 

        17     "but I'm a conservative, you know, minded physician, so I 

 

        18     generally don't anticoagulate." 

 

        19            A.    I didn't anticoagulate at all.  I don't 

 

        20     anticoagulate a calf vein DVTs.  There are some that do. 

 

        21            Q.    What did you mean to say to the questioner 

 

        22     when you said, "So I generally don't anticoagulate"? 

 

        23            A.    We're talking about a calf vein DVT. 

 

        24            Q.    You were talking about calf vein DVTs, then? 

 

        25            A.    I was talking about -- I mean, I would have 

 

        26     been -- I treat so many DVTs, and I have so many months of 

 

        27     medicine attending that Dr. Goldstein would have been all 

 

        28     over me long ago if I was teaching the house staff never to 
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         1     anticoagulate proximal DVTs, like anybody else. 

 

         2            Q.    You went on to say in this question with the 

 

         3     county attorney, "If the radiology from your center said 

 

         4     that the extent of clot was beyond the popliteal, say into 

 

         5     the femoral, then I would have continued anticoagulating." 

 

         6     Is that right? 

 

         7                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Are you asking him what he 

 

         8     said? 

 

         9                  MR. BELL:  Is that an accurate reflection of 

 

        10     your view in February '98? 

 

        11                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, what page is that 

 

        12     in the transcript? 

 

        13                  MR. BELL:  295. 

 

        14                  THE WITNESS:  It is the literature on thigh 

 

        15     vein DVTs, as evolved over the last 50 years.  The earlier 

 

        16     articles talk of iliofemoral thrombosis.  They don't talk 

 

        17     of proximal.  That's a more recent term.  That includes the 

 

        18     popliteal vein with the more dangerous iliofemoral veins, 

 

        19     so that the studies maybe in the last 15 years, 20 years, 

 

        20     have this concept of proximal including the popliteal that 

 

        21     weren't there before. 

 

        22                  And those studies generally don't 

 

        23     differentiation how many are just proximal -- just 

 

        24     popliteal, like B.R. versus how many are popliteal and 

 

        25     femoral, and iliac, which would be more dangerous, so that 

 

        26     there's never really been a study that compares the risk of 

 

        27     just popliteal with, say, just the calf. 

 

        28            Q.    MR. BELL:  All right.  Doctor, if I could 
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         1     break in at this point and give you a question, I gather 

 

         2     that what this quotation means is that had a radiologist 

 

         3     informed you this patient had a clot in the femoral vein, 

 

         4     then you would have continued to anticoagulating; is that 

 

         5     true? 

 

         6            A.    Yes. 

 

         7            Q.    You went on to say in the line that follows 

 

         8     however, quoting now from page 295, line 20, "If the 

 

         9     radiologist said that, you know, they" -- "they over read 

 

        10     it, and it's not really a DVT at all, or if it's somehow 

 

        11     below the knee, then I would clearly not anticoagulate," 

 

        12     unquote. 

 

        13                  That's your testimony then -- or I guess the 

 

        14     question is it, Doctor, if you had been informed by the 

 

        15     radiologist that the clot was below the knee, then in your 

 

        16     words, "I would clearly not anticoagulate" -- 

 

        17            A.    Because -- 

 

        18            Q.    Is that right. 

 

        19                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I'm sorry, your Honor, the 

 

        20     question is vague.  He's being asked what he said before. 

 

        21                  ALJ WAXMAN:  The question is, is that right, 

 

        22     and the answer was, "Yes." 

 

        23            Q.    MR. BELL:  Is that right? 

 

        24            And below the knee -- and the testimony is that you 

 

        25     would not anticoagulate? 

 

        26            A.    Yes.  I was looking for a reason not to 

 

        27     anticoagulate because of the overriding medical, social, 

 

        28     and institutional risks of bleeding in this patient.  And 
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         1     there was no question that if it was in the calf, that I 

 

         2     would be on firm ground to treat conservatively. 

 

         3            Q.    But that is not the statement -- let me read 

 

         4     it one more time, "If it's somehow below the knee then I 

 

         5     would clearly not anticoagulate." 

 

         6            A.    Well, that means it was in the calf. 

 

         7            Q.    This is a popliteal DVT, how would a popliteal 

 

         8     DVT occur in the calf? 

 

         9            A.    We're getting -- We sent -- -- we sent the 

 

        10     ultrasound from Pomona Valley Hospital down to our 

 

        11     radiology department for a confirmation.  I mean, we do 

 

        12     that because sometimes they change what the other hospital 

 

        13     says. 

 

        14            Q.    It wasn't changing. 

 

        15            A.    It wasn't changing, but it -- the question at 

 

        16     the time was were they confirming what the Pomona Valley 

 

        17     Hospital radiologist said, that it was just in the 

 

        18     popliteal, or might they say "we're wrong" at Pomona Valley 

 

        19     Hospital, and that it is really in the calf.  That was 

 

        20     the -- that was the context. 

 

        21            Q.    So maybe this is more nuance than I think. 

 

        22                  What if the clot were below the knee but still 

 

        23     in the popliteal.  Is your statement not -- then you would 

 

        24     clearly not anticoagulate? 

 

        25            A.    No, no.  I didn't -- I wouldn't nuance that. 

 

        26     I mean, it's -- I am aware, and should be aware, that a 

 

        27     proximal DVT is the convention- -- the dogma is to 

 

        28     anticoagulate.  And I've always anticoagulated as a 
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         1     routine, you know, on those patients.  Fortunately, to my 

 

         2     knowledge, I haven't lost patients from bleeding. 

 

         3            Q.    And your statement that "I generally don't 

 

         4     anticoagulate" refers to what? 

 

         5            A.    To the calf.  And some people do.  Some 

 

         6     people -- I don't, you know, agree with the literature that 

 

         7     supports doing that. 

 

         8                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Let's take our afternoon break. 

 

         9     10 minutes. 

 

        10                  (A recess is taken.) 

 

        11                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Back on the record. 

 

        12                  Mr. Bell. 

 

        13            Q.    MR. BELL:  Doctor, I think where we were, if I 

 

        14     recall exactly, is that you didn't disagree with the 

 

        15     literature that supports doing that. 

 

        16                  By doing that, I presume you meant 

 

        17     anticoagulating the popliteal vein; is that it? 

 

        18            A.    In general, the guidelines suggest 

 

        19     anticoagulation for proximal DVT clotting of the popliteal 

 

        20     vein. 

 

        21            Q.    But the part of the literature that you don't 

 

        22     agree with is that literature that supports doing what? 

 

        23            A.    Well, those are the guidelines from just 

 

        24     medicine and other sites.  It's not supported by scientific 

 

        25     study.  It is to lump the popliteal vein with the iliac and 

 

        26     femoral in the thigh versus with the calf veins, as far as 

 

        27     the overall risks. 

 

        28            Q.    It is just a definition of the word that 
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         1     the -- it is beyond the knee that the literature supports 

 

         2     doing that -- word that -- 

 

         3            A.    In the tibial? 

 

         4            Q.    Yes.  I thought we were talking about 

 

         5     anticoagulates in the popliteal vein. 

 

         6            A.    There was the 20-minute break, and so you have 

 

         7     to give me the one before that sentence to put it into 

 

         8     context there for me. 

 

         9            Q.    We'll just let it be then. 

 

        10                  I gather that in addition to expressing your 

 

        11     regret with the natural human subsequence of the death of 

 

        12     B.R., you went further than that and expressed both 

 

        13     verbally and in writing that -- quoting you here -- "In 

 

        14     retrospect, I wish I had continued on anticoagulation for 

 

        15     popliteal vein thrombosis."  Is that right? 

 

        16            A.    Yes. 

 

        17            Q.    And you provided that to a number of 

 

        18     authorities and individuals, including the County Civil 

 

        19     Service Commission; is that correct? 

 

        20            A.    That's correct. 

 

        21                  That doesn't mean that I think it was a 

 

        22     proper -- 

 

        23            Q.    Doctor, you know the question, it's just like 

 

        24     the question and answer.  I'm sure your counsel wanted to 

 

        25     clear that up with you later, but it is beyond the scope of 

 

        26     my question right now. 

 

        27                  Can we discuss risk assessment for just a 

 

        28     moment? 
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         1            A.    Yes. 

 

         2            Q.    Was this patient at risk for a pulmonary 

 

         3     embolism from this clot? 

 

         4            A.    Yes. 

 

         5            Q.    Was that risk a significant risk, in your 

 

         6     opinion? 

 

         7            A.    Significant, yes. 

 

         8                  About the literature -- 

 

         9                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Hold on a minute.  All right. 

 

        10                  MR. BELL:  Apparently she has a sick child at 

 

        11     home, in her defense, seems -- apparently somebody home 

 

        12     with the kid, sorry. 

 

        13                  ALJ WAXMAN:  I'll make an exception for that. 

 

        14                  Go ahead, Doctor. 

 

        15                  THE WITNESS:  For the last 50 years or so, 

 

        16     anticoagulants have been on the scene.  Except from the one 

 

        17     study with a nonanticoagulant control, there are no papers 

 

        18     that show the risk of dying of a pulmonary embolus in 

 

        19     people that have DVT, so the figure that I see quoted in 

 

        20     the literature was one to 5 percent would be the chance of 

 

        21     a person with a DVT dying.  But that's not based on a 

 

        22     placebo controlled trial. 

 

        23            Q.    MR. BELL:  But the risk of developing a 

 

        24     pulmonary embolism is a complication -- is a risk of 

 

        25     considerably greater magnitude -- I think the numbers we 

 

        26     used one out of six something like that -- is not so? 

 

        27            A.    It actually depends on if what you mean is a 

 

        28     symptomatic pulmonary embolism or pulmonary stenosis. 
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         1     Pulmonary embolism used to be -- Well, in the studies of 

 

         2     people with DVTs that have no symptoms of pulmonary 

 

         3     embolus, and you do lung scans to see the status of the 

 

         4     lungs, about 50 percent of those patients have evidence of 

 

         5     a pulmonary embolus, but almost all of those are not 

 

         6     symptomatic. 

 

         7            Q.    Well, I think the statistics used by our 

 

         8     expert of the 2 million Americans who develop DVT annually 

 

         9     600,000 of them go on to throw pulmonary embolisms.  And I 

 

        10     presume that these are not silent embolisms, but those are 

 

        11     clinically noticed. 

 

        12                  And that would make it approximately one out 

 

        13     of six patients who have DVT throw out a pulmonary 

 

        14     embolism? 

 

        15            A.    It's not like that really. 

 

        16            Q.    It isn't? 

 

        17            A.    No, no.  These numbers are really all over the 

 

        18     place.  The textbook figures I've seen from 2 to 5 million 

 

        19     people reported in textbooks as having DVT.  And there's 

 

        20     literature -- If you take people on the street that are 

 

        21     well, that have no conditions, no abnormality, and you do 

 

        22     lung scans on them, 3 percent will have evidence of 

 

        23     pulmonary embolism. 

 

        24            Q.    What is your estimation of percent of persons 

 

        25     who have popliteal DVT who go on to have PE? 

 

        26            A.    Who go on to have -- 

 

        27            Q.    Pulmonary embolism? 

 

        28            A.    Yeah, I think what pulmonary embolism is, it 
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         1     is a distinction between silent -- well, it may be that 

 

         2     silent is clinically significant, maybe not.  About 50 

 

         3     percent have pulmonary embolus, of which almost all, but 

 

         4     not all, are silent, not clinically significant. 

 

         5            Q.    I think you previously testified that about 10 

 

         6     percent go on to have PEs, did you not? 

 

         7            A.    I've done a lot more research since then about 

 

         8     the complexity of numbers. 

 

         9            Q.    So it's not 10 percent; it's something else. 

 

        10     Use a number and tell us what your thinking is now, just a 

 

        11     number. 

 

        12            A.    Well, like I said, about 50 percent have PEs, 

 

        13     most of those are silent, not clinically significant. 

 

        14            Q.    Your patient had what percent risk of 

 

        15     developing pulmonary embolism from his popliteal DVT? 

 

        16            A.    My clinical estimate would be that he would be 

 

        17     at higher risk. 

 

        18            Q.    Could you quantify that for us? 

 

        19            A.    Maybe -- Well, it's such a -- I'll try to 

 

        20     quantitate it.  I'll say it's about 2 percent, as an 

 

        21     estimate, given the overall situation that he was, you 

 

        22     know, certainly not moving around very much, that was you 

 

        23     know -- 

 

        24            Q.    Just the number, Doctor, my question. 

 

        25            A.    I would say about 2 to 3 percent. 

 

        26            Q.    The chance of your client not dying but 

 

        27     developing PE is 2 to 3 percent? 

 

        28            A.    Well, with a silent pulmonary embolus, about 
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         1     50 percent of people with PEs would have pulmonary embolus. 

 

         2     Maybe 2 to 3 percent, at most, have fatal pulmonary 

 

         3     embolus. 

 

         4            Q.    Okay.  So 2 to 3 percent relates to the risk 

 

         5     of death to B.R. as a result -- 

 

         6            A.    That's right. 

 

         7            Q.    Now working backwards in the statistical line, 

 

         8     I presume you are familiar with the studies done at 

 

         9     postmortem. 

 

        10            A.    That's right. 

 

        11            Q.    Now, it is the case those who die of pulmonary 

 

        12     embolisms, 80 percent are found to have postmortem clinical 

 

        13     evidence of DVTs? 

 

        14            A.    70, 80 percent, but not all.  30 percent have 

 

        15     no DVT? 

 

        16            Q.    How about 80 percent?  In the figure I saw was 

 

        17     80 numbers.  Do have you a different number? 

 

        18            A.    About 70. 

 

        19            Q.    Let's talk about patient communications.  You 

 

        20     yourself did not talk to the doctor, Mrs. Poole, who's been 

 

        21     sitting behind you through these days? 

 

        22            A.    That's right. 

 

        23            Q.    And you only actually met and talked to the 

 

        24     patient on the 8th and perhaps one other time after that; 

 

        25     is that right? 

 

        26            A.    The 9th, I think it was, and one or two other 

 

        27     times. 

 

        28            Q.    Well, you previously testified that you knew 
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         1     you met -- you saw him on the 8th and, quote, "might have 

 

         2     been a subsequent time thereafter," page 288. 

 

         3                  You wish to change your testimony? 

 

         4            A.    Well, one or two other times. 

 

         5            Q.    It was one -- might have been one? 

 

         6            A.    Okay. 

 

         7            Q.    Is it now might have been more? 

 

         8            A.    Might have been one, might have been two. 

 

         9            Q.    Concerning the patient's homeless status, you 

 

        10     were questioned completely about that at your hearing and 

 

        11     you made some statements which I'd like to find out the 

 

        12     basis. 

 

        13                  You said -- and I am referring, I believe to 

 

        14     page 304 -- that you didn't discuss treatment options with 

 

        15     B.R. -- quoting now -- "he was homeless, not that I am 

 

        16     prejudiced against the homeless people," you say, "but he 

 

        17     was a emotionally, psychologically, and educationally in 

 

        18     poor shape to understand, you know, the risk analysis 

 

        19     involved in the decision," unquote. 

 

        20                  From what information or data did you extract 

 

        21     his emotional, psychological, and educational incapacity to 

 

        22     have such a conversation with you? 

 

        23            A.    My examination of him, talking to him, reading 

 

        24     his chart, talking to the house officers, hearing his 

 

        25     history. 

 

        26                  It wasn't that we don't talk to the patient or 

 

        27     tell them what we recommend. 

 

        28            Q.    The question was, from what information did 
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         1     you extract this conclusion that he was emotionally, 

 

         2     psychologically, and educationally in poor shape to 

 

         3     understand the risk analysis involved in the decision? 

 

         4            A.    From my overall encounter with the patient and 

 

         5     discussing him with the house staff, reading the chart, you 

 

         6     know, evaluating him in its entirety clinically. 

 

         7            Q.    You go on to say, "Trying to get into the risk 

 

         8     analysis would have been lost on him."  Is that what you 

 

         9     said? 

 

        10            A.    As far as what would be implied. 

 

        11            Q.    Is that what you said? 

 

        12            A.    Yes.  If you -- 

 

        13            Q.    Is that what you believe? 

 

        14            A.    That's -- Yes, yes. 

 

        15            Q.    And as a result of those beliefs, you didn't 

 

        16     talk to the patient at all about the treatment choices that 

 

        17     you agonized over? 

 

        18            A.    I didn't talk to the patient. 

 

        19                  But it's always implied, you know, when -- 

 

        20     when the house staff, interns, and residents have a patient 

 

        21     under the supervision of attendings, that they -- the 

 

        22     conversations's consent patients per procedures, discuss 

 

        23     what's recommended, what isn't, or certainly was. 

 

        24            Q.    That's another question, Doctor. 

 

        25                  But my question was, did you?  And the answer, 

 

        26     you didn't. 

 

        27                  Even though this was an extremely tough 

 

        28     decision in your opinion, in your judgment -- or over one 
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         1     which you agonized, as you put it, you didn't put him in 

 

         2     the picture at all? 

 

         3            A.    I wouldn't -- No, that's -- that is not 

 

         4     correct.  I didn't put him in the picture at all.  I didn't 

 

         5     talk to him about the decision. 

 

         6                  But the house staff were to tell him we 

 

         7     thought the risk was more than the benefit. 

 

         8            Q.    Where is that written down? 

 

         9            A.    I discussed with the house staff of that 

 

        10     decision and then when they convey it to him, they would 

 

        11     convey, you know, that simple statement. 

 

        12            Q.    How do we know it was conveyed to him at all, 

 

        13     Doctor? 

 

        14            A.    Well, that's something that's implied in what 

 

        15     the house staff do, that's -- you know, the supervising 

 

        16     physician discusses the case with the interns and residents 

 

        17     and they implement.  Part of implementing the decision is 

 

        18     to talk to the patient.  And in this case, tell him that we 

 

        19     think that the risks of this treatment are more than the 

 

        20     benefits. 

 

        21            Q.    That's what should have happened, you say? 

 

        22            A.    That's what should have happened. 

 

        23            Q.    Did it happen? 

 

        24            A.    I assume that the house staff talked to him. 

 

        25     I wasn't there in the conversation. 

 

        26            Q.    Is this answer to the question did it 

 

        27     happen -- is the correct answer "I don't know"? 

 

        28            A.    I don't know. 
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         1            Q.    And why would that conversation take place if 

 

         2     it was truthful, as you state, he was emotionally, 

 

         3     psychologically, and educationally in poor shape to 

 

         4     understand? 

 

         5            A.    He wouldn't be emotionally, psychologically 

 

         6     and educationally in poor shape to understand that the 

 

         7     risks that we felt -- in our opinion, that the risks of 

 

         8     continuing the anticoagulation were too high compared to 

 

         9     the benefits of preventing the clot -- I mean, that sure -- 

 

        10     I'm sure he would understand. 

 

        11                  But see, as far as what we have people talking 

 

        12     about when -- whole week about all these studies and, you 

 

        13     know, what the percentages of risks of bleeding in his case 

 

        14     which will be much higher than an average case, and -- 

 

        15            Q.    No, we're not talking about studies.  We're 

 

        16     talking about the option -- The question to you, then and 

 

        17     now is, did you discuss the treatment options with the 

 

        18     patient? 

 

        19            A.    No.  I didn't talk to the patient about the 

 

        20     treatment. 

 

        21            Q.    And, in fact, one only needs to look at the 

 

        22     medical file to the recordation of the fact that anybody 

 

        23     talked with him; is that right? 

 

        24            A.    The house staff, when writing daily notes, 

 

        25     don't say, "I talked to the patient." 

 

        26            Q.    I guess the answer is yes, isn't it?  There's 

 

        27     nothing in the medical file documenting such a conversation 

 

        28     with a patient? 
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         1            A.    No. 

 

         2            Q.    It's okay to say "Yes" if that's the answer. 

 

         3            A.    Yes. 

 

         4            Q.    There's nothing there, is there? 

 

         5            A.    Yes.  That's the case with many decisions that 

 

         6     are made.  You don't say, "I talked to the patient." 

 

         7            Q.    I gather your hospital had no protocol or 

 

         8     habit with respect to putting informed consent documents in 

 

         9     a patient's hand with respect to such circumstances as the 

 

        10     suspension of a potentially life-saving medication. 

 

        11                  You didn't have any protocol that he had 

 

        12     signed or family member had signed? 

 

        13            A.    Certainly not in this situation, there was no 

 

        14     protocol as far as anticoagulation medication. 

 

        15            Q.    Anticoagulation doesn't require patient 

 

        16     consent to commence? 

 

        17            A.    Well, a verbal consent, sure. 

 

        18            Q.    When was that taken?  When was that taken? 

 

        19            A.    Presumably at Pomona, where he was started on 

 

        20     the anticoagulation. 

 

        21            Q.    Was it renewed anywhere at your hospital? 

 

        22            A.    And my house staff would have talked to him, 

 

        23     and I would have talked to him the first day when we 

 

        24     started Coumadin. 

 

        25            Q.    In view of the very serious and apparently 

 

        26     recognizable percentage of serious consequences of deaths 

 

        27     that you can see from anticoagulation medication, your 

 

        28     telling me there was no protocol in '89 to have an 
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         1     explicit, informed discussion with a patient consenting to 

 

         2     the use of potentially lethal medicines? 

 

         3            A.    Not a written form.  It is consent; it's not 

 

         4     conventional at my hospital, and I am not aware of any 

 

         5     hospital, despite the risky drug. 

 

         6                  But it's -- I'm not aware -- certainly not at 

 

         7     my hospital or any hospital -- that there is a routine of 

 

         8     informed consent for heparin and Coumadin. 

 

         9            Q.    Why didn't you talk to the patient's daughter, 

 

        10     who was a person of above common intelligence and awareness 

 

        11     in my experience?  Why not her? 

 

        12            A.    Not that I called. 

 

        13            Q.    But they didn't talk to her apparently.  They 

 

        14     communicated apparently that her father had died or was 

 

        15     going to die.  How come? 

 

        16            A.    What day are you talking about? 

 

        17            Q.    The patient -- lady tells me she had one 

 

        18     message waiting for her, and then one actual connected 

 

        19     phone call.  The message was taken down by her husband to 

 

        20     the effect she had to come to the hospital.  And why did 

 

        21     nobody talk to her when she arrived.  And on another 

 

        22     occasion nobody informed her about her father being in 

 

        23     critical -- 

 

        24                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Your Honor, her testimony, 

 

        25     she received a phone call from the hospital.  She didn't 

 

        26     return -- 

 

        27                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Right. 

 

        28                  MR. BELL:  She went to the hospital.  She went 
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         1     to the hospital there.  Nobody wanted to talk to her. 

 

         2                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I want to make sure he tapped 

 

         3     into our testimony, not something that happened during 

 

         4     break. 

 

         5                  ALJ WAXMAN:  That was my direction at well. 

 

         6                  THE WITNESS:  To simplify the intern/resident 

 

         7     relationship, that the interns and residents contact the 

 

         8     family, discuss things with the family, and do that kind of 

 

         9     thing. 

 

        10                  I certainly didn't say, "Don't talk to this 

 

        11     particular patient's family."  I wanted them to talk to the 

 

        12     family.  I wanted them to contact -- 

 

        13            Q.    MR. BELL:  What did you do to make sure that 

 

        14     that would work in this case? 

 

        15            A.    What did I make? 

 

        16            Q.    What did you do to make sure it would work in 

 

        17     this case? 

 

        18            A.    Each day on rounds, as we discussed B.R. case, 

 

        19     I asked, you know, what's the status of talking with the 

 

        20     family to arrange discharge.  And there were several days 

 

        21     that it came up, "Is the daughter willing to take the 

 

        22     patient into her home?" 

 

        23            Q.    That's documented in a file but not by your 

 

        24     team, but on an infectious disease shift, that the daughter 

 

        25     was -- 

 

        26            A.    Yeah, it was discussed on rounds daily, that 

 

        27     came up.  Because we were trying, as part of what we call 

 

        28     taking care of him, to plan for discharge.  That involved 
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         1     talking to the daughter. 

 

         2                  So each day we brought up the question, "Did 

 

         3     somebody talk to the daughter?  Who's talked to the 

 

         4     daughter?" 

 

         5                  And the thing in our hospital, it's not 

 

         6     physically possible for the attending to do those kind of 

 

         7     tasks in most situations despite -- just by the volume of 

 

         8     things that was delegated to the house staff. 

 

         9            Q.    In fact, on the 17th I see a tuberculosis 

 

        10     control method express -- or references treatment of her 

 

        11     two small children so that B.R., their grandfather, could 

 

        12     come and live with them if he did require treatment.  This 

 

        13     information, was it brought home to you? 

 

        14            A.    Yes. 

 

        15            Q.    So you knew that the patient had someplace to 

 

        16     go? 

 

        17            A.    It was -- It was well into its 

 

        18     hospitalization, because -- I'm not sure exactly when in 

 

        19     the hospitalization, but it was probably February 16th, at 

 

        20     least -- that I wasn't sure whether he was going to go to 

 

        21     the daughter's home or to a downtown hotel for his 

 

        22     tuberculosis monitoring. 

 

        23            Q.    Why wouldn't he just go back to his home? 

 

        24            A.    We were under the wrong impression that he 

 

        25     didn't have a home.  Even if he had a home -- Even if had a 

 

        26     home, this patient needed some more monitoring.  I mean, we 

 

        27     weren't told that he had a home. 

 

        28            Q.    He didn't need home care monitoring, did he? 
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         1     He just needed to show up, renew prescriptions, and get 

 

         2     measured about once a week for his clotting factor; isn't 

 

         3     that right? 

 

         4            A.    Well, at the point that we were going to 

 

         5     discharge him, the plan was for him to be in that 

 

         6     condition. 

 

         7            Q.    Not very hard to do, is it, Doctor? 

 

         8            A.    How so? 

 

         9            Q.    Well, you show up, you have your pro times 

 

        10     measured, you get a renewal of prescription, and your out 

 

        11     of there?  I mean -- 

 

        12            A.    Oh, I wouldn't minimize what it is to do that. 

 

        13     No, I wouldn't minimize that at all. 

 

        14            Q.    Well, that doesn't mean he can't do the job by 

 

        15     commuting by bus, does it? 

 

        16            A.    You have to -- 

 

        17            Q.    Does it? 

 

        18            A.    You have to -- Because in his case when you 

 

        19     get a pro time, you don't get an immediate pro time.  You 

 

        20     have to, you know, maybe wait four hours, maybe wait a day, 

 

        21     or, you know, six or eight hours from the time you have the 

 

        22     pro time to the time that you go to clinic. 

 

        23                  So unless you make two trips, you've got an 

 

        24     eight-hour day for the visit once a week. 

 

        25            Q.    Doctor, in fact, all this business about 

 

        26     perceived noncompliance with instructions is predicated on 

 

        27     a fundament -- the misperceptions of the patient being a 

 

        28     homeless, alcoholic person, street person is laughable; 
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         1     isn't that right? 

 

         2            A.    No, no.  I worked in those clinics.  I know 

 

         3     how hard it is for patients.  I know that a third -- on any 

 

         4     given day, a third of patients scheduled to the El Monte 

 

         5     clinic that I attend didn't show up.  I would see the list 

 

         6     of who was scheduled and who shows up and who didn't. 

 

         7                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  I'm sorry, your Honor -- 

 

         8            Q.    MR. BELL:  Are we down to these -- 

 

         9                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Hold on. 

 

        10                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  His answer -- he was talking 

 

        11     over.  I don't know he finished or -- I'm not sure. 

 

        12                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Did you finish your last 

 

        13     question? 

 

        14                  MR. BELL:  No.  I talked over him, I will 

 

        15     confess to that. 

 

        16                  THE WITNESS:  The question, I think, was my 

 

        17     decision about the compliance being entirely predicated on 

 

        18     him having been homeless, him having been an alcoholic, and 

 

        19     him having been unemployed; is that right? 

 

        20                  No.  It wasn't just pred- -- Those were 

 

        21     factors.  But in the clinic itself, it's a daunting task to 

 

        22     wait as long as you have to wait for County clinics to get 

 

        23     the blood test and then wait for the visit. 

 

        24                  And there's the financial situation, that if 

 

        25     he doesn't have insurance, he'll go to the financial 

 

        26     office, be accessed of ability to pay, be asked for $40, 

 

        27     he'll have to petition to not pay the $40.  If he was 

 

        28     employed and had the means, he'd be expected pay the $40, 
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         1     not one time, every week. 

 

         2            Q.    MR. BELL:  To stay alive -- It sounds like the 

 

         3     wages of life are pretty cheap.  I mean, what makes you 

 

         4     think -- 

 

         5            A.    And I just had a patient that didn't pay the 

 

         6     $40. 

 

         7            Q.    Right.  But your making all those assumptions 

 

         8     that this guy can't come up with 40 bucks.  I mean, this 

 

         9     guy went into the hospital with $800 cash money in his 

 

        10     trousers pocket, according to his daughter. 

 

        11                  I mean, at what point were you willing to 

 

        12     perforate your felling about what he must have been with 

 

        13     questions that would have revealed what he was? 

 

        14            A.    Well, he must have been compared to what he 

 

        15     was. 

 

        16            Q.    You allowed a label of homelessness to control 

 

        17     the treatment, in part, of this patient, did you not? 

 

        18            A.    That was a very minimal amount, because we had 

 

        19     no plan at all to send him out to the street.  It was no 

 

        20     question -- never entertained that he would hit the street 

 

        21     because he had tuberculosis.  We knew we had to monitor him 

 

        22     in a facility for at least six months, so there was no 

 

        23     question he was going to have a home when he left our 

 

        24     hospital. 

 

        25                  It was a part of the history that we got, you 

 

        26     know, that he had been homeless.  About 20 percent of our 

 

        27     patients have been homeless. 

 

        28            Q.    But, Doctor, you testified at Civil Service 
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         1     Commission there was no way to get him into a nursing home 

 

         2     because noncompliance was insufficient justification. 

 

         3            A.    Right.  No way -- We didn't plan to send him 

 

         4     to a nursing home. 

 

         5            Q.    What home were you talk about in the last 

 

         6     sentence? 

 

         7            A.    The two we were entertaining were his 

 

         8     daughter's home and a hotel downtown that the County 

 

         9     provides for patients with tuberculosis so that a visiting 

 

        10     nurse can go in and he can have direct monitored therapy to 

 

        11     two to three times a week. 

 

        12            Q.    It was your belief you had addressed B.R. in 

 

        13     plain and sympathetic language to the effect that his life 

 

        14     depends on prompt, timely, and conscientious it is okay to 

 

        15     be compliant to your rules and measurement and monitoring 

 

        16     that he would have not taken that to heart and acted 

 

        17     conscientiously upon it? 

 

        18            A.    That -- That wasn't the dominant consideration 

 

        19     in my clinical -- 

 

        20            Q.    Again, you wish to ask yourself a question and 

 

        21     answer it.  But if you would answer mine, we'll be done 

 

        22     sooner. 

 

        23            Was it your belief that had you frankly and 

 

        24     compassionately addressed him about your concerns about 

 

        25     compliance, told him his life might well depend upon his 

 

        26     ability to comply?  Do you feel he would not have? 

 

        27            A.    No.  I feel that he would comply with the best 

 

        28     of his ability.  That wasn't my concern. 
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         1            Q.    I thought you had major concerns about 

 

         2     noncompliance. 

 

         3            A.    I had -- Yeah, I did have significant concerns 

 

         4     about him negotiating the County's outpatient system and 

 

         5     getting his treatment. 

 

         6                  But there were other major considerations, 

 

         7     including the medical, and the risk because of the site of 

 

         8     the thrombus.  So my concern was killing him with my 

 

         9     medicine, that was when I was -- you know, first, do no 

 

        10     harm. 

 

        11            Q.    But my question was, do you believe that if 

 

        12     you had leveled with this man and spoken to him in a 

 

        13     doctor/patient manner and told him that his life might well 

 

        14     depend on this, that you couldn't have gotten him to go 

 

        15     along with you and cooperate with you?  You thought no 

 

        16     then? 

 

        17            A.    I thought that was very risky.  I thought that 

 

        18     that was very risky. 

 

        19            Q.    And that's because he had these labels hanging 

 

        20     around his neck; isn't it, Doctor? 

 

        21            A.    In part.  I mean, the system makes it risky. 

 

        22     But those -- the things charted that we had, you know, it 

 

        23     was a factor. 

 

        24            Q.    Now, as far as alcoholic liver disease, you 

 

        25     attribute that as one of the reasons on page 251 of the 

 

        26     County transcript. 

 

        27                  Was alcoholic liver disease ever documented in 

 

        28     the record?  I notice the appearance of a notation of gains 
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         1     with a question mark followed by the letters "ALD" but was 

 

         2     it documented? 

 

         3            A.    The way you document -- No.  The way you 

 

         4     document alcoholic liver disease -- 

 

         5            Q.    Well, I think you have answered my question, 

 

         6     which was it was never documented that he had alcoholic 

 

         7     liver disease in the record; is that right? 

 

         8            A.    Yeah.  But you need to know how it is 

 

         9     documented. 

 

        10            Q.    No.  I need an answer.  That's the question, 

 

        11     to whether it ever was -- alcoholic disease was ever 

 

        12     documented in this patient's file.  Was it? 

 

        13            A.    It wasn't -- He had severe liver disease.  He 

 

        14     had a history of a -- 

 

        15            Q.    You've answered my question.  Why do you wish 

 

        16     to continue talking? 

 

        17                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  Well, your Honor, he asked it 

 

        18     once then he asked it again. 

 

        19                  THE WITNESS:  You do a biopsy of the liver. 

 

        20            Q.    MR. BELL:  No.  The question was, was it 

 

        21     documented?  You said, "No."  That's conclusion of the 

 

        22     question. 

 

        23            A.    Uh-huh. 

 

        24            Q.    All right. 

 

        25            A.    It wasn't documented that it was alcoholic 

 

        26     liver disease. 

 

        27            Q.    Oh, good.  Is that the way medicine is 

 

        28     practiced down there? 
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         1            A.    Well, you had to do a biopsy to document his 

 

         2     INR was elevated.  It was too risky to do a biopsy. 

 

         3            Q.    There is no alternate explanation for elevated 

 

         4     INR in this patient? 

 

         5            A.    Yes, there is, for tuberculosis. 

 

         6            Q.    Right.  Not consistent -- I mean, this is a 

 

         7     figure which you pointed out as being a clue to alcoholism 

 

         8     when, in fact, it could be some other things, including the 

 

         9     condition of tuberculosis; isn't that true? 

 

        10            A.    That's true.  The highest risk group in Los 

 

        11     Angeles County for getting tuberculosis are alcoholic, next 

 

        12     to AIDS patients. 

 

        13            Q.    Now, touching on the subject of whether the 

 

        14     gentlemen was an alcoholic, his daughter, of course, says 

 

        15     no.  Ruth Karunananthan stresses to the fact that he must 

 

        16     be, because she wrote it down. 

 

        17                  Did anyone probe beyond Dr. Ruth's initial 

 

        18     intake about the initial condition? 

 

        19                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Doctor who? 

 

        20                  MR. BELL:  Ruth Karunananthan, who was second 

 

        21     and completed the intake on Sunday the 8th of February. 

 

        22                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Sorry.  I was thinking about a 

 

        23     different Dr. Ruth. 

 

        24                  MR. ROSENZWEIG:  We'll call her Dr. K. 

 

        25            Q.    MR. BELL:  She wrote down that "the patient 

 

        26     consumed eight packs a week, times 20 years.  Quit six 

 

        27     months ago." 

 

        28            Do you remember that part? 
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         1            A.    Pack a day, not a pack a week. 

 

         2            Q.    "Times 20 years.  Quit six months ago." 

 

         3            A.    Right. 

 

         4            Q.    And then she has a small little check beneath 

 

         5     that that says "alcoholism."  Okay. 

 

         6            So she labels him an alcoholic? 

 

         7            A.    Right. 

 

         8            Q.    What was done to verify that? 

 

         9            A.    I'm not aware that we revisited that issue. 

 

        10            Q.    What was done to address alcoholism as an 

 

        11     important disease condition for a person?  Should 

 

        12     alcoholism be addressed in an inpatient setting when a 

 

        13     person comes in? 

 

        14            A.    Well, if he's withdrawing from alcohol -- the 

 

        15     history was that he quit six months before. 

 

        16            Q.    Did anybody direct any therapy, social, 

 

        17     physical, medical, or otherwise to this person's perceived 

 

        18     alcoholism? 

 

        19            A.    Because -- No, because he -- 

 

        20            Q.    I think you have answered the question. 

 

        21            A.    -- quit before. 

 

        22            Q.    So he had a history of alcoholism or was an 

 

        23     alcoholic? 

 

        24            A.     Both.  You don't get over alcoholism once 

 

        25     your an alcoholic.  Once you have excessive drinks or 

 

        26     complications of alcoholism and you quit, you are always an 

 

        27     alcoholic. 

 

        28            Q.    But he didn't actually quit; he kept drinking 
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         1     until he went into the hospital, according to his daughter. 

 

         2            Did anybody do -- actually get to the bottom of this 

 

         3     test, talk to him about it? 

 

         4            A.    We didn't -- We -- We didn't consider that it 

 

         5     was a burning issue. 

 

         6                  She took a history.  She found that he had a 

 

         7     six pack a day for 20 years, and then he quit.  And we 

 

         8     didn't -- Then we knew he had severe liver disease.  We put 

 

         9     two and two together.  We didn't figure that was a real 

 

        10     puzzle. 

 

        11            Q.    But you put two and two, and in this case you 

 

        12     got five wrong answers? 

 

        13            A.    No.  I'm not saying that at all, that Ruth 

 

        14     Karunananthan's history is in error.  She took it down as 

 

        15     he said it. 

 

        16            Q.    Doctor, there was a cartoon of -- once that 

 

        17     showed a woman entering a room, and there were two people 

 

        18     in bed, one was her husband, and the line underneath says, 

 

        19     "Who do you believe, me or your eyes?" 

 

        20                  Now, if you had to choose between the 

 

        21     record-taking of somebody at the end of a long shift with 

 

        22     respect to alcoholics and the statement of his own 

 

        23     daughter, who saw him at least weekly, which is the more 

 

        24     preferable and more likely true statement? 

 

        25            A.    The Ruth Karunananthan's.  I would believe she 

 

        26     wrote it down when he said it. 

 

        27            Q.    So it must be so? 

 

        28            A.    People -- Yes.  Well, I mean, as far as you 
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         1     know -- I never know for sure, but as for as my judgment of 

 

         2     those two possibilities, I would take hers. 

 

         3            Q.    Did he have shakes, delirium tremors, any 

 

         4     other signs and symptoms of an alcoholic? 

 

         5            A.    No.  You don't get those after you quit for 

 

         6     six months. 

 

         7            Q.    So you think he stopped drinking six months 

 

         8     ago? 

 

         9            A.    That's the history. 

 

        10            Q.    And though therapy was directed towards it, 

 

        11     but the damage had been done to his liver, as you say? 

 

        12            A.    That's -- That was -- That was what we -- It 

 

        13     was our working diagnosis. 

 

        14            Q.    And was that visualized on autopsy? 

 

        15            A.    He didn't have cirrhosis.  You can have 

 

        16     alcoholism without cirrhosis.  It didn't disprove by any 

 

        17     means -- 

 

        18            Q.    Nor did it confirm it, did it? 

 

        19            A.    It didn't confirm cirrhosis. 

 

        20            Q.    You say the patient's lack of insurance was a 

 

        21     factor in your decision to stop therapy.  You do that, I 

 

        22     think, between 240 and 259 of your testimony. 

 

        23                  That's true, isn't it, that that went into 

 

        24     your thinking? 

 

        25            A.    That's true, because he would be asked for $40 

 

        26     each week coming to the clinic. 

 

        27            Q.    You also went on to say, "Sure, it's possible 

 

        28     to have the fees waived." 
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         1                  So that is a possibility, isn't it? 

 

         2            A.    It's possible.  But the -- it's not something 

 

         3     that a doctor can write on the chart, "waive fees."  It is 

 

         4     completely out of doctor's control. 

 

         5                  The patient goes to the financial office, they 

 

         6     talk to him about their resources, they determine it.  I 

 

         7     don't determine it. 

 

         8                  Some patients are assertive and can advocate 

 

         9     for themselves.  Others will just not go. 

 

        10                  MR. BELL:  Can I go until 4:00 o'clock? 

 

        11                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Yeah. 

 

        12            Q.    MR. BELL:  You say that you didn't leave this 

 

        13     guy just flat after you took him off anticoagulants, you 

 

        14     provided a therapy of consistent leg elevations, warm 

 

        15     soaks, and started him on anti-inflammatory drugs; is that 

 

        16     right? 

 

        17            A.    That's right.  And we encouraged him to 

 

        18     ambulate, as far as Dr. Shah said. 

 

        19            Q.    Where is that recorded, encourage or instruct 

 

        20     the nurse to -- encourage her to -- encourage the patient 

 

        21     to ambulate? 

 

        22            A.    I looked for that, and I didn't see it. 

 

        23            Q.    It's not there; right? 

 

        24            A.    It's not there. 

 

        25            Q.    Was it typical to order things without 

 

        26     ordering things? 

 

        27            A.    Well, as an attending, you know, I suggest 

 

        28     things that the house staff order. 
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         1            Q.    Apparently a lot of things ordered don't 

 

         2     happen at your hospital. 

 

         3            A.    Well, even when they are ordered, I'm afraid. 

 

         4            Q.    I mean, you order -- you ordered apparently 

 

         5     Coumadin for administration on the evening of February the 

 

         6     8th at 6:00 in the evening, and yet it doesn't get 

 

         7     delivered until 28 -- 28 hours later. 

 

         8            A.    I was notified in the morning, that is when I 

 

         9     heard he hadn't. 

 

        10            Q.    But that's what happened, isn't it? 

 

        11            A.    Yes. 

 

        12            Q.    And you do order that he ambulate, but there's 

 

        13     nothing in the record? 

 

        14            A.    It wasn't started.  He was -- The nurse chart 

 

        15     that had -- he did ambulate, that he did get up to the 

 

        16     bathroom.  So she wasn't counting on any bed rest order. 

 

        17            Q.    No, she wasn't, because there is none in the 

 

        18     file.  Nurses do what they are told to do; they don't do 

 

        19     what they're not told to do. 

 

        20                  There are no physician orders requiring 

 

        21     ambulation, is there? 

 

        22            A.    No, no. 

 

        23            Q.    By the way, the -- you said that he didn't get 

 

        24     his medicine on the 8th, Coumadin, and he didn't get it 

 

        25     until it shows up on the medication order at 10:30 on the 

 

        26     evening of the 9th of February? 

 

        27            A.    Correct. 

 

        28            Q.    So he was essentially 28 hours behind in his 
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         1     medicine? 

 

         2            A.    Well, he hadn't started Coumadin until the 

 

         3     9th. 

 

         4            Q.    The order of the physician who put it in place 

 

         5     had not been complied with until 28 hours after the 

 

         6     proposed order time for that; is that correct? 

 

         7            A.    Might have even been a new order. 

 

         8            Q.    Why is your order to give this pill -- 

 

         9            A.    It was verbal on morning rounds. 

 

        10            Q.    Was it recorded anywhere? 

 

        11            A.    Well, that was -- they did it that day. 

 

        12            Q.    Yeah, I know. 

 

        13                  But was it recorded anywhere? 

 

        14            A.    Recorded as my order? 

 

        15            Q.    Yes. 

 

        16            A.    They just write, "Give Coumadin, 5 mill." 

 

        17            Q.    But there is no stat order? 

 

        18            A.    It was a now order.  It was a now order.  It 

 

        19     was charted as a now dose. 

 

        20            Q.    And generally what do you do that attributes 

 

        21     to the now order? 

 

        22            A.    Well, that's when the house officer gave the 

 

        23     order.  I direct them in morning rounds -- 

 

        24            Q.    Okay. 

 

        25            A.    -- to start. 

 

        26            Q.    It doesn't list VO, voice order of -- 

 

        27            A.    Do you want me to look that up? 

 

        28            Q.    No.  It doesn't say that where you are 
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         1     looking, does it? 

 

         2            A.    Well, I saw where it was given on the 9th, and 

 

         3     I think that's Malina Shah's on page 23, "Give Coumadin, 5 

 

         4     milligrams PO, now." 

 

         5            Q.    And that was pursuant to your verbal order? 

 

         6            A.    Yes. 

 

         7            Q.    Was the medical error of failing to administer 

 

         8     the medicine as ordered for a period of 28 hours ever 

 

         9     documented in the file? 

 

        10            A.    Documented?  As an incident report, it wasn't. 

 

        11            Q.    Okay.  You routinely wrote up physicians for 

 

        12     medicating their patients? 

 

        13            A.    For pain. 

 

        14            Q.    For pain.  But, I mean, scores and scores of 

 

        15     times, did you ever write up anybody for failing to deliver 

 

        16     potentially life-saving medication to this patient for a 

 

        17     period exceeding 24 hours? 

 

        18            A.    He was getting heparin.  That's medicine.  No. 

 

        19            Q.    You would agree this was a mistake, wouldn't 

 

        20     you? 

 

        21            A.    A mistake not to give medicine when ordered? 

 

        22     On the nurse's part, yes. 

 

        23            Q.    And was anything ever documented about the 

 

        24     nurse failing to comply with the medicine order and blowing 

 

        25     it for more than a whole day? 

 

        26            A.    I didn't see any documentation. 

 

        27            Q.    And you don't see it because it wasn't done; 

 

        28     is that right? 
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         1            A.    Correct.  And I was notified that he hadn't 

 

         2     gotten Coumadin when I first heard about him on the 9th. 

 

         3            Q.    But annoyance was as far as not -- 

 

         4            A.    Actually, it's very typical.  And that's more 

 

         5     often than not.  When I first hear of admission of a 

 

         6     patient with DVT on heparin, they haven't had Coumadin.  So 

 

         7     it's one teaching point that is -- you start Coumadin right 

 

         8     at the beginning, because that saves the day of 

 

         9     hospitalization. 

 

        10            Q.    We'll come back to the typical life at L.A. 

 

        11     County tomorrow morning. 

 

        12            Thank you very much. 

 

        13                  ALJ WAXMAN:  Come back in the morning. 

 

        14                  We'll adjourn to reconvene at 9:00 o'clock 

 

        15     tomorrow morning. 

 

        16                                 *** 

 

        17 

 

        18 

 

        19 

 

        20 

 

        21 

 

        22 

 

        23 

 

        24 

 

        25 

 

        26 

 

        27 

 

        28 
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         1     COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

 

         2 

 

         3 

 

         4                  I, Audrey L. Cox, CSR 12098, a Certified 

 

         5     Shorthand Reporter in and for the State of California, do 

 

         6     hereby certify: 

 

         7                  That the foregoing proceedings were taken down 

 

         8     by me in shorthand at the time and place named therein and 

 

         9     were thereafter transcribed under my supervision; that this 

 

        10     transcript contains a full, true, and correct record of the 

 

        11     proceedings which took place at the time and place set 

 

        12     forth in the caption hereto. 

 

        13 

 

        14 

 

        15 

 

        16                  I further certify that I have no interest in 

 

        17     the event of this action. 

 

        18 

 

        19 

 

        20 

 

        21     EXECUTED this ________ day of _____________, 2000. 

 

        22 

 

        23                          ____________________________________ 

 

        24                                   Audrey L. Cox, CSR 

 

        25 

 

        26 

 

        27 

 

        28 
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